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SUMMARY
Conventional magnetic separation is  a long established technique in mineral processing for tramp iron, and for concentrating magnetic ores. Its  use was generally restricted to the separation of strongly magnetic m aterials. Recently, the application of th is method has been s lig h tly  modified to include the filtr a tio n  of micron sizedparam agnetic p a rtic les . This method is  called the High Gradient Magnetic Separation (HGMS) and maximizes the magnetic forces by using electromagnets to separate small and weakly paramagnetic p a rtic les . The main advantage is  that separation is  highly e ffic ie n t and can be carried out at high flow rates with a minimum head loss across the f i l t e r .In this study, tests were carried out with two types of f i l t e r s  -  randomly packed cylin drical wire f i l t e r  matrix and well ordered woven wires. Cupric Oxide (CuO) dust with p article  distribution o f less than two microns was used for the investigation. The CuO was chosen as a representative paramagnetic dust. Specific tests were carried out to determine the e ffects o f individual operating parameters such as matrix packing fractio n , magnetic fie ld  strength, and gas velocity on f i l t e r  loadability  and e ffic ie n cy .The results showed . that for both randomly packed and woven wire f i l t e r s ,  increasing packing fraction produced better lo ad ab ility  and sustained capture e ffic ie n cy , although not in proportion to the mass of wire used. Increasing entrainment velocity produced s lig h tly  improved re su lt .fo r  randomly packed f i l t e r  unlike that obtained from woven wires.
A novel idea of applying a flu id ic  diverter to HGMF was introduced. The main objective was to increase the flow residence time in the f i l t e r  matrix , thereby increasing the chances ofmore particles being captured. The results obtained fron the0application of flu id ic  flow diverter showed poor collection for very small particles but good filtr a tio n  for larger p articles .Prediction of theoretical collection efficien cies were made using the single wire single p article  model. The collection efficien cies of the, smallest p article  range agreed with those obtained from experiments but large deviations were present for the biggest particles in the case of random wires.Pressure drop measurements were also carried out for the f ilte r s  used over the range of operating parameters applied. The results were plotted in two basic forms that incorporated f le x ib ilit y  in their interpretation and usage.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Cl- •)1.1 IntroductionThis thesis is  concerned with Continuous and Batchwise High Gradient Magnetic "Filtration (HGMF) o f air borne paramagnetic dust. Continuous HGMF deals with the traditional technique where dust is  instantaneously extracted as i t  passes through the f i l t e r  medium. This is  s lig h tly  different from the batchwise type where the f i l t r a t e  is  momentarily brought to rest before leaving the f i l t e r  volume. HGMF generally involves the removal of particles from gaseous flow, based on their magnetic su scep tib ility . This makes HGMF technique most appropriate for filte r in g  ferromagnetic and paramagnetic dusts. Several widely used industrial processes in the iron, steel and ferro-alloy industries emit,large quantities of waste gas containing magnetic p a rtic le s . These processes can be controlled by other methods such as Electrostatic' Precipitation and Fabric Bags, but the application of HGMF offers the opportunity o f combining their high magnetic properties with conventional filtr a tio n  phenomena. Other advantages o f applying HGMF include the use of high flow velocity resulting in a high throughput, ultim ately leading to massive reduction of the f i l t e r  size and hence cost of space and manufacture of f i l t e r s . Again, no inherent health or safety hazard is associated with the application o f HGMF.In this work attention is  focused on less susceptible particles dumped into the atmosphere from power generation
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plants, mining and automotive exhaust. These small particles are responsible for many d isa b ilita tin g  illn esses and in certain cases acid rain . They have very low magnetic su sce p tib ilitie s; as low as 2.4x10”  ^ SI units compared to 1.5 SI units for magnetic m aterials. For the e ffic ie n t  removal of these types of dust by HGMF, either a re la tiv e ly  high fie ld  strength w ill be required or the filte r in g  medium must be well adapted. I t  is  therefore towards the su ita b ility  o f applying HGMF, and finding ways o f making the process perform more efficien tly ^  that . t h i s  investigation is  directed.
1.2 Composition of Atmospheric AirAir is  a mixture of many gases. Normal air w ill consist of approximately 21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen, 1% argon, ,0.3% carbon dioxide and small traces of other gases. I t  w ill also contain varying amounts of foreign m aterial, commonly referred to as permanent atmospheric im purities. These materials can arise from such natural processes as wind, erosion, sea spray evaporation, volcanic eruption; and man made a c tiv it ie s  such as e le ctrica l power generation plants, transportation, industrial processes, mining, and smelting, construction and agriculture. Hence, a ir  contaminants can be particulate or gaseous, organic or inorganic, v is ib le  or in v is ib le , submicroscopic, microscopic or macroscopic; toxic or harmless. A loose c la ssifica tio n  based on the origin or method of formation of these materials are:(i) Dust, Fumes, and Smokes(i i)  Mist and Fog( i i i )  Vapours and Gases
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1.2.1 DustThis is  solid particles projected into the air by natural forces such as wind, volcanic eruption, or earthquakes, or by mechanical processes including crushing, grinding, blasting and d r illin g . Sane o f these processes produce dust by the reduction o f .larger masses, while others simply disperse materials that are already pulverized. Generally, particles are not dust unless they are smaller than about 100 micrometers. Dusts may be mineral, such as rock, metal, or clay; vegetable, such as grain, wood, cotton, or pollen; or animal, including wool, hair and s i lk .
1.2.2 FumesThese are solid particles commonly formed bycondensation o f vapours o f normally solid m aterials. M etallicfumes are generated fhom molten metals and usually occur asoxides because o f the highly reactive nature o f the fin elydivided matter. Fumes may also be formed by sublimation,d is t il la t io n , or chemical reaction, whenever these processescreate airborne particles predominantly smaller than 1 micron.Fumes which are permitted to age tend to agglomerate into larger clu sters.
1.2.3 SmokesThese are extremely small solid and/or liquidp a rtic les , produced by incomplete combustion o f organicsubstances such as tobacco, ' wood, coal, "■ o i l ,  and ■ othercarbonaceous m aterials. The term smoke is  commonly applied to’ a
3
tmixture of so lid , liq u id , and gaseous products, although technical literatu re  distinguishes between such components as soot or carbon p artic les , f ly  ash, cinders, tarry matter, unburnt gases, and gaseous combustion products. Smoke particles vary considerably in size , the smallest being much less than 1 micron. The average size is  often in the range of 0.1 to 0*3 microns.
1.3 Sources and Types of Atmospheric Contaminants
1.3.1 Industrial Air ContaminantMany industrial processes produce air contaminants in the form o f dusts, fumes, smoke, mist and fog, vapour, and gases. These are in most cases controlled at source by conventional methods o f dust control but HGMS is  becoming increasingly applied especially to dusts with magnetic properties. Zero concentration of a ll  contaminants is  economically unfeasible. Absolute control of a l l  contaminants cannot be maintained, and therefore workers in such industries usually assimilate small quantities of the various toxic materials without in jury . The basis of the science of industrial hygiene is  that most air contaminants become toxic* only i f  their concentration exceeds a minimum allowable lim it for a specified period of time. These lim its for industrial exposure to air contaminants are normally set in advisory standards prepared by professional societies or government agencies.
1.3.2 Radioactive Air ContaminantsRadioactive contaminants may be particulate or gaseous, and are physically similar to ordinary industrial contaminants.
4
Many radioactive materials would be chemically toxic i f  present in high concentrations, but in p ra ctica lly  a ll  cases, the factor which necessitates lim iting their concentration in air is  rad io activ ity . The hazard from most radioactive air contaminants
C, ' *is  due to their e ffe cts  on being taken into and retained in the body. This is  known as the internal radiation hazard. Inert gases such as Argon-41, Krypton-85, and Zenon-135, are unlikely to be retained, but are hazardous because the whole body comes in contact with radiation from the gas in the air which surrounds i t .  These gases are, therefore, external radiation hazards. In cases of serious nuclear accident lik e  the Chenobyl, where a complete melt down of the plant is  possible, HGMS can be used to arrest most of the particulates liberated since they would have the magnetic properties of their parent m aterials. In most cases they are stainless s te e l. Deposited materials on the ground increases the external radiation hazard.
1.3.3 Nuclear FalloutAs a result of the explosion of a nuclear device, large, quantities of highly radioactive elements known as fissio n  products are formed. Some of these are paramagnetic (eg. Oxides of Uranium) and therefore can be controlled by HGMF system. These rise  rapidly with heated air and then descend to the earth, while moving horizontally with air currents that prevail at various a ltitu d es. Particle sizes are extremely small when the fission products are formed, and remain so, in the absence of sign ifican t quantities o f dust. However, i f  detonation is  .near the ground, large quantities o f d irt are sucked up into the f ir e b a ll . The
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fusion products then attach themselves to these comparatively large d irt p articles and descend rapidly to the earth. Thus, the sizes of. p a rtic le s  that would need to be captured are r e la tiv e ly  larger and therefore enhancing the p o sib ilitie s  of their capture when HGMF is  applied. c
1.3*4 Atmospheric*DustsAtmospheric dust is  a complex mixture of smokes, m ist, fumes, and dry granular p artic les . These are called aerosols when they are suspended in a gas stream. A sample of atmospheric dust gathered at any given point w ill generally contain materialsocommon to that lo c a lity , together with other components which originated at a distance but were transported by air current or d iffu sio n . These components vary with the geography of the lo c a lity , the season of the year, the direction and strength of the wind, and proximity of dust sources.HGMS can be used to arrest some o f these atmospheric dusts especially i f  they originated from regions where ferro­alloy industries are located. Also , the results obtained from this investigation would form a basis for the application of HGMS to other atmospheric dusts with very low magnetic su sc e p tib ilitie s .
1.4 Particulate Contamination Hazards 
1.4.1 Health HazardsIrrita tio n  of the nasal passages by dust and its  soiling e ffe cts  are matters of common concern. The unpleasant
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m anifestations, such as hayfever and asthma, are known to layman. Unfortunately, the case against dust and air pollution is  not confined to their unpleasantness. S ilic o sis  caused by the inhalation of minute particles of s il ic a  [1] ,  and pneumoconiosis are serious pulmonary diseases that can cause d is a b ility  or death. Various industrial processes discharge hazardous particles and gases into the atmosphere. This as well as constituting a problem for the populace is  a danger to green vegetation in- the form of acid rain [2 ]. Most prominent among these are power plants that use coal as their fu e l , since the imbedded sulphur is  liberated after combustion. This then reacts with the atmospheric moisture to form sulphuric acid [3] . Some proportion of the sulphur in coal exists in pyritic  form. Pyrites are paramagnetic and therefore readily removable by HGMS process.
1.4.2 Air PollutionContinued pollution of the atmosphere by emissions from combustion equipment and unclean gases from commercial and industrial establishments places a severe burden not only on the engineer who must select air ventilation supply equipment but also on the entire population. Several disasters and dramatic air pollution incidents have increased concern. The Meuse valley disaster of 1930 in Belgium [4 ], the London smog of 1952 and 1962 [53, and more recent incidents in Los Angeles and other c it ie s  [6] ,  are c lassic  examples in the history of air pollution. In some of these instances, pollution may arise from m etallurgical industries. ,A typical example is  the Basic Oxygen Dust (BOF), which are highly magnetic and therefore can be controlled by
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magnetic method.
1.4.3 Explosion and Fire HazardAnother danger of air borne micron sized particles and
f.gaseous fumes is  f ir e  and •’ explosion [7>8,91* Fine dust of combustible material dispersed in air at appropriate concentration can burn with great ra p id ity , releasing su ffic ie n t heat to produce a s e lf  propagating reaction which may build up to explosive violence. The dust cloud need not be pre-existent, for the rush o f gases at the combustion front o f an in it ia l ly  local explosion may raise into the air dust previously deposited on exposed surfaces, the process thus becomes s e lf  propagating. Deposits of only a fraction of a millim etre thick may s u ffic e . HGMS is  not readily applicable to combustible m aterials, but the results obtained from the separation of the very low susceptible dust can form a basis for a future investigation of the use of HGMS in th is f ie ld .
1.4.4 Hazard In Microelectronics Manufacture < ■The manufacture of integrated c ircu its  for computers and various microprocessors is  of increasing importance. Higher speed of operation and lower costs require higher c ircu it d en sities, thus further m iniaturization. Circuit elements have features in the submicron size domain and are quite sensitive to contamination by particles of comparable size [10]. People, equipments, and piping generate p articles which are transported to the v ic in ity  o f the product and some of which are deposited. The deposition rate depends upon the air borne particle
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distribution and concentration, and the deposition v e lo cities  caused by various deposition mechanisms. Particulate contamination can lead to failu re  of chips, reducing yield (the fraction of chips that are usable) and raising costs; sometimes to the point of making the process a commercial fa ilu r e . Clean environment can be achieved by channelling a l l  air through an HGMF f i l t e r .  This can be particularly advantageous because suitable compact HGMS systems can be designed to su it any given case.
1.4.5 Miscellaneous Hazards ‘The necessity for f iltr a tio n  is  not only found in air cleaning but in other various industrial processes, such as, excluding bacteria during food processing [ 11 ]; in air conditioning [ 12]; and the preparation o f pharmaceuticals [ 13]* Another crucial environment where filtra tio n  is  .v ita l is  in hydraulic c ir c u its . F iltratio n  in hydraulic c ircu its  play one or two roles; either to protect a certain component from large scale contamination which may cause immediate damage,; or to remove contamination from the system as a whole [14]. HGMS would particularly be useful in removing hydraulic contaminants. This is  because most o f the particulates found in hydraulic c ircu its  are fe r r it ic  and therefore are highly magnetic.
1.5 Particulate Contamination ControlA ll the above objectives can be achieved by various modes of filtr a tio n  [15]. These include: the following physical
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principles which are either employed alone or in  combination:
(i) Gravity(ii) Centrifuging( i i i ) Inertia(iv) Interception(v) Diffusion(vi) E le ctric  Forces
A ll dust f iltr a tio n  equipment encompass one or more o f these natural phenomena. For example, e lectrostatic  precipitators make use o f charges possessed or imparted to the dust to e ffect removal. Most fibrous f i lte r s  and scrubbers make use o f in e rtia , interception, and diffusion to clean a ir . An example of gravitational settlin g can be found in various sedimentation processes [16] , while cyclones represent centrifuging.
1.6 Research CbjectivesFor the purposes o f this research, emphasis is  solely: , , ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ /  ; k , 0placed on removal of paramagnetic dust from gaseous flow by the High Gradient Magnetic F iltratio n  (HGMF) method. Here, the term "dust” denotes solid particles which are smaller than 2 microns and are usually formed by mechanical processes such as grinding, crushing and blasting used in the ferrous and ferro-alloy industries. These constitute the greatest health risk , as they can penetrate and stick  permanently on the soft tissues o f the lungs. The main objectives of the research project are
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centered on the following points:
Providing collection e ffic ie n cy  data for paramagnetic material using randomly packed cylin drical stainless
Csteel wire (AISI 430). (Continuous HGMF).Application of an ordered f i l t e r  medium like woven . wire as an HGMF f i l t e r .  (Continuous HGMF).Using the existing total f i l t e r  models for randomly packed and ordered matrices to predict their in it ia l  collection e ffic ie n c ie s .Determination o f the f i l t e r  medium resistances to enable in it ia l  estimation of the power requirement of the system.Design of a suitable flu id ic  diverter and its  application to high gradient magnetic f iltr a t io n  of paramagnetic dusts. (Batchwise HGMF).
The dust selected for the study was Cupric Oxide (CuO) of less than two microns in size (APPENDIX E ). CuO i s ’merely an example of a paramagnetic dust with a very low magnetic su sce p tib ility . This choice was based on the fa ct that some particulates discharged into the atmosphere especially  from non- ferrous industries are paramagnetic. This is  also true for fumes from the chimneys of power stations. So the results obtained in the filtr a tio n  of CuO dust can be applied to most other dusts o f comparable su sce p tib ility , hence saving time and money for individual investigations. .
(i)
( ii)
( i i i )
(iv)
(v)
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1.7 Concept of HGMF/HGMSThe term HGM "Separation" as has been used, is  usually- reserved for processes where two or more materials are being sorted; as is  obvious in the discussion above. HGM "F iltra tio n " , however is  used mostly in the context of solid/liquid separation. The solids involved are in the micron to sub-micron region. The subtle difference existing between the two processes is  found in the forces existing in the system. While gravitational forces w ill be considered as most prominent force in a typical separator, i t  is  usually neglected in particulate filtr a t io n  analysis* Again the method of entrainment o f ’ dusts in HGMF processes promotes the e ffe cts  of hydrodynamic forces; but this is  usually n egligible  in HGMS processes. Therefore as the main objective of this project was the removal o f micron-sized CuO dust from a ir , the term High Gradient Magnetic F iltratio n  w ill be henceforth adopted in a ll  discussions.The process o f HGMF is  primarily based on the interaction between magnetic particles and ferromagnetic f i l t e r  medium placed in an external magnetic f ie ld . The f i l t e r  materials can be of various forms including grooves, p lates, b a lls  and wires [17]. The applied fie ld  magnetizes the wire and induces a magnetic dipole in the particle* The convergence of the applied, fie ld  near the wire produces a region of highly non-uniform fie ld  intensity that attracts the dipolar particles towards the wire, much like a bar magnet attracting iron filin g s  [18].In its  simplest and practical form, HGMF consists of a canister packed with fibres of a ferromagnetic material o f very small diameter. The canister is  placed in a magnetic fie ld  that'
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is  generated by say a solenoid, and the resulting tractive  magnetic forces provide high efficien cy filtra tio n  o f particles as the carrier flu id  passes through the canister (Figure 1.1). Depending on the physical characteristics o f the system, in e r t ia l, viscous and gravitational forces may also act on the particle in the v ic in ity  o f the wire as is  shown in Figure 1.2. The high porosity o f the f i l t e r  provides a p article  wire phenomenon instead o f cake collection mechanism or mechanical capture that dominate in conventional filtra tio n  as in  fabric bags. F iltratio n  may be continued u n til the pressure drop across the canister becomes prohibitively high due to the decreased size o f the in t e r s t it ia l  flow paths or u n til heavy loading on the wires decreases the collection e ffic ie n cy .To regenerate the f i l t e r s , the magnetic fie ld  is  removed and the canister is  backflushed with either compressed air or high pressure water. A continuous process could be achieved by using a system o f several parallel modules, with each module providing filtr a tio n  for a pre-deterained time interval [19]. When the flow is  diverted fhom a module, the magnetic fie ld  o f the loaded module is  de-energized, the f i l t e r  is  cleaned, re­energized and ready for reuse. An alternative scheme that results in zero downtime o f the magnet is  to construct the magnet and canister so that the loaded f i l t e r  cam be continuously or interm ittently removed frcm the magnetic region and replaced by a clean f i l t e r  without interrupting the filtra tio n  process. Both cy clic  and continuous systems are commercially available.A novel idea o f applying a flow diverter to HGMF process (termed Batchwise HGMF) w ill be tested. As shown in
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F i g , 1 .1 ; Schematic representation  of a t y p ic a l  High Gradient Ma g n e t ic  F iltr atio n  (HGMF)
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F i g , 1, 2: Crqss SECTION of sph er ica l  pa r t icle  near a uniformly m agnetized  wire
Figures 1.3» th is  involves directing the dirty flu id  alternatively to the two output pipes that house the f i l t e r s . The main advantage of applying such a device lie s  in increasing the flow residence time in the filtr a tio n  matrix, while s t i l l  maintaining a relativ ely  high » main flow velocity in  the duct. This en tails switching the flow from one output pipe to the other with a frequency that allows a volume o f air that is  equivalent to that o f the filte r in g  zone; thus achieving a residence time that is  equal to the switching time. With this arrangement, i t  can also be possible to force the dirty air through one outlet until the f i l t e r  on the opposite side is  replaced. »
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CLOSED
Fig. 1.3: Application of flow diverter to HGMF process
CHAPTER TWO
METHODS OF ACHIEVING PARTICULATE CONTROL
...2.1 IntroductionIndustrial growth has had a cumulative e ffe ct on theproblem o f controlling contaminant. Not only has the atmospherein many c it ie s  become more polluted, but the in ten sity  o f pollution at i t s  source has increased. Accompanying th is  increasein pollution, is  a public awareness o f the need for more e ffectiv e  a ir  cleaning; th is awareness has resulted in  the adoption o f stringent regulations pertaining to the collection o f dust and contaminant. Air cleaning devices that remove particulate matter are available over a large range o f intended duties, from lig h t loads such as , cleaning rooms and air conditioning, to heavy industrial air cleaners. Light-duty air cleaners ty p ically  used in air-conditioning systems handle dust concentration up to 4mg/m^  ; whereas, heavy duty devices for process exhaust cleaning, handle up to 70000mg/m^  , with no well defined upper lim it . Seme process or pneumatic conveyors are designed to f i l t e r  much higher dust concentration. LAght-duty equipment is  often selected for the control o f noxious emissions' that constitute a health hazard; for example, radiative p a rtic les , beryllium p a rtic les , or b io lo gical air borne wastes, in  which the mass loading may be low.
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2.2 Rating Air Cleaning DevicesThe main operating characteristics that distinguishe the various types o f these air cleaners are e ffic ie n cy , a ir  flow resistance, and l i f e  or the dust holding capacity [20]. E fficien cy measures the £ > ility  o f the air cleaner to remove
C. •>particulate matter from air  stream. Average efficien cy  over thel i f e  o f the f i l t e r  is  the most meaningful for most types andapplications. Air flow resistance (or ju st "resistance") i s  thesta tic  pressure drop across the f i l t e r  at any given flow rate .(The term pressure drop is  used inter-changeably withresistance). Dust holding capacity defines the amount o f aparticular type o f dust that the air cleaner can hold when operated at a specified air flow rate to some maximum resistancevalue, before i t s  arrestance is  seriously reduced as a result ofthe . dust collected . Described below is  the most commonparticulate control equipment, termed dust co llecto rs. They areusually applied as air pollution control measure to processemission having particulate concentration ranging from 20 to40000mg/m^  .
2.3 Bag F ilte rs  and BaghousesFabric bags are a widely used form o f high efficien cy collector for both dust and fUmes. Each fabric f i l t e r  element consists o f a woven or felted te x tile  material in the shape o f a tube or fla t  supported envelope. Many individual f i l t e r  elements are contained in a single housing having gas in le t  and outlet connections, a dust storage hopper, and cleaning mechanisms. Fabric f i lte r s  may be used, for control o f dust concentration in
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the range of Img/m^  to lOOg/m  ^ with particles sizes down to submicron fumes. Special fabrics permit operation at a relativ ely  high temperature o f about 250°C and resist the corrosive chemical constituent o f the filte re d  gas or collected materials [21], The basic principle is  to select a fabric membrane which is  permeable to gas but which w ill retain the dust. I n it ia l ly , dust is  deposited both on the surface fiber and within the depth o f the fabric, but as surface layer builds up, the dust layers themselves become the dominating f i l t e r  medium. As the dust cake thickens, the resistance to gas flow increases. A typ ical bag f i l t e r  is  shown in Figure 2.1.Periodic cleaning o f the f i l t e r  medium is  necessary to control the gas pressure drop at the f i l t e r .  The most common cleaning methods include reverse a ir  flow, mechanical shaking or rapping, vibration and com pressed air pulsing. Shaking or back flow o f gas can be accanplished either manually or automatically. In some cases, both methods are used simultaneously. The cleaning mechanisms do not result in the fabric returning to i t s  " as new" condition. It is  actually undesirable to over clean the fabric because the particles deposited within the depth o f the cloth help to reduce the pore size between the fibres; thus enabling a higher efficien cy  o f cleaning to be achieved.
2.4 Wet Dedusters and DedustersThe characteristic o f wet dedusters which sets them apart fhom the other gas cleaning equipment is  the use o f a scrubbing liquid lik e  water to achieve the collection o f particulate matter. The scrubbing liquid is  usually dispersed in
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic diagram of a surface filter (Bag Filter)
a spray, or spread in  a film over the internal surfaces o f the scrubber (Figure 2 .2). Downstream o f the collection zone, seme form o f spray eliminator is  usually required. The equipment and mode o f operation used in demisters, which co llect fine liquid p articu late , are essen tially  sim ilar to those o f dedusters.The major mechanism by which fine particles are captured in a deduster is  by impaction onto wet surfaces, in  the fora o f droplets as the gas flow round the droplets. The chance of a p article  becoming captured depends on the balance between it s  in e r tia l force, which causes i t  to move towards the droplet and the aerodynamic drag force exerted upon i t  by the gas, that tends to cause i t  to move around the droplet and escape. Thus large fast moving particles are collected more readily than small particles moving at lower v e lo c itie s . Other mechanisms are sometimes sign ifican t in wet washers. The most notable o f these is  condensation, which can increase the e ffe ctiv e  diameter o f the p a rtic les , thus making them easier to be collected .
2.5 Cyclone Dust SeparatorsHigh operational e ffic ie n cy , simple construction, and low maintenance costs make the cyclone the most extensively used type o f collector for relatively  coarse dusts. Materials that can he collected include, b oiler fly  ash, saw dust, cement, and o il  refinery cata ly sts . Indeed, cyclones find application in  most processes where dry powders are produced or handled. The basic lim itation is  in i t s  application to binary mixtures. The most common fora o f cyclone with major constituent features is  shown in Figure 2.3. The dust laden air enters the upper cylindrical
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Fig. 2.2: Packed bed demister/deduster
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Fig. 2.3: Typical cyclone dust separator
portion of the cyclone chamber through a tangential in le t duct. The flow spirals downwards into a lower conical section and inwards, towards the axis with increasing spin velocity and is  discharged through the top o f the casing. Suspended dust particles thrown outwards by centrifugal . force arising from the rotation find their way down into the air tight dust hopper at the lower end of the cone. Different basic variations o f the above design has successfully been applied. For example, the dust may be discharged into the dust hopper at the lower end o f the cone through a plain opening or through a small annular opening. The gas outlet duct is  sometime tappered so that the diameter increases towards the discharge end. Other variations include imparting spin to the air entering a x ia lly  by deflector vanes in the annulus between the outlet duct and outer cylinder instead of a tangential entry. The outlet may be brought out o f the cyclone at the opposite end from the entry, passing through the dust collection chamber (uniflow cyclone). Such a cyclone may be double ended with tangential entry at the centre. E fficiency may be increased by drawing o ff  a portion o f the gas flow along with the separated dust and passing th is through a second co llectio n . A higher pressure drop may be acceptable in this secondary collection since a smaller volume o f gas is  involved.
2.6 E le ctrica l Dust Collector (Electro-Precipitator)In the dust collectors discussed so far, the dust particles are either displaced by gravitatio n al, centrifugal or a fora o f hydrodynamic force. I f  an e le ctrica l charge q is  introduced into an e le ctrica l f ie ld , then a force F is  exerted
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on i t  in the direction o f the potential gradient [22], This forceis  d irectly  proportional to the fie ld  strength E multiplied bysthe number o f charges (q); that is
Fc oc q Es . e (2.1)Equation (2.1) indicates the conditions to be set up in  the displacement zone. A sim ilar e le ctric  charge must be imparted to a ll  the dust p a rtic le s , and an e le c trica l fie ld  o f suitable direction and strength must be present.As the dust p a rtic le s , depending on their origin w ill either be already charged or of mixed charge this” is  inadequate for e le ctrica l displacement. The f ir s t  requirement is  therefore parallel e le ctrica l charging of the particles to expose them to the e ffe cts  o f the e le c tr ica l f ie ld . These two processes can take place in separate zones or be superimposed to each other in  a single zone. A conventional fora o f typ ical e le c trica l dust collector is  shown in Figure 2.4. The dust collection zone, that i s ,  displacement zone and removal zone, consists o f an earthed tube with a thin wire insulated from the casing and suspended in the centre o f i t .  To th is is  applied a negative voltage o f up to -40000 V olts, which sets up a potential gradient between the wire and the tube w all. The generation o f the charges, whether positive or negative, also take place in th is zone. In the immediate v ic in ity  o f the thin wire, there is  . a sharp potential gradient which, at an adequate voltage o f given polarity , produces a negative corona discharge. The negative charges thus produced move towards the earthed tube. The dust particles now entering the dust collection zone f ir s t  became negatively charged
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F ig . 2 A i Diagram of a basic electrical dust collector
and then experience a force, according to equation (2 . 1 ), which displaces the particles towards the tube wall where they adhere. The tube w all, also called the receiving or precipitating electrode, is  the removal in terface . The particles removed are those whose adhesion forces exceed the transport forces o f the passing gas. The particles adhere as a result o f van der Waals, capillary and e le ctrica l forces [22]. The captured dust is  loosened at set time intervals by rapping the precipitation electrode, to make i t  f a l l  under gravity into the dust bunker.The central electrode is  called the discharge or corona electrode, and current flowing between the electrodes is  called the corona or ionic current. The high DC voltage required for the corona discharge can be produced by a transformer and re c tifie rs  as also shown in Figure 2.4. For continuous operation the precipitation electrodes must be cleaned at regular intervals or continuously. The requirements being the minimization o f ingress of dust into the d irectly  adjacent gas stream. One o f the best methods o f meeting th is requirement is  irriga tio n  o f the precipitation electrodes, to give .a  descending liquid film which removes the dust particles from the dust collection zone. This also eliminates the problem o f back discharge. Two drawbacks are that the gas temperature must be correspondingly reduced, and corrosion resistant materials must be used. Costs are also increased because o f the additional water and sludge circu latio n . Another way o f meeting the above requirement is  to discount the gas feed during cleaning. This involves p arallel systems and consequently increased costs.The dry method o f cleaning, generally consists of
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Periodic vibration or rapping o f the electrodes. To avoid re- entrainment o f dust by the gas stream, the precipitation electrodes can be designed to provide flow stagnation zone where the dust can drop into the bunker; however, not a ll  the dust can
C,be precipitated in the stagnation zones. The proportion o f the dust precipitated called the "Absorptive Capacity" o f  the precipitation electrode is  unity in  the case o f irrigated Precipitation electrodes. E fforts are normally made in the usual dry cleaning technique to minimize loosening o f or turbulence in the dust layer during and after cleaning.The £>ove discussion indicates that there are four underlying process to e le c tr ica l dust co llectio n , namely :
Generation o f charges Charging o f the particlesDisplacement o f the particles under e le ctrica l forces (e le ctrica l fie ld )Removal o f the particles v ia  the precipitation electrode and i t s  cleaning.
2.7 Disadvantages o f These Separators Compared to HGMFWith regards to the stated problem o f research, a l l  the cbove described methods may be applied, but with several lim itations, these include:
For Fabric Bags
Baghouses suffer fhom temperature lim itations i f  the . f i l t e r
(1) ,(ii)( i i i)
(iv)
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bags were made o f cotton, the maximum operating temperature is  djout 80°C even though some glass fiber f i l t e r  bags can withstand temperature of up to 260°C with increasingmaterial costs. Gas temperatures close to the Curie
, «temperature o f the f i l t e r  material are possible with the HGMS process. The Curie temperature o f the fe r r it ic  stainless steel wool is  680°C .
Most f i l t e r  bag materials are not ideal for handling abrasive dusts in corrosive, acidic and alkaline gases, whereas the stainless steel wool matrix in an HGMF process should cope with these extreme environments.
Maintenance costs for bag f i lt e r s  are appreciable because the f i l t e r  medium must be replaced regularly.
For Wet Dedusters
The most important advantage HGMF has over th is type ofprocess i s ,  that wet dedusters need to have specialfa c i l i t ie s  for slurry treatment. And this results in extra costs in setting up very large plants. The cost o f waterusage is  also appreciable.
The state o f the materials being removed is  changed by the spray o f water. Thus, increasing the p o ssib ility  o f  adverse chemical reaction with the scrubbing liquid that might lead to corrosion or deposition problems. Also in cases where the
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f i lt r a t e  is  required in dry sta te , extra cost o f energy w ill be incurred in  drying.
Another advantage o f HGMF over wet deduster, although less important, is  the loss o f thermal buoyancy in  the slack plune.
Cyclone Dust Collectors
The disadvantage o f cyclone dust collector is  the low collection e fficien cy  o f submicron p a rtic le s . This problem tends to be amplified by the secondary flow present in  the centre o f most conventional, cyclones. There are also d iff ic u lt ie s  in the removal o f lig h t or needle shaped m aterials.
In cases where dsrasive dust is  removed, irreparable danage can be in flic te d  on the separating surfaces o f the cyclone. Thus, requiring either complete replacement o f this surfaces .or expensive repairs. An alternative arrangement which is  best but expensive is  to coat the surfaces with wear resistant m aterial.
E lectrical Dust Collector (Electro-Precipitator)
One lim itation o f th is  method o f dust control is  that i t  is  restricted to applications where there are no explosive gases in the gas stream. This is  because o f the sparking
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nature of the u n it. Unlike the electrostatic p recipitator, there is  no corona discharge in an HGMF system. Therefore HGMF can be applied safely to clean gas streams which contain explosive gases. v.<The dust p articles to be cleaned by e lectro staticprecipitator must not be e le c trica lly  resista n t, so that p article  charging is  possible. HGMF can be used to treat any e le ctrica l resistant .p a rtic le s  as long as they possess magnetic properties. Even for those particles which are not magnetic, strong magnetic seeding particles can be made to
obond to the non-magnetic ones, which can then be treated in the usual way by HGMF. Thus, a wide range of substances are amenable to HGMF.
For most e lectro static  precipitators for industrialapplications, the negative corona gives a higher corona current and consequently higher particle charges than that of a positive corona. Thus, a negative corona yields better particle collection  than a positive corona for a given applied voltage at the discharge electrode. A successful. negative corona operation requires electron absorbing gases. Thus, the increasing drive to eliminate sulphurous gaS emissions lead to d iffic u lt ie s  in the operation ofelectrostatic precipitators, and HGMF may o ffer analternative process.
Compared with HGMF, • the gas velocity through the
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electrostatic precipitator is re la tiv e ly  low, typ ically  in the range of 1 to 2 m/s when compared to that of HGMF. Superficial gas velo cities above 10 m/s has been used for HGMF tests with reasonable collection e ffic ie n c ie s . Thus, an electrostatic precipitator w ill be much^bigger in size than an envisaged HGMF unit when handling the same quantities of dust laden fumes.
The build up of dust on the discharge electrodes must be discharged continuously to ensure its  e ffic ie n t operation. The method usually employed to keep the discharge wire clean is  to rap them mechanically. This consists of imparting sharp blows to the discharge wire assembly, and to the wire i t s e l f  by means of spring loaded hammers, operated by cams mounted on a rotating sh aft. This continuous rapping weakens the strength of the discharge wires and leads to structural fa ilu re . These expensive discharge electrodes have to be frequently replaced. Such replacement does not occur in HGMF system. Even the dust loaded matrix of an HGMF process does not need replacement i t  can be cleaned and re-used.
Estimate of the capital costs and the energyconsumption of HGMF and two other conventional methods were given by Gooding et al [23]. The costs in 1977 were: HGMF -  $6653 pers and Electrostatic Precipitator -  $4042 per m^  s . The capital cost of an HGMF system is  somewhat higher than the precipitator bub they projected that i t  . is  s t i l l  well within economic competitiveness due to the accuracy of the estim ates.■ The
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estimates of the power requirements show that the scrubber requires several times more energy than either the precipitator in terms of energy u tiliz a tio n . The economic gain of an HGMF system occupying less space has to be taken into account as well.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
j K3.1 IntroductionA ll elements in the periodic table are affected in some way when placed in a magnetic f ie ld , although with most substances the e ffe c t is  too sligh t to be detected- The ease with which magnetic properties may be induced in a substance by the action of magnetic fie ld  is  called magnetic su scep tib ility . All substances are permeable to some extent; and may be c la ss ifie d  as Paramagnetic when more or diamagnetic when less permeable than free space. Substances that, show very strong paramagnetism can be he called ferromagnetics. The magnetic force exerted on a particle in a given magnetic fie ld  depends on the relative  su scep tib ilities  o f the p article  and the surrounding medium. When the suscep tib ility  o f a p article  exceeds that of the medium, the force is  attraction; and conversely, when i t  is  less repulsion occurs. Since air is  the usual test medium, substances attracted to the poles of a magnet-are rated.as paramagnetic, while those repealed are referred to as diamagnetic. It  is  important to point out that small amount o f impurities or external influence can alter the magnetic properties of these materials; for example, when ferromagnetic materials are heated above their Curietemperature (temperature at which the relative permeability of the ferromagnetic material fa l ls  to unity) they becomeparamagnetic. . .
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Mixtures susceptible to magnetic separation are those in which valuable materials and non-magnetics fa l l  into d ifferent classes lik e  strongly magnetic, weakly magnetic or nonmagnetic.Theoretically, i t  is  possible to separate materials whose
* Csuscep tib ility  is  in the ratio  of 5 or 10 : 1 ; but p ra ctica lly , success usually depends on other factors such as relativ e  particle s ize s . Impurities in natural minerals may so alter Permeabilities as to render published indices of su scep tib ility  unreliable. Hence, except for separation of strongly magnetic from clearly  nonmagnetic substances, the safest procedure in determining whether a mixture is  separable by magnet is  by testin g.
3.2 Principles of Magnetic SeparatorsMagnetic separation u tiliz e s  the force of a magnetic f ie ld , coacting with some other forces to produce d iffe re n tia l movements of magnetic mineral grains through the f ie ld . Fundamentally, differences in the magnetic permeability of minerals constitute the basis for separation , but p ra ctica lly , separation is  influenced by the specific gravity , s iz e , and purity o f the material being separated, and by mechanical and e le ctrica l attributes of the separator. A typical example of th is is  found in the separation o f either valuable minerals from non­magnetic gangue (rocks in which ores are imbedded) tin-bearing mineral cassiterites often associated with traces of magnetite or wolframite.
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3.3 Essentials of Magnetic SeparatorsCertain elements o f design is  commonly incorporated in a ll  magnetic separators. The prime requirement as alreadymentioned is  the provision of a high intensity fie ld  in which
' ■’ r;there is  a steep fie ld  strength gradient. In a fie ld  of uniform flu x , such as in Figure 3.1 , magnetic particles may orient themselves, but w ill not "move along the lin es o f flu x . The most straight forward method for producing a converging fie ld  is  by providing a V-shaped pole above a f la t  p la te , as in Figure 3*2. The tapering of the upper pole concentrates the magnetic flux into a very small area giving high in ten sity . The lower f la t  pole has the same total magnetic flux distribution over a larger area. Thus, there is  a steep fie ld  gradient across the gap by virtue of the different intensity le v e ls . An alternative method of producing a high fie ld  gradient is  by using a pole which is  constructed of alternate magnetic and non-magnetic lamination Figure 3 . 3.The introduction into a magnetic fie ld  of particles which are highly susceptible concentrates the lines of force so that they pass through them Figure 3*4. Since the lin es of force converge on the p a rtic les , a high fie ld  gradient is  produced which causes the particles themselves to behave as magnets, thus attracting each other. Flocculation, or agglomeration of the particles can occur i f  they are highly susceptible, and i f  the fie ld  is  intense. This has great importance as these." flo es” can entrain gangue and can bridge the gaps between magnetic poles, reducing the efficiency of separation. Flocculation is  especially serious with dry separating machines
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iN
LINES OF FLUX
s
Fig. 3,1: Field of uniform flux Fig. 3.2: Converging magnetic field
Fig. 3.3: Production of field gradient
BY L A M I N A T E D  POLES
Fig. 3,4: Concentration of flux on small particles
operating on fine m aterials. I f  the ore can be fed through the field  in a nonlayer, th is e ffe ct i s  less serious, but thecapacity o f the machine is  d ra stica lly  reduced. Flocculation is  often minimized by passing the material through a consecutive magnetic f ie ld , which are usually arranged with successive reversal o f the polarity . This causes the p article  to turn through 180° , each reversal tending to free the entrained gangue p articles. The main disadvantage o f  th is  method i s  that flux tends to leak from pole to pole, reducing the e ffe ctiv e  fie ld  strength. Provision for collection o f the magnetic and non­magnetic fractions must be incorporated into the design o f the separator. Rather than allow the non-magnetics to contact the pole pieces, which w ill cause problems o f detachment, most separators are designed so that the magnetics are attracted to the pole pieces, but cane into contact with sane form o f conveying device. Non-magnetic disposal presents no problems, free f a l l  into a bin is  often being used. Middlings are readily produced by using a more intense fie ld  after the removal o f the highly magnetic fraction.Early application of separators were confined to the separation o f relatively  large particles o f strongly magnetic m aterials. Such single surface separators were mostly sim ilar in the sense that they employ a single surface for separation or collection of magnetic p a rtic le s . The magnetic forces on these surfaces are often produced by permanent magnets, but as in  the case of belt and high gradient devices, an electromagnet may be used. The active separation volume for each o f these separators
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is  roughly the area o f the magnetized surface on the separator, multiplied by the range o f the magnetic force. In order for these devices to have practical throughput, the range o f magnetic force must be extended. However, such a range implies a re la tiv e ly  low magnetic fie ld  gradient and weak magnetic tractive forces. This lim its the usefulness o f seme o f these devices to large particles of strong magnetic su s c e p tib ilitie s .The development o f high gradient matrix type o f magnetic separators has greatly extended the range o f applications. They produce stronger short range magnetic forces over a much larger surface area by employing different types o f ferromagnetic materials as "separators.Commercial magnetic separators are continuous process machines and separation is  carried out on a moving stream o f particles passing into and through the magnetic f ie ld . Close control o f the speed o f passage o f the particles through the fie ld  is  essen tia l, which rules out fhee f a l l  as a means o f feeding. Belts and drums are very often used to transport the feed through the f ie ld .
3.4 Functions o f the Magnetic ForcesMost magnetic separators employ two or more fie ld  forces when using magnetic attraction to divert susceptible particles fhom gravitational or in e rtia l tra je cto rie s . Others are close to the sorter principle in operation, lik e  when susceptible particles are magnetically lifte d  from a conveyor. Analysis o f the action employed in most magnetic separators shows that the magnetic fie ld  force is  used to perform three main functions.
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These are:
To divert susceptible particles fhom their previous direction o f motion.To provide a force su ffic ie n t to sustain mass transport.• -io f these p a rtic les .
4To retain the separated magnetics.
The tractive force used for providing these three functions is  the product o f magnetic fie ld  strength, the gradient of the magnetic f ie ld , and the su scep tib ility  o f the p a rtic le . Hence, capacity o f a magnet to l i f t  a particular material depends not only on the intensity o f the fie ld  strength, but also on the fie ld  gradient; that is  the rate at which the fie ld  intensity increases towards the magnetic surface.The equation defining the relationship is  given below as:
FocH.M ' (3.1)dLwhere F is  the force on the p a rtic le , H the fie ld  in te n sity , and ■jjj the fie ld  gradient.Therefore, in  order to generate a given l i f t in g  force, there are several combinations o f fie ld  and gradient which w ill give the same e ffe c t . Production o f a high fie ld  gradient as well as high intensity is  therefore an important aspect o f separator design.In most recent applications, the efficien cy  of HGMS medium depends largely on having very high fie ld  gradient, because the other two factors are limited by circumstances beyond operational choice. A high fie ld  gradient en tails a rapid decline in  fie ld
(i)
(ii)
( iii)
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strength with distance from the pole of convergence. Hence i t  is  invariable that the useful tractive force extends only over short distance from each pole. The commonly adopted engineering solution in high gradient magnetic separation is  a large M ultiplicity of poles by the introduction of ferromagnetic structure. The structures develop a strong magnetic force on their edges that is approximately inversely proportional to their diameter. And the ranges of the magnetic force is  proportional to the diameter of the characteristic size of the structure. The force produced is  intense and permits entrapment of very fine weakly magnetic p a rtic le s . Highly susceptible particles are Permanently retained by the nearest magnetic pole they encounter. 'The magnetic force holds the susceptible product and flu id  drag (with or without assistance from gravity) in some circumstances tr Y to remove them. The main disadvantages here are the risk of failure to retain very small magnetic particles passing too fast or at great distance from the locus of high tractive force, and the risk of blockage i f  the supply of magnetics exceed available capture spots. So, the problem of rate of transfer of susceptible P articles, relative to tran sit rates and total residence times, become the lim iting factors in the whole process.
3*5 C lassification  of Magnetic SeparatorsThere are several types of magnetic separators, each varying in design, operation and application. Many d iffe r  according to whether the feed is coarse or fin e , wet or dry, and■^°w, medium or high permeability. Major types • have been classified  on several basis such as:
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(i) Intensity o f  magnetic fie ld ; as low, medium, and high in te n sity .(ii) Medium; in  which separation take place as wet or dry.( i i i)  Mechanical devices used in  the presentation o f material to the magnet, as on a b e lt , pulley, drum, shaking tray, or free f a l l  through a flu id .(iv) Mode o f disposal o f products, as by gravity , cross or longitudinal b e lts , sprays and scrapers.(v) Current characteristics; whether alternating, or direct current separators.(vi) Nature of magnetic phenomena u tilize d ; as in oinduced attraction hysteretic repulsion, coercive force reaction.(vii) Motion of magnets; for example, whether they are stationary or moving.(v iii)  Method used to get the magnetic material unto the collecting surface. When the feed is  introducedd irectly  unto the collecting surfaces, the separator is  c la ssifie d  as Holding Type. Whenthe collecting surface, attracts particles from a feed stream moving in close proximity, i t  i s  termed Pick-Up Type.
The c la ssifica tio n  adopted here is  based on simply the potential intensity o f the magnetic forces required to e ffect capture. These are conventional separators which u tiliz e  strong fie ld s o f permanent magnets and high gradient devices which functions e ffic ie n tly  with a lower fie ld  strength as i t  relies rather more
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on the fie ld  gradients.
3.6 Conventional SeparatorsDrum separators are probably the most common type o f magnetic separator. Drum separators o f the holding type consists of rotating horizontal cylinders o f nonmagnetic m aterial, normally brass or bronze, surrounding magnet banks confined to the inner surfaces o f the drums. The banks may either be stationary or rotating. They are b u ilt  up o f individual f la t  magnets, arranged rad ially  around the drum axis and wound to produce opposite p olarities in adjacent poles. s E le ctrica l connections are male through a hollow shaft supporting one end o f the drum. The most common use o f the dry and wet drum separators are the beneflciation of iron ores. Roll separators are used to treat less strongly magnetic iron bearing ores, while pulley separators are most often used in the removal o f tramp iron from various feeds. These separators may use either permanent magnets or electromagnets and can operate in a continuous mode i f  required.
3.7 Dry Drum SeparatorA schematic diagram o f the operation o f dry separator is  shown in Figure 3 .5 . In this type o f conventional separator, the feed material (dry in this case) is  introduced at the top of a rotating drum. The particles are carried downward along the drum by the combined action o f gravitational and fr ic tio n a l forces which transmit the rotation of. the drum to the p a rtic le s . Magnetic forces produced by the stationary magnet within the drum
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Fi g . 3,5: illu str a tio n  of dry drum separator
hold the more magnetic p articles against the rotating drum. These particles are deposited to the right as the drum moves past the end o f the rn^net. The non-magnetics f a l l  fheely o ff  the drum to the l e f t .  Dry drum separators can be used to treat particles as small as 100 microns. The performance in producing concentrates is  strongly affected by the humidity o f the feed. I f  the humidity is  high, small particles may stick  to larger particles resulting in a less complete separation.Since the nonmagnetic drum in  Figure 3*5 turns past the stationary alternating poles o f the magnets within the drum, i tmay be said that the magnetic particles experience a force o f varying magnitude as it 'r id e s  on the surface o f the drum. This variation in the strength o f the magnetic force introduces a tumbling motion o f the magnetically trapped p a rtic les , and th is  aids in their separation fbom the unwanted nonmagnetic p a rtic le s . The reversal o f the magnet between poles also results in  the notation of particles with remnant moments; although sp ecific  motion o f particles is  dependent on i t s  size [24],
3.8 Wet Drum SeparatorThis type o f separator usually find application in  s lu rrie s , clay industries and treatment o f some process waste. The magnet is  normally the same type as that found in  the dry application. Three major types of these separators are discussed below.
3.8.1 Concurrent SeparatorIn the concurrent drum- magnetic separator the feed
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slurry is  passed through the trough in  the same direction as therotation o f the drum (Figure 3.6a). Magnetic Particles areattracted to the rotation surface o f the nonmagnetic drum by thestationary magnets within the drum. The nonnagnetic particlessink to the lowest point in  the trough and are drawn o ff  asta ilin g s . The magnetic concentrate is  carried by the rotatingdrum up over the weir to the r ig h t. This type o f separatorproduces a high grade concentrate fo r , particles on the order o f afew millimetres in diameter. The separation is  relativ ely  cleansince the magnetic particles are affected by the competingmagnetic and hydrodynamic drag forces a ll  along the periphery o fthe drum. This cleaning occurs even though the variation in  forcedue to the alternating poles within the drum does not produce thesane degree o f particle  motion on the drum as is  seen in  the dryseparator where the viscous forces of the slurry are not present.Since the concurrent tank separator often produces ta ilin g  inwhich a relativ ely  large amount of magnetic material remains, theta ilin g s  are often treated again in  a counter-rotating drum separator.
3 .8 .2  Counter-Rotating SeparatorIn the counter rotating separator shown in Figure 3.6b, the feed is  passed through the trough opposite to the direction o f drum rotation. The magnetic particles are picked.up on the surface of the drum and carried o ff to the l e f t .  This device produces a high recovery but generally a low-grade concentrate since most of the magnetic particles are trapped in a short section o f the drum and there is  l i t t l e  opportunity for the mat
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cFi g , 3.6(a): Concurrent drum separator
cFEED
Fig. 3.6(b): Counter-current drum separator
of trapped p articles to release entrained nonmagnetic p a rtic le s . High recovery also results from particles being picked up further downstream by the drum and be carried back as concentrate. Counter-rotating separator can be used to treat particles down to 100 microns. It has been considered,!to have a larger capacitythan the concurrent separator because o f i t s  a b ility  to pick up magnetic particles not immediately entrained.
3.8.3 Counter-Current SeparatorThis type o f magnetic wet drum separator is  often used 33 a finishing separator because i t  produces an extremely clean concentrate with good recovery for particles down to ¿>out 70 microns. This device retains seme features o f the concurrent and counter-rotating types (Figure 3*6c) but possesses instead three drum tandem separators. The feed is  introduced at approximately the mid point in the magnetic section o f the drum. The flow o f the feed slurry is  opposite to the direction o f the drum rotation while the entrained particles travel in the same direction. The Particles are then washed by water introduced on the le f t  side o f the tank. The cleaned concentrate is  overflowed to the l e f t .A feature common to a l l  wet drum separators i s  the overflow o f the concentrate slurry at the end o f the tank. This is  desirable to prevent the magnetic particles from being drawn through the air water in te rfa ce , which results in lo ss . In some devices in which a dewatered concentrate is  desired, the magnetic particle are drawn up shove the surface of the slurry and scraped o ff  the drum. In these cases the slurry must be recirculated to recover the lost magnetic p a rtic le s .
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cV*
Fig. 3.6(c): Counter rotating drum separator
■3.9 Belt SeparatorBelt type magnetic separators comprise a large class o f devices. The b elts are used to transport the feed material into the magnetic fie ld  region and transport the t a i ls  out. A b e lt  may also be used to transport the magnetically captured material out of the fie ld  region. The magnetic particles attracted from the field  b elt may be thrown o f f  to the side by the use o f  discs [25]suspended over the b e lt against which the magnetic material is  attracted. Or, the magnetic material may simply be attracted to asuspended (guard) magnet and removed by hand. In wet b elt magnetic separators, the feed in  a slurry is  introduced to the belt on whose surface magnetic forces e x is t , to hold and transport the trapped p article  away. These forces are produced by magnets o f alternating polarity behind the b elt [26] and [27]. Belt separators are used to beneficiate minerals and remove traap iron. For application to mineral separation, the Wetherill high intensity separator [28] represents a sophisticated type o f  cross belt device.
3.10 Grate SeparatorA simple and very common type o f  magnetic separator is  the grate separator shown [28], The separator consists o f series o f tubes placed in the pipe through which the feed is  passed. The tubes often stainless s te e l, are packed with discs or short rods alternately magnetized to produce essentially  radial magnetic f ie ld s . Ceramic magnets are used to produce strong permanent fields in th is highly demagnetizing geometry. Devices lik e  this type are commonly used to separate'bits o f tramp iron from a
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variety o f feeds, including grains, foodstuffs, and other normally dry, low density m aterials. The amount o f tramp iron that is  normally caught is  relativ ely  low so that this type of separator can be cleaned periodically by hand. The grates may be notated to reduce build-up and bridging o f trapped material on the upper bars. Separators o f th is type are commonly inserted into ducts through which a gravitation ally  transported feed stream is  flowing.
3*11 High Gradient DevicesMany high gradient type magnetic separators have been devised because : of the larger magnetic forces that can be obtained with them. These devices (which include Frantz- Ferrofllter and Jones Separator) have been called ’’induced pole" devices since the fie ld  gradients are produced by applying a relatively  small uniform background magnetic fie ld  to a ferromagnetic medium .lik e  grid s, screens, grooved plates or steel wool and inducing magnetic poles along their edges. Since large Magnetic gradients can generally exist only in small volumes, these separators are designed for the separation of micron sized Magnetic p artic les . To produce high gradients and large magnetic forces over a large surface area to trap practical nunber o f Particles presents seme problems. Needles, with their axis Parallel to the applied fie ld  produce high gradients with relatively low fie ld  but the available trapping surface is  very lim ited. By contrast filaments magnetized perpendicular to their long axis have large demagnetizing factor, but much greater surface area. It is  on th is principle that th e ' present high
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gradient magnetic f i l t e r s  for the f iltr a t io n  of sub-micron paramagnetic dusts are based. Described below are two early examples of these separators.
3.12 Frantz-Ferrofilter , KThe F ran tz-ferro filter is  a magnetic separator consisting of a series of screens or grids placed in the bore of a solenoid magnet. Small particles of iron and other fa ir ly  strong magnetic minerals are trapped from slurries or dry feeds. The feed flows in from the bottom of the device passing through the screens and out at the top. The screens are made from ribbons ° f  magnetic stainless s te e l. The induced poles are along the edges of the ribbons which make up the screens. The magnetic fie ld  produced by the co ils  surrounding the screens not be Targe since the demagnetizing factor of the ribbon is  low. However, the use of ribbons tends to reduce the number of screens Per unit o f magnetized volume and hence the capacity of such a device. Some of these devices operate noncontinuously as i t  has to be'interrupted interm ittently with the magnet switched o ff  in order for the magnetic particles to be backwashed. The usual application of these devices is  for the removal of fine iron impurities in various flu id s . A special application of this type of device has been in waste water treatment [29]. The f i l t e r  isused to remove very fine suspended solids after a magnetic seeding (addition o f magnetic iron oxide and coagulant) has been applied [30].
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3.13 Jones SeparatorJones magnetic separators u t iliz e  a series of grooved plates, placed between the poles of an electromagnet [29]. The slurry with particles to be separated is  passed through the chamber containing the p lates. The magnetic particles are trapped- .Jalong the edges of the groves where the fie ld  gradient and the magnetic forces are large. The nonmagnetic particles and slurry liquid pass through the chamber and out below. As in the Frantz- fe rro filte r  the magnetic particles can be washed out when the magnetic fie ld  is  reduced to zero. Although re la tiv e ly  large fie ld  gradients are produced, the capacity of this device is  limited by the surface area available in the grooved p lates. This has been discussed by Stone [31] and Jones [32].
3.14 Beneficiation by HGMF Process
The magnetic separation technology was given new impetus with the introduction of separators using steel filaments • in re la tiv e ly  high fie ld  with an e ffic ie n t magnetic c ircu it for the electromagnet. This has been found to be economical in several applications. The magnetic su scep tib ility  and the size distribution of the particles to be removed are the key Parameters that determine the p ra ctica lity  of application. Some ° f  the areas where HGMF has been applied are discussed below.
3*14.1 Particulate Emission ControlLarge quantities of non-ferrous materials can be found xn the atmosphere. The commonest and the most damaging sources
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arising from the combustion of fu e l, especially  solid fu e l, are power generating plants. The discharged g r it , ash, smoke, and sulphur dioxide can be controlled by HGMF.
3.14.2 Beneficiation Of Weakly Magnetic Iron OresWith ever decreasing deposits of iron ores large enough to make magnetic drum beneficiation e ffe c tiv e , the need arises f °r a better and more effe ctiv e  methods of retrieving these ores. There are vast deposits of oxidized taconites which can be used i f  an economic method were availab le. These ores consist mainly small grains of hematite, geothite and iron s ilic a te s  mixed W1th chert. To liberate the iron containing minerals from the °hert, the ore is ground to a size of less than 30 microns. This can be beneficiated, to iron level acceptable for steel making by HGMF process. Previous conventional magnetic separators lik e  drum ar*d belts was in effective  because of low suscep tib ility  and reduced size of the p a rtic les .
3*14.3 Coal DesulphurizationThere is  a growing e ffo rt to create cost e ffe ctiv e , economically sound methods of u tiliz in g  coal as a clean fu e l. Sulphur occurs in coal in two forms; mineral sulphur is  chemically bound to discrete mineral 7 impurities which can be removed by physical cleaning and organic sulphur which is  associated with the coal structure and requires more elaborate Processing for its  removal. The mineral sulphur in coal occur down to micron s ize s . E ffective pyrite removal by deep cleaning Processing of coal requires grinding to liberate the sulphur
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before the application of physical separation methods. The useful 
constituent of coal are diamagnetic while a good proportion of 
the undesirable sulphur is in the form of paramagnetic iron 
compounds called pyrites, which can be removed by HGMF. Other 
components, in the coal, normally ending up as ash, are also 
paramagnetic in nature and can be removed by this technique [333*
Indeed, emission level of sulphur oxides and ash from 
coal burning facilities are set to stringent standards (for 
example, 5 grams of SC^ per million joules of coal burnt). The 
particulate emission standard can generally be met with the use 
of electrostatic precipitators, but HGMF method has successfully 
been applied to the removal of sulphur oxide emissions from the 
flue gases.
3.14.4 Cleaning Of Liquid Streams
There are two types of applications of HGMF in cleaning 
fluids. The simplest is the direct removal of suspended magnetic 
solids like iron oxides from steel mill waste water. The other 
involves precipitating dissolved contaminant onto magnetic ••seed" 
Particles. The basic advantage of HGMF over conventional waste 
water treatment is the high throughput that can be handled, even 
for the removal of very fine particles.
1
3.14.5 Application to Iron and Steel IndustriesIron and steel are one of the largest industrial users of process water, with most of the water used for cooling and Quenching of gases evolved during scarfing. A large volume is  also used in making and forming of s te e l, descaling and hot
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forming, and the control of unwanted particulates that re su lt . Currently, the principal method for removal of fine particulates from these waste is  sedimentation in large c la r if ie r s  with the addition of chemical flo ccu len ts. The problem of water clean-up is p articularly d if f ic u lt  especially in the ro llin g  m ills  where the separation of fin e  p articu lates, emulsified o il  and water is  required. The sizes of most of these dusts s ig n ifie s  that the c la r ifie r  must be operated at very low overflow rates which are generally of the order of 0.1cm/sec. The application of HGMF in removing these suspended solids reduces the large investment in capital and space.
3.14.6 Clean-Up Of Fuel Lines In Power PlantHGMF f i l t e r s  have been found to be e ffe ctiv e  in the control of magnetic debris in fuel o il and steam lin e s . This is usually necessary to prevent clogging in mechanical atomizers or burner nozzles. Conventional f i l t e r s  were found to be in effectiv e  in this application.
3.14.7 B iological ApplicationHGMS Technology has been applied to the separation of red c e lls  from whole blood [34] and can lead to a potential small scale application of the technique to producing plasma from low red blood c e ll  levels or to preparing extremely pure red c e ll Population. When red blood c e lls  are in their deoxygenated state their su scep tib ility  relative to water is  0.3x10 emu/cm (about two orders of magnitude lower than CuO). These red blood ce lls  have been filtere d  out using HGMF process without any observable
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biological damage, although at a very low v e lo city .
3*14.8 Cleaning of Kaolin ClayThe HGMF beneficiation of kaolin clay represents the
v .1 ■ ^f ir s t  application of magnetic separation technology in commercial processing of micron sized weakly magnetic m aterials. Kaolin is  a white alum ino-silicate mineral which occurs in nature as a fin e ly  divided particulate dispersion. Quality clays are principally  employed as f i l l in g  and coating agents in the manufacture of Paper products and sold largely  on the basis of white colour and rheological properties. The application of HGMS has grown in competition with other well established wet physical beneficiation methods lik e  floatation and selective sedimentation, both of which are complex process, sensitive to reagent costs. The magnetic technology not only competes favourably because of its  sim p licity , low cost and nigh clay y ie ld , but is  expected to increase the economic incentive o f re­opening abandoned reserves o f quality kaolin clays.
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Summary of Magnetic Separators Reviewed
Drum Separator : Use o f drums with either permanent magnet orelectromagnet; Remove p articles from 100 microns diameter\ Forces present are gravity and hydrodynamic drag.Belt Separator : Use o f b elt to transport and remove t a i ls ;Beneficiate minerals and tramp iron from 150 microns; Major force is  gravity .Grate Separator : Consists o f series o f tubes; Highdemagnetization; Remove p a rtic le s 0from ° 200 microns diameter;Major force present is  gravity .Frantz-Ferrofilter : U tilize  series o f screens/grids; Highdemagnetization factor; Remove micron sized ■ p a rtic les; Hydrodynamic force present.Jones Separator: U tiliz e  grooved plates; capacity lim ited bysurface area; Hydrodynamic force present.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESSURE DROP IN FILTER MEDIA
...•^1 IntroductionMaintenance of a given flow of air through a f i l t e r  causes pressure drop across its  faces. Pressure drop is  the second most basic quantity describing the properties of a given filtra tio n  material after collection e fficien cy  for the design of f i l t e r s . In certain cases i t  is  even more important since i t  is  not d if f ic u lt  to. prepare a f i l t e r  having efficien cy  o f 99.99%, but the high pressure drop of such a f i l t e r  w ill make any Practical use nearly impossible.Pressure drop a ffe cts  the main power consumption of the f i lte r  system as its  requirements are d irectly  proportional to flow rate and pressure lo ss . In some practical applications, the Pressure drop across a f i l t e r  is  used to monitor efficien cy  of operation. Deposition or capture of particles by a f i l t e r  also oauses a resistance r is e , although th is may be accompanied by an lni t ia l  rise of collection e ffic ie n cy . The mass of dust deposited o^n a given resistance rise  depends on several factors l ik e , Particle size and shape, hydrodynamic, gravitational forces and ln this particular case magnetic force.The two types of f i l t e r s  used in this investigation are randomly packed filamentous wires and woven wires. The results of bhe tests are presented in various forms that can be of help to q f i lte r  designer. •
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^•2 Theory of Medium ResistanceThe chief d iff ic u lty  encountered when dealing with randomly packed matrix is  the highly complex geometry of the wire orientation. This causes the flow to follow tortuous channels making i t  nearly impossible for a complete hydrodynamic analysis. This led to the sim plification of the problem to orderly arranged metallic screens. M etallic screens in the form of woven wire is  a Practical f i l t e r  medium that is  very close to the assumptions made for the theoretical model.There are three main methods of predicting the pressure loss of a f i l t e r .  These are the o r ifice  analogy, the randomly Packed bed analogy, and the use of drag co e ffic ie n t. In the use °T these methods, the material of the f i l t e r  is  assumed impermeable; thus the wire is  considered to be a flow barrier Wlth the screen pores forming the flow channels. In randomly Packed bed analogy, approximate expressions are used for the division of flow, both in and around the wires. In the drag coefficient approach, the pore walls are treated as obstacles to the flow of viscous flu id . The drag of the flu id  on each portion ° f  the wall is estimated using sim plified forms of the Navier-Stokes equations; the sum of a l l  the drags being taken to equal the flow resistance of the medium. In view of the fact that thef i lt e r  wires - are fa ir ly  smooth and cy lin d rica l, the o r ifice  and drag theory methods have been most successful in predicting the resistance of. these materials to flu id  flow. A sim plified version ° f  th is model for "smooth" cylin d rical wire is  developed below.
The fan model filter was adopted for the woven wire. 
This consists of parallel equidistant rows of circular cylinders
- 4 9 -
Fig. 4.1; Regular cubic lattice model
in a plane perpendicular to the flow direction . In the same Plane, the cylinders are p aralle l and equidistant, but the axis of the cylinders at d ifferent planes are oriented at random. The wire screens used here consisted of rows of p a ra lle l, equidistant cylinders that are interwoven with bther rows at 90°  angles; a stack of these closely resembles the fan model.
•^3 The Simple Cubic Lattice ModelA number of equations of th eo retical, empirical and semi-empirical nature has been suggested for predicting the resistance of f i l t e r s .  Those dealing with fibrous f i l t e r  models with regular geometry and arrangement for which the flow is  known have been described by Davies [35] and Lee [36]. In this analysis, the simple cubic la ttic e  model [37] used for the experimental data over a range of Reynolds , numbers for
fcylindrical wires i s ' developed.The model assumes the random matrix to be modelled as aregular la ttic e  of cubes, size l g , having a face normal to theflow (Figure 4 .1 ). Given the wire volume V and matrix volumew m» the packing fraction F which is  a ratio of two parameters are given by :
F VVmwThe number of cubes (n) in the matrix is  given by
n ’m3 i s a Vw13s
(4.1)
(4.2)
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Where a is  the fiber cross-sectional area. Solving equation (4.2) for l g gives
1s (4.3)
Assuming that the drag on cylinders parallel to the flow is  
negligible compared to those normal to i t ,  the matrix can be 
modelled as a series of p arallel square meshes distance l g apart 
(Figure 4.1). In th is  model, two-thirds of the fibres are 
therefore e ffe ctiv e  [38]. In a matrix o f face area A, the length 
of fiber 1 in such a single mesh is  given by: (4.4)
This represents the length of a fiber for a single mesh of area A.
Dnag defined as the force component parallel to the relative aPproach v elo city , exerted on a body by a moving flu id  is  given by:
Fd = i W Ï (4.5)where Ag is  the projected area of the body on a plane normal to the flow, V the flow velocity  in the f i l t e r  matrix, and Fd is  the drag force.
The momentum equation gives the drag force for a single mesh 
(Figure 4.2) as:
Fd = VPA (4.6)
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NF i g . 4 .2 ; Se r ie s  of square meshes in ideal  model
assuming that the momentum flux is  the same upstream and downstream; for example at stations 1 and 2 on Figure 4.2. Therefore the loss in pressure across is  obtained by combining equations (4 .4 ), (4 .5), (4.6) to give
\7 p _ Fd Cd Pf Va Ae 1/2 " A oa 1/2•( ii)  1F o (4.7)ts given by the area of the cylinder facing the flow which for a single mesh is the length of the wire 1Q multiplied by the diameter of the wire, d.
0Substituting for Ag equation (4.1) becomes:
VP Cd P f■ Va Xc d(3i)F 0.5 (4.8)^ t  the to tal number of meshes is given by therefore the total pressure drop across the f i l t e r  can be estimated by
VP = °d vf L d .  Cd p f v j  L d (4.9)8a °* 5(Ü )F 'a (3l)FThe model so far does not take into account theblockage effects (or interference) but only estimates thePressure drop in a loosely packed matrix from a knowledge of only as a function of Reynolds number. From equation (4.9), the coefficien t of drag of the entire f i l t e r  can be calculated using:
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V P  C^)C . = ___________ (4.10)e f  VgL dIf  the above formulation is  correct, C. values should approach'■* o.)that of an isolated cylin d rical fib e r , and th is would be elucidated in the discussion of the experimental resu lts . Assuming that a l l  the flow in the passages of the f i l t e r  were entirely p arallel to the direction of the main flow upstream, the mean velocity of the flow in the f i l t e r  w ill be s lig h tly  higher than that of the main flow. This is  because of the s lig h tly  restricted flow channels. The mean velocity of the flow in the f i l t e r  can be estimated with
where V is  the bulk flu id  v e lo city . Substituting for V in equation (4.10) gived
V P  & )  (1 -F )2 FPf  V2 d L (4.12)Substituting for a above, which is 5^— equation (4.12) becomes:
ch = V P — ~F? ‘ (4.13)(V V* Lis a function of Re defined by Re = Pf V d which becomes
Re = Pf V dV (1 -F )with blockage e ffe ct correction. (4.14)
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SECTION XX
F i g , 4,3: Ty p ic a l  filt e r  matrix
4*4 Woven Wire ModelThe development of th is model follows the same Procedure as above. Taking the size of the square of mesh as l s figure 4.1, the number of squares per unit area is  given by :(4.15)*3 The length of the wire per square of mesh is 21 so that the length of cylinder per mesh 1 is  .5The drag coefficien t Cd is  thus given by :
Cd = — 72—  - ^  (1 -  B)2 (4.16)1/2pf V2d^here n = number of grids in series d = diameter of wirear*d nd defines the thickness of the f i l t e r .
4*5 Pressure Loss of Clean F ilte r  MatrixTests were performed on the two types of f i l t e r s  usedthis study to determine their resistances. The f ir s t  consists° f  50ijim stainless steel wires [PLATE 4 .1 ], packed randomly into a f i lte r  matrix [PLATE 4 .2 ], The f i l t e r  matrix is  constructed from tube of 98.4mm diameter with length varying from one f i l t e r  the other from 25-50mm. A typical sample of one of the f i l t e r  matrices used is shown in Figure 4.3* Windows were cut from thebody to allow for the packing of the wires. The whole matrix unitWas also divided into compartments separated by copper screens of iarge pore sizes for easy packing. .The length of each compartment as separated by the copper screens was 50mm. Investigations were
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performed for various operating characteristics such as, packing density, flow rates, and f i l t e r  length. PVC was chosen because of 1ts non-magnetic properties as w ill be pointed out la te r . ( As the matrices w ill be placed in an externally created magnetic fie ld , a magnetic matrix w ill créate external magnetic capture zones ) . The matrix was made as thin as possible to reduce it s  resistance when empty. The second type of f i l t e r  consists ofwoven wires (PLATE 4.3) applicable to practical in sta lla tio n s . They were packed such that they touched each other. Data onPressure losses were obtained with increasing numbers of wire screens. The e ffe ct of separating a battery of screens with rings were also investigated. The test was carried out within the range ° f velocity encountered in practical appliances ( 1 - 4 0  m/s ) .
**•6 Test ProcedureThe above tests were performed with the use of the main experimental rig  described in Chapter Seven (Figure 7 .1 ), but with the magnet switched o f f . The operation involved switching on the main fan with the f i l t e r  put into the duct. The pressure drop across the duct was monitored from two sta tic  pressure tappings located upstream and downstream of the f i l t e r  zone. These were connected through fle x ib le  PVC tubes to a d ig ita l manometer (Furness Controls Ltd, Berhill England), from where the difference was read o f f .  Also present are tappings located downstream of the f i l t e r  to measure the velocity profile  of the flow after it  has passed through the f i l t e r  matrix. There are flow controls located at the entrance of the duct and ju st before the fan, to control the air flow rate in the duct. In it ia lly
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tests were carried out with empty matrices to establish their resistances. These were then compensated for in the real te s ts .
•^7 Discussion of Pressure Drop Results KThe results of th is test can basically  be c la ssifie d  into two groups:- Random and Woven wire resu lts . The reason for this demarcation is  entirely based on the formulation of the expression predicting the drag co efficien ts from experimental data. In the random wire arrangement, the experiment wasperformed over two different lengths of the matrix with varying Packing densities but the same wire diameter of 50 ip . For wovenwire, meshes with d ifferen t pore sizes were tested, the major variation being the number of meshes stacked during each te s t .Figure 4.4 shows a typical set of results obtained for a f i l t e r  of length 5 .cm, packing fractions of 0.50% to 1.50%, and flow velocity of up to 40 m/s. The curves plotted on a logarithmic scale show the variation of pressure drop, as functions of flow v e lo city . A linear regression of the sets of data were performed with the points fitte d  into a f ir s t  order expression of the form XJL = F X V K + C .  C is  the intercept ofL
X7 Pthe line passing through the points on —— a x is , F is  the packing fraction, x is , a constant, V represents the the duct centre velocity, while K is  the slope of the lin e . The adoption of such a mathematical expression indicates the pressure drop across the f i l t e r  to be linear with the flow rate at these velo cities for any chosen packing fraction . Table 4.1 below gives a comprehensive l i s t  of the variables defining each of the straight
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line passing through the various groups of data points on Figure Although for any given packing fraction a different expression for each set of the data w ill be preferred for higher accuracy, a detailed study of the table reveals very small differences in the variation of the.) slope (K> in each case. Attempt was therefore made to approximate the whole set of data with a single expression. This was achieved by the use of averaged values of the intercept (c), and the gradient (k). For figure 4 .4 , the result was a linear expression of the form
.  F0-01 1.5835V -  0.2234 . (4. 17)that predicts the mean pressure per unit length of the matrix.The correlation c o e ffic ie n t, which is a measure of how well theH a ig h t  lin e was fitte d  (confidence factor) was 99*!%• It  must emphasized that equation (4.17) should be used with caution as it  tends to overshoot at high flow v elo city . A' better aPproximation was discovered for a range of *x' values for the ..various packing fractions tested.The scatter of the data point groups in Figure 4.4 was l®ast expected. I t  can be attributed to experimental, equipment 0r human errors. The in it ia l  high d r ift  of the experimental Points may have been due to the big range of the d ig ita lmanometer used, which tended to be less sensitive- at lowPressure. Another important source could have been from large scale eddies formed by high turbulence in the v icin ity  of the f i l t e r , which could have been encouraged by the randomness of the ^ire. This was seen to diminish with increased packing fraction as is  obvious in Figure 4.5, where the highest packing fraction
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Fi g , 4,5: Corresponding velocity p ro f i l e s  ( for Fi g . 4.4) .
°f 0.015 has the most even velocity p r o file . Another important Point revealed by these downstream velocity profiles is  the homogeneity of the wire packing in the matrix. For very badly Packed matrices are easily  id en tifiab le  by wide variation in the values of the velocity traverse. J 4Also, there seen to be a c r it ic a l  packing fractionbelow which the unevenness of the flow p rofiles become pronounced^respective of the uniformity of the packing. For packing densities above these values, the flow sees the random wires asstraigthners that tend to break up the large scale eddies ratherthan obstacles. To investigate this further, another „ f i l t e r  ofxength 15 cm was tested' with 0.005, 0.0075 and 0.010 packingfractions. The results obtained are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 ,and Table 4.2. Here again, the smoother profiles with highPacking is amplified by Figure 4 .7 . The average gradient from thetable is  1.523 with 99% correlation facto r. The expression thatPredicts the mean pressure drop per unit length is  given by
~  = F0*01 1.523V -  0.308 (4.18)Similar experiments were carried out using woven wire. Tests varied from the application of ju st one mesh to as many as 20. There are two reasons for including these te sts . The f ir s t  is  that the woven wire would be used eventually for filtr a tio n  tests and therefore a knowledge of the resistance was necessary; and secondly, the result is  used to c la r ify  the problems encountered with the explanation of the random behaviour of the previous f i l t e r s . Figures 4.8 shows the logarithmic plot of P/n against flow velocity while Figure 4.9 shows their p ro files . I t  is
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obvious from the p lo t th at the follow ing re la tio n sh ip  e x is t s .
^ P 20 = 2xVP10 = 20XV P i
This expression arose due to the fa c t  th at the pressure drop in  afan model f i l t e r  is  a function of both solid volume fraction andthe ratio of average distances between neighbouring wires. Hence,for meshes of the same pore and wire sizes packed in the sameMatrix, their resistance tend to add up in series. A linearregression of the experimental data groups shown in Figure 4.8Produced a good co rre la tio n  and high e ffe c tiv e n e s s  fa c to r . D etails  o f the re s u lts  o f f i t t i n g  str a ig h t lin e s  through the dataPoints are given in Table 4.3* A single sp ecific  expression toPredict the mean pressure drop for the whole set of theexperimental data takes the form:
= Sx 1.699V -  0.602 (4.19)n swhich is similar to equations (4.17) and (4.18).'* Sg represents the screen s o lid ity , which is  the ratio of the blocked area over the total area of the mesh. For th is particular case, Ss is  0.478. The results of the woven wire f i l t e r s  also support the above explanation for the scatter of the data of random wires. In this particular case, because the wires are ordered, the unaccounted errors in the system are those due to equipment and their readings, as the error from random packing is  d ra stica lly  reduced. This is  apparent in both Figure 4.8 and 4.9.
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So, for a f i l t e r  designer who is  interested in Predicting the power requirements of a randomly packed f i l t e r ,  Quations (4.17) and (4.18) w ill be very u seful. The f ir s t  may be used for f i l t e r  length upto 10cm, while the second is  for 15cm and above. The resistance of well ordered woven wires of different mesh sizes can be predicted with equation (4.19) provided that the so lid ity  is known.An alternative form of the presentation of the above data was produced by plotting the experimental coefficient of drag as a fu n ctio n o f flow Reynolds number. As already discussed ln the formulation of the drag co efficien t above, this approach ®odels the entire f i l t e r  as banks of cylinders that are Perpendicular to the flow direction . The expectation is that the correlated experimental results must approach that of in fin ite ly  l°ng cylinder. For random f i l t e r s ,  the drag coefficien ts were calculated with equations (4.13) and (4.14) and are shown in figures 4.10 and 4.11. These correspond to the data of Figures and 4.6. Although Figure 4.10 shows a high scatter of the Points, the data tended to asymptote at about a drag coefficient °f 2.2. Higher packing of Figure 4.11 showed a better correlation Wlth Re becoming independent of at about the value 2. This lower for longer f i l t e r  is in tune with equation (4.13), which shows the drag co efficien t to be indirectly proportional to the f i lte r  length. This p ractically  means that the pressure drop scross the shorter f i l t e r  was increasing more rapidly with ^creased flow Reynolds number than the longer f i l t e r .  Hence, Producing earlier independence of from the wire Re in Figure ^•11; or in other words, the earlier occurence of the asymptote.
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A combination of both results is  shown in Figure 4.12 for easy comparison. Analysis of the woven wire data (Figure 4.13) corresponding to that of Figure 4.8 produced the best f i t  with tailin g o ff  at about a drag co efficien t of 1.8 which compares better with that of a single cylinder at the same range of Re.The difference between the values of Cd obtained from both random and woven wire f i l t e r  may partly arise from the values of frontalareas used in the two models. In the case of woven wires, Ae was accurately calculated, while a s ta t is t ic a l  estimate was applied for random wire arrangement. Also in the case of woven wires, the mean so lid ity  of each of the screen that make up the f i l t e r  was almost constant. Hence, errors in f i l t e r  resistance which arose from the randomness of the wire alingnment in individual f i l t e r s  were le s s . Lastly , the scale of turbulent intensity in the random f ilte r  would have been more because of the wire orientation; thus, resulting to a correspondingly higher pressure drop. Theadvantage of the presentation of the results in this form is  that
!only the flow velocity and main characteristics of the f i l t e r  is  sufficien t to predict the co efficien t of drag of sim ilar filte r in g  systems. Hence the power (pressure drop) requirements °an be determined without resorting to very expensive experimental investigation.
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Table 4 . 1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -! Packing Fraction \ Interception | Gradient \ Correlation \I I I I Coefficien t |
! * 1 1  *!  • i i  •
j i i i  i! 0.0050 I -0.4580 \ 1.6300 | 0.9960 |■ i i i ij 0.0075 ! -0.1430 | 1.4480 | 0.9950 \i 0.0100 | +0.0036 | 1.4270 | 0.9920 \I 0.0150 | -0.2960 | 1.8490 I 0.9995 I! i i i i-------------------------------------- ■------------------------------------- ------------ +
Table 4.2
+ — — -------- -------------- -------------------------------— ------------------------- — - — - — +I Packing Fraction | Interception | Gradient \ Correlation |
i i i i iI I ! ! Coefficient i! i i i i
i  ------------ ----- —  i - —  ----- -------— - 1 — — — - —  i  -------------- -------1i 0.0050 | -0.3170 | 1.4080 | 0.9940 |■ i i i iI 0.0075 I -0.1790 | 1.4210 \ 0.9960 \
\ 0.0010 | -0.4280 | 1.7400 | 0.9960 |j i i i i+----------------------------------------     -+
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Table 4 . 3
Number of Meshes i 1 1 1 1
1
Interception Gradient
♦
Correlation
Coefficient
C
01
1 •11111 -0.6020 1.809 0.9990
10
1
1
1 -0.5980 1.337 0.9995
20
111 -0.6050 1.674 0.9990
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
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Loose
Plate  4,1: 50 m icrometer diameter stainless steel wire used
IN THE FILTRATION TESTS (CURLED AND LOOSE)
Plate  4.2: 10 X 10 CM FILTER 
STEEL WIRES (0.5%
MATRIX PACKED WITH STAINLESS 
PACKING DENSITY)
PU te 4,3: Grade of woven wire for filtration with PVC 
SEPARATORS (400 MICRONS)
CHAPTER FIVE
THEORY AND MECHANISMS OF MAGNETIC FILTRATION
5*1 Single Fiber E fficiencyIt  is  usually assumed in the quantitative description the filtr a tio n  process that once a p article  touches a fiber i t  ls captured and retained by either e le c tro sta tic , c a p illa r ic , or van der Waals adhesion forces [39]. The so-called "Single-Fiber” efficiency f is  given by the ratio of the number of particles striking the fiber to the number which would have struck had there been no deviation of the streamlines so far as the Particles are uniformly dispersed. So i f  a fiber of diameter, s , Amoves a ll  of the particles o rig in ally  contained in a layer of thickness 2X far upstream of the fib e r , the collection efficien cy given by :_ 2X _ X s 2s " s (5.1)\ The main mechanisms that are present in gas filtr a tio n  are given below: -
5.2 In ertia l DepositionThe presence of a body in a flowing flu id  results in a curvature of the streamlines in the neighbourhood of the body as shown in Figure 1.2. The individual particles do not, due to their in e rtia , follow the curved streamlines but are projected sgainst the body and may deposit on their surfaces.. The intensity ° f  this mechanism increases with increasing p article  size and
-64-
velocity of the flow.For particles with Reynolds number, Re, less than 1, mostly applicable to gas f i lt r a t io n , the single-fib er efficiency ls a function of Stokes number, (in ertia l force divided by viscous force). The fiber diameter, (2s), is  the" characteristic dimension, and the Reynolds number with respect to the fibers determine the type of flow pattern around the fib e r .The fiber Reynolds number has a strong e ffe ct on the flow pattern and, therefore, on collection efficien cy; two extreme cases have been investigated [40] : potential (Re -> od ) and creeping flow (Re < 0 .2 )  . Single-fiber e ffic ie n cie s  in these extreme cases, plotted ' against Stokes number for in ertia l ^Position can be seen in [41]. Most of the calculations carried °ut for negligibly small s/b, predicted that there is  a value of St for cylinders, below which no deposition occurs. The value 8®nerally quoted [42] is  0.125.The sin gle-fib er efficien cy has direct application only ln the case of re la tiv e ly  open f i l t e r s ,  that i s ,  at low packing 'tensities, operated with high face v e lo c itie s , up to Re = 10 or higher, in such cases, the case of fiber interference is not SlSn ificant and the overall filtra tio n  efficien cy due to inertia \  °f> the f i l t e r  can be related to the single-fib er efficiency n,s 
hy an exponential expression in the following form [43]:
^  = 1 - exp i!-4Lirs 1 -  F _i (5.2)where F is  the packing density of the f i l t e r  medium given by F = Vol. of fibers/bulk v o l. of the f i l t e r  medium
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L s f i l t e r  lengthfigure 5.1 shows the trend of in e rtia l deposition with p article  size.
5*3 Direct Interception ‘This mechanism involves the f in ite  size of p a rtic le s . A Particle is  intercepted as i t  approaches the collectin g surface to a distance equal to i t s  radius. A special case of th is ®echanism is the so-called sieve e ffe c t , which occurs i f  the distance between fibers is  smaller than the p article  diameter . Whilst interception can be simply included in the primary separation mechanism such as inertia or d iffu sio n , i t  is  customary to consider i t  separately.The efficien cy  of interception is  defined by those streamlines that pass within X £ (s+b) at Y = 0 . For potential f low, the interception e ffic ie n cy  is  given by [41] as :n _ /1 , p's  ^ (5.3)n,d _ (1 + R) -  ^  + R7  ■where R = b/sFigure 5.1 shows r>d as a function of Re for small Reynolds number.
5*4 Diffusion DepositionThe probability of separation of sub-micron particles is  increased by their random zig-zag motion due to Brownian bombardment by gas molecules. In their random movement, particles close to the surface of the fiber h it the surface and stick  to i t ,  thus reducing the p article  concentration in the immediate
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vicinity. A net diffusion flux towards the fiber develops as a result, and this brings new particles to the surface of the fiber. Diffusion effects increase with smaller particles and lower gas v e lo c itie s .Most of the literatu re  correlations for a single-fiberefficiency due to diffusion r\dd indicates that i t  is proportional-2/3bo Peclet number, Pe, raised to power -2/3 ( i .s  Pe )• Friedlander [44] showed that for Re = 0.1:
\ld = 1-75 Pe"2/3 (5*4)
5*5 Gravity DepositionSedimentation due to gravity plays a relativ ely  minor, °ften n eglig ib le , part in most practical gas f i l t e r s .  The effect °f gravity may be represented by the Froude number Fr, which relates the external forces to the internal forces on particles ^ 5 ]. The sin gle-fib er efficien cy  due to gravity of a cylinder transverse to the gas flow is  simply:At, = Stokes No. x Froude No. • (5.5)Owhich is identical to :
vtV (5.6)where is  the terminal settling velocity of the particle and V the gas velocity .Equation (5.6) indicates that gravity settlin g becomes Slgnificant only in the separation of heavy particles at low filtra tio n  v e lo c itie s . An example of such a case is filtra tio n  in
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granular packed beds [46] which gives higher efficien cy for large Particles i f  the gas flow is  in the downward direction.
5.6 E lectrostatic DepositionBoth the particles and the fibers in c the f i l t e r  may carry e lectric  charges. Deposition of particles on the fibers may take place because of the forces acting between charges or induced forces.Adhesion and cohesion of dust p articles: Adhesion forces between the dust p article  and the f i l t e r  medium also affect the dust collection  process. Collision s occur during displacement of the dust p a rtic les , which because of the adhesion forces can lead to coagulation. Such an e ffe ct favours dust collection in a ll  dust separators. Adhesion forces are Particularly high in e le ctrica l and filtr a tio n  dust co lle cto rs , as the separation efficien cy  largely depends on the forcesdetaining the separated dust particles at the precipitation electrode or on the porous f i l t e r  m aterial.Although a ll  adhesion forces between dust particles are ultimately of e le c trica l o rigin , they can be sub-divided into three groups from the microscpic view point and without reference to chemical bonding forces. These are:
(i) Van der Waals Forces [471: forces acting between the;molecules or atoms, other than chemical bonding, forces.( ii)  Capillary adhesion forces [48]: in the presence of humidity, is  provided by
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cap illary  condensation from the surroundings. Liquid bridge form between the adhesion partners.( iii)  Coulomb adhesion forces [49]: forces due to charging of particles by c o llis io n , abrasion and fr ic t io n .(This force is  far smaller than the van der Waals forces except when particles are very highlycharged as in the e le c trica l dust co lle cto rs).
5*7 Combination Of Separation MechanismsWhilst most of the separation mechanisms discussed earlier take place simultaneously, the predominant e ffects  in Practical f i l t e r s  are those of in e rtia l impaction, interception and diffusion . The relative  importance of these three mechanisms Varies with the f i l t e r  type, but generally the efficien cy  due to diffusion decreases with p article  size whilst that due to inertia and interception increases (for a give filtr a tio n  v e lo city ). The superposition of these co n flictin g trends results in a local mittimum on the efficien cy  curve, (Figure 5.1); thus leading to the well known concept of the most penetrating s ize . The relationship between penetration and filtr a tio n  efficien cy  is  given by:
P = 1 -  E (5.7)The actual shape of the efficien cy curve, and subsequently the value of the most penetrating size depends on the f i l t e r  type. The most penetrating size ranges from 0.5 to 1 micron. The theoretical superposition of the separation mechanisms are expressed as i f  they take place in séries [50] , so
- 6 9 -
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that only the particles not collected by one mechanism is  collected by the others. Thus for in e r tia l, interception, and diffusion, the total e fficien cy  become:
^i,d,dd = + ^d + ndd e (5.8)
5*8 Mathematical Modelling of HGMF ProcessPredictions for the collection of particles in High Gradient Magnetic Separation (HGMS) have concentrated on the C e l l i n g  of the collection process on a single cylin drical fiber, i t  involves the determination of the path followed by a Particle passing through a magnetic fie ld  under the simultaneousaction of magnetic and other forces. This is  an In it ia l  Value Problem (IVP) requiring for its  solution complete specificationsof the p a rtic le 's  in it ia l  conditions lik e  location, s ize , shape, density, permeability and in it ia l  velo city , and a knowledge of magnetic and other forces as a function of position and time. The single wire model is  then generalized to predict the collection efficien cy of a completely " neat " f i l t e r  matrix. A number of different models have been presented to explain the capture of Paramagnetic particles by the matrix element of a high gradient magnetic separator. The f ir s t  of these were based on the work of Zebel [51] who investigated electrostatic collection systems. Subsequently, Bean [52], Oberteuffer [53] and Watson , [54] calculated c r it ic a l  capture trajectories using modifications of Zebel approach.The approach considered here follows the usual treatment of conventional f iltr a t io n , with the p article
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considered to be spherical, uniformly distributed in the flu id  stream, and moving at the same velocity as the flu id  upstream of the co lle cto r. This can approximately be described as a monodisperse system. The basic element of the f i l t e r  is  a clean, cylindrical váre of radius s , oriented so that i t s  axis was Perpendicular to the flow direction.The f ir s t  model of HGMS published by Lawson [55] considered only magnetic force and drag forces to be acting on the spherical p article  approaching the wire, but his subsequent work [56] extended the model to include in e rtia l and gravitational e ffe c ts . The present work is  based entirely on this fflodel and is  applied to the magnetic f iltr a tio n  of particles from a gaseous stream.Consider a small p article  near a ferromagnetic cylinder which is  in a magnetic f ie ld  (Figure 5»2). The part taken by the Particle depends on the gravitation al, in e rtia l , drag, and Magnetic forces acting on i t  (Figure 1.2). In the following sections the equations for each of these forces and a general form of Newton's equation is  developed for the motion of a single Particle approaching the wire under the influence of these forces. The main objective of the exercise is  to determine the Portion of the flu id  stream from which p article  aré removed as the flu id  flows past the wire. This is  achieved by analysing the trajectories of particles which approach the region of influence of these forces. The co llis io n  radius of the wire, X, is  defined by the in it ia l  position of the p article  whose trajectory ju st touches the wire. The c r it ic a l  co llisio n  radius, XQ , is  that distance which separates those trajectories that intersect from
-71-
Pi g , 5 .2 : I llustration  of sin g l e  wire sin g l e  pa r t icleMAGNETIC SEPARATION
those that miss the wire.
5«8.1 The Magnetic ForceIn a monodisperse system where particulates are nandomly dispersed, (Newtonian flu id  being assumed), the magnetic force exerted on a single small particle  depends on the Magnetization of the p article  M and the flu id , the applied fie ld , the particle shape, and the concentration of theP articles. The applied f ie ld , Hq , magnetizes the wire which inturn induces a magnetic fie ld  which is  superimposed on the uniform f ie ld . (The capture regions in a strong magnetic interaction is  shown in Figure 5.3) This combination of uniform and induced fie ld s  magnetize the p a rtic le . The fluid medium is considered to be non-magnetic and therefore is  treated as free sPace. From the magnetic form of Gauss's law, which states that the flux o f a vector B across any closed surface is  zero, i t  follows that:
; B dss 0°n in a divergent form
/  V  B dv = 0 v
(5.9)
( 5 . 10)
where V  is  the volume enclosed by the surface. Therefore for areas inside and outside the wire surface
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‘■H,
F i g , 5 .3: Pa r t icle  capture zones on a magnetized wire
V  B = V  H = 0 (5.11)Since the only source o f the induced magnetic fie ld  is  the Magnetic dipole distribution and there are no currents, equationI C(5.11) can be written as :
V H= 0 - : (5.12)Thus, the magnetic' f ie ld , H, can be represented by a scalar Magnetic potential $ , such that
H = -  V  „ (5.13)Substituting equation (5.13) into equation (5*11) results to:- V 2*) = 0 ,  ‘ (5.14)a Laplace’ s equation from where the potential can be determined when appropriate boundary conditions are applied.Note that
V  = d — . 1 à-x à — ~r~r + —or® + -r-z or, ro6 dzln cylin drical polar-coordinates; r vectors. ft , and z being unit
At the surface o f the fib e r , the normal components o f the induction fie ld , B, must be equal. At r r s , the tangential components o f the magnetic f ie ld , H, must be equal. ’ Since the induced fie ld  has a localized source, the e ffe ct of th is fie ld  vanishes far from the wire. End effects can be neglected since the wire is  assumed to be in fin ite ly  long. The fie ld  has no axial
- 7 3 -
components and i s ,  therefore, indpendent of Z.
According to [55,56] the solution outside the wire is
4> s _  hq r cos9 + -  ■ - cos© +>constant e (5.15)The to tal f ie ld  outside the wire is  obtained by taking the divergence of equation (5.15)» i . e .
H = H + H- <9$3r r + 1 <)<*> r 3© ©which gives:
2 itM cos©H = (Hq cos© + ------ -----  r)
rdà
2irM+ (HQsin© -  — p— ^)
(5 .16)
2 ir M= Hq (cos© r + sin©£F) +—-----  (cos© r -  sin©¥)
h^e induced magnetic fie ld  is  given by
2itM_H. = ---- i(cos© r -  sin© U)1 r„
(5.17)
(5.18)
■^n a uniform fie ld  Hq , the magnetization of a paramagnetic sphere was derived by Jackson [571 and is  given by
M
(1 +  | )x7 H° (5.19)where X is  defined as the ratio  of magnetization of paramagnetic body to the fie ld  inside the body. -This is  called the magnetic
su sce p tib ility . -74-
For a very small p article  , the fie ld  induced by the raagnetization outside the wire is  the same as that caused by a line dipole of momentM - m v  (5.20)0 o cwhere VQ is  the volume of p a rtic le . Jackson [57] showed that the force on a dipole is  given by
Fm = l>o <Mo • V )  H (5'21)where n© is  the flu id  vacuum permeability.Combining equations (5.19)» (5.20) and (5.21) gives:
« V_ XF = r° (H . V  ) Hm yC1 + 1 *
Vo Vo X ( H .- V o> H
(5.22)
(5.23)
where X* =  ^ . Introducing equation (5.17) into (5.23) gives:
1
F =m 16 TT2 X Ms b3 S2 2 ^ Ms s__________ _______  +  H C O S 2 0„2 o
16 -rr2 x Ms b3S23 r- sin 2Q_i TS (5.24)
^•8.2 The‘Hydrodynamic ForcePractical cylinder diameters and bulk flow rates with Reynolds number, Re, in the region of 0.1 to 40.0 (where viscous
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and in ertial flu id  body forces cannot be neglected) have been studied extensively. In th is range, viscous and in e rtia l flu id  body forces cannot be neglected. Hence, there is  no purely analytic solution of the fu l l  Navier-Stokes equation even for a simple cylin drical shape [58]. Therefore, viscous forces are accounted for by superimposing a boundary layer upon the solution *'0r potential flow. The boundary layer thickness may be oalculated as a function of Re (decreasing as 1/4"Re ) [59]. Flow within the boundary layer is  reduced by a factor which is  a function of both Re and the distance of the cylinder. Numerical analysis and experimental data of flu id  flow at moderate Re [60] show that the absolute velo cities in the wake immediately behind the cylinder are small relative to the bulk flow. Since only a p article  trajectories enter this region ( i f  at a l l ) ,  and do So in a region of high magnetic force close to the cylinder, the m°del assumes zero flow velocity  in the wake d irectly  behind the fiber. As the relative velocity between the p article  and the fluid is  moderately small except ju st before impact and the P article 's  Re is  assumed to be less than 1, the Stokes formula is  used to calculate the drag force. Thus, the drag force acting on a sperical p article  is  given by:
Fd = -  6 ir y b (ij£ -  V) (5.25)where b is  the p article  radius, V is  the co efficien t of v iscosity° f  the f lu id , V is  the velocity of the flu id  at r , and 4?- is  theatParticle velocity . Therefore ( 4r- -  V ) is  the velocity of thedtParticle with respect to the flu id . The use of equation (5.25)
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assumes that the Stokes regime around p article  is  true as long as ( -  V ) is  small; th is  is  the case for small particles thatessentially follow the stream lin e s . The flu id  flow fie ld  can be described by either potential or laminar ( c r e e p i n g )  flow models.
CThe former being a more r e a lis t ic  expression at large distances from the cylinder but very poor at a close range, and w ill be adopted -throughout for the theoretical calculations of c r it ic a l rad ii . Assumption of laminar flow model over estimates the critica l r a d ii .For Re larger than unity, the flow can be approximated _ by irrotational flow.
V  x V = 0 (5.26)where V is  the flu id  velocity  vector. V can be represented by the Sradient o f a scalar potential fie ld
v = -  V  (5.27)where the negative sign s ig n ifie s  the decrease of velocity Potential towards the cylin der. By continuity:V  . V = 0 (5.28)e^nce the substitution o f (5.27) into (5-28) yields Laplace N a tio n  for the velocity potential
j-  V 2 f  = 0 - (5.29)as obtained by Lawson [55] is
V st  :  V r cosQ + ------  cose + constant (5.30)
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r
from where V can be obtained from
v = - V  d> = _ v C1 -  — ) cos9 r
2r
+ V (1 + JL _  sinO T5v-2) (5 .3 DFor completeness, when laminar flow model is  assumed, Lamb’ sequation as used by Zebel [51] is  given by:
v = -  ^ ( ln ir )  -  0.5 (1 -  4 j)) cosO
-  c1 (ln(r) + 0.5 (1 -  - U )  sinO 0 ^ y2wherec1 = _____________ 1______________In 7.4 / (pf  V 2 s/v)
(5.32)
■fr should be noted, however, that an angle ¡3 called the approach angle could be added to 0 (Figure.5 .2 ) , to simulate the effect of varing the direction of the approaching particle on capture for both Potential and Laminar flow Models [613.
^•8.3 The Gravitational ForceThe weight of the particle abated by its  buoyant force Produces the e ffect of gravity. The gravitational force acting on a single particle is  given byF = P V- sz (5.33)gp ^p _f 8
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while the buoyant force of the flu id  on the same p article  can be represented as:„  (5.34)Fbf = Vf  gwhere p and pf  are p a rtic le , and flu id  mass densities P
respectively.The net gravitational force acting on the p article  in the y-axis is therefore given by:
Fg Pf= Fgp -  Fbf = m g (1 -  — )r g (5.35)Tr cylin drical polar coordinates, equation (5.35) becomes:
Fg Pfm g (1 -  — ) cosepg r
m g (1 sine (5.36)
5.8.4 The Force BalanceHaving established analytical expressions describing the various forces acting on the p article  at any point relativ e  t° the cylinder, the p article  trajectory may be described by ccnsidering a piece-wise linear path. Over each increment, the balance between in e r t ia l , magnetic, hydrodynamic, and Sravitational forces is  written as [56].
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m £ Z - F  + F + F '  Fm + Fd + Fg (5.37)
In dealing with very small p a rtic les , the mass of the particle  can be considered small enough thati inertia can be neglected and the force balance becomes [62]
0 = F + F j  + F m cd r g (5.38)^though a ll  the present analysis is  based on equation (5.37). In cylindrical coordinates the in e rtia l term can be written as:
2m O .  = r~ll!m ,2d r---------- m r 2 j(d £ ) 'dt2 ij c\j-p•o dt |L .
r—+ l!m r d 2±  + o  _  dr2  m —rr—ii dt2 dt! _ (5.39)Substituting the analytical forms of F Fd> Fg , as derived Previously into equation (5.37) together with equation (5«39) Sive after some re-arrangement the ra d ia l, tangential, and axial components of the force balance as:
m -  r ( | | ) ‘dt2 dt
16 TT2 X M b3 s 2 \2 ir M0 s23 r- + Hqc o s 29
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-  6 »  V v d  - 4r cosQ + $L\dt ji
Pfm g (1 -  _ ) C O S 0 (5.40)
m r + 2 (£L)dt2 dt dt
16 ir2 X Ms b3 s2 3 r3 sin20
-  6 y b V( 1 + =-) sin» r2 d01r idt jii
Pf+ m g (1 - — )sin0 (5.41)
m d2zdt2 £ „ dz" 6 l r t* 3t (5.42)Since equation (5.42) is  independent of radial and tangential m°tion , i t  can be solved separately. The result [62] shows the magnitude of the in it ia l  velocity to decrease exponentially to Zero with time, so that in it ia l  Z-velocity can be set to zero without any damaging e ffe ct in the solution accuracy. As a resu lt, a l l  motion is in a plane normal to the axis of the wire an<3 only equations (5.40) and (5.41) are required to determine
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the particle motion.To eliminate the e ffe ct of geometry of the system, i t
%is necessary to transform the position vector r , and time t  into dimensionless time r and position R defined by:R = L  ’ ‘ (5.43)sand
* = -  . t  (5.44)sWhere t  = 1 t represents the time required for the free stream flow to travel a distance of one wire radius. Introducing R and r into equations (5.40) and (5.41) give:
|(3f5, -  * <§>2 j ■ | 2 A W i~A-1 + cos ~T29 ji dr2 R3 ¡R2 ijL. _ i . L_
-  jr ¡(1 -  4>) coso + ^ ¡' -  G cos 0 - (5.45)i R |
R + 2 Æ . )(|£) dr2 dt dT -  2 A W sin20R3
+ 1|(1 + 4r) sinO -  R + G sinO K! r2 dr IJII!_h^e four dimensionless parameters used above are:
(5.46)
A - 2 ^ MsH , the relative magnitude of the induced
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magnetization in the ferromagnetic wire due to the applied f ie ld , HQ
, dimensionless magnetic force parameter (a ratio  o f magnetic to inertia force).
K = 2 Pp V b2 9 y s , Stokes number, a dimensionless viscous force parameter (a ratio  of inertia to viscous forces).
— ^  - (1 -  — ) , dimensionless gravitational force V2 parameter.
Equations (5.45) and (5.46) represent the complete dimensionless form of p article  motion in cylin drical form. These Can be sp lit  into four f ir s t  order d iffe re n tia l equations with the introduction of two new dependent variables P  and Q. resulting to:_ dR " dT (5.47)
a  - d£ dr (5.48)
d P dr R n2- 2 W A i + cos2©RJ j R£ u
-¿id - 4?) coso + pK! -  G cos9 (5.49)
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^  _ .2 r  aH r " r 2 W A R4 sin20
J _ ! r KR jKi £  -  (1 + -1-OsinG GcosO ' R (5.50)
5*9 Extention of the model to polydisperse systemsPolydisperse mixtures are defined here as mixtures of Particulates which comprise distribution of p article  s ize , density, and su sce p tib ility . Other distributions such as shape 
may exist but their role are usually considered to be secondary, therefore they are not included in the analysis below. I f  Polydisperse mixtures involve nonsteady motion of the type defined by equation (5.37), the description of their flow pattern Can be obtained by the solution of modified version of the setsof d ifferen tia l equations given in equations (5. 47) to (5.50)^33. However, the simultaneous existence of a ll  threedistributions may render the system excessively complex. Thefollowing assumptions are made for such systems:
(i) Particles are spherical and uniformly displaced in the flu id .(ii)  No interaction order than hydrodynamic and magnetic forces occur between p a rtic les .( i i i)  E ffect of co llis io n  i f  they e x is t , is  neglected.(iv) Flow system comprising flu id  and polydisperse mixtures is  Newtonian.
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(v) Hindrance to the motion of p articles depends on the total fractional volume occupied by the mixture.
Assuming the polydisperse mixture to have density and susceptibility d istrib u tion s, they can be represented as
A  = $ Pp + (1 - W -  (5' 51)where
PP = /  PP d* (P> (5‘ 52)0and
= $ Xp •+ (1 - $) Xf (5*53)where
.  ¿ } x pd*(X> ■ « •» >0 ^ is  the total fractional volume occupied by the mixture , and i|i(X) are distribution functions related to the density and suscep tib ility , respectively. By d e fin itio n , each distribution should satisfy
s/diti(G) (5.55)where G = p or G = XLet the following density and suscep tib ility  differences be defined by
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(5.56)9 = P P - ^
(5.57)x- -  Xp -  X^
I f  p* < o ,F „ < 0 and i f  X* < 0 *Fm 5 0 *s
existence of density and su scep tib ility  distribution give riSe to conditions where change of direction of forces exerted on lighter and less susceptible particles may occur.Particles which exhibit positive su scep tib ilitie s  in the 0  ^ ^  range may s t i l l  be rejected and forced to move away from zones of higher fie ld  , in ten sities due to magnetic, §ravitational or their combined e ffe c ts . I f  in a polydisperse mixture " I ” uniform fractions can be defined, then the description of p articu lates, flowing across a single magnetized Wlre> requires "I" simulteneous pairs of equations of the same type as (5.47) to (5.50). This is given by:
d2Rdr2 -  R ( ^ )  =dr 2Ai Wi (cos2& + - i )
K7(Vr + ”  G cos0 (5.58)
R df©d*2 + 2 (^i) (^| 2 Ai Wi sin2Q
+ T^-Wa -  R 4^}) -  G sin» 0 dr (5.59)
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where i = 19 2, 3, . . . ,  I is  the ith fraction and
2 V HA. = ______ °
1 m
K. .  2 (Pp + Vfo bi(9 s p )^
W. =1 * 2V c x Ho
(Pp + Pf> vfo
Vr = Vfr  -  (1 -  1 , cos(& + 3) (5.60)
VS = vf9 -  d  +-^> sin(& + 3) R (5.61)
Vr = vfr " C(ln R " °* 5 (1 -  -i>  > sin(0 S) (5.62)
vq = VfQ -  C(ln R + 0.5 (1 -  4^) ) cos(& + 3) (5.63)
Where V^ r and V^g are the radial and azimuthal components of the f'luid displaced due the motion of particulates. The velocity of displaced flu id , and consequently its  radial and azimuthal Proponent is  evaluated by :
(1 _ ^i =1 (5.64)
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(5.65)/'V . = (^1) T Pi r R (di-) © - drr and 0 are unit vectors in the radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. Equations (5.64) and (5.65) comprise a set o f ■'I* simultaneous pairs of d iffe re n tia l equations required to determine the trajetories of particles in a polydisperse system.Smaller, lig h te r , and less magnetizable particles are likely  to be affected most by the rest of the distribution and- the displaced flu id . I f  V i s  large enough as compared to other- velocity terms in the equations o f motion of such particles they ■ may be slowed down considerably and their, direction of motion even be reversed. I t  follows that the behaviour of particles in P°lydisperse mixtures depends on the characteristics of the Peptide s iz e , density, and su scep tib ility  d istributions. Sedimention tests carried out with polydisperse mixtures 1.0 < s ^600 microns (at more than 1.0 % fractional volume), showed that Peptides less than 51 microns in diameter are not affected by the presence of other p a rtic le s . Hence, its  application to the best dust which has a l l  i t s  p articles less than 2 microns would be inadequate. This point was further supported by trajectory oalculations using both models. The resu lts  obtained portrayed no sign ifican t difference between the two models over the relevant Particle range under consideration.
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CHAPTER SIX
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
c *1 Choice of Theoretical ModelThere are two models presented in Chapter Five for the determination of c r it ic a l  capture radius. These are theroonodisperse and polydisperse models. The choice for th isParticular application is  the monodisperse system. It  was chosen because of the low concentration of the particles in theexperimental investigation. This means that the influence of the Particles on each other is  minimal and therefore can beaeglected. The calculation of the trajectories of several Particles simultaneously would give almost the same result for the same number of p articles calculated individually with the monodisperse system. Therefore, a ll  the c r it ic a l  capture radii and other p a rtic le s ’ trajectories shown here were performed with the monodisperse system.
6*2 Particle In it ia l  ConditionsThe solution of the equations developed above requires some in it ia l  conditions. These comprise previous history of the Particle in terms of its  original position with respect to thewi re , its  velocity in relation to the flu id  , and the influence the magnetic force on the particle  far from the wire.These parameters have strong influence on the particle  trajectory. There are two ways by which the p a rtic le 's  in it ia l  Position on the Y-axis (Figure 5.2) can be determined. These are
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starting the p article  from in fin ity  or assuming the particle to be located far upstream, that the e ffe ct of magnetic force is  neg lig ib le . The motion of a p article  approaching from in fin ity  towards the co lle cto r, takes the following form:
c.X A -u nr> A (6.1)o ex + 00 e ywhere e and e are unit vectors in X- and Y- directions x yr®spectively.!t is assumed that at this distance from the collector the magnetic e ffe cts  are n e lig ib le . Therefore, there is  a f in ite  value of Y, say Y* , such that the particle  w ill pass through
fX e + Y* e (6.2)o ex + 1 y *with a known terminal velocity . This value of Y would be established later in the Chapter.Terminal velocity is  the steady velocity the particle S ta in s when i t  is  acted upon by the gravitational and viscous forces before coming under the influence of the magnetic f ie ld  ahd when i t  is  in an unperturbed region of the flow f ie ld . I t  is  given by:
Ut = -(1 + KG) ey (6.3)This is  obtained by setting the acceleration and magnetic terms ft the equations of motion (5.45) and (5.46) equal to zero, thus 
Welding:
K (1 — !-) cosQ dRdr \ -  G cosQ = 0i (6.4)
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4  I— *1
Y ¡(1 + 4r) sin» + + g sin» = 0l R2 a^! (6.5)It  is observed that the term <<1 , outside the perturbation ofR2 , . .the streamlines caused by the wire. The terminal velocity interms the dimensionless quantities is  given by :dRcTt = (1 -  KG) cos© = U. (6.6)and
3? = ¿[<1 -  KG) sin»] = Uro^r tangential and radial components of v e lo city . (6.7)
In p rin cip le, an alternative approach to starting the Particle at in fin ity , is  to a rb itrarily  choose Y, and then check to ascertain how much the presence of the magnetic parameter has lnfluenced the p article  trajectory . This is  achieved by matching the p a rtic le 's  instanteneous X-coordinate (X .^) with the original X-coordinate (XQ) ; that is  X -  XQ . For any set of applied values i f  the magnitude of ( XQ -  X ) is  large, then Y is  Ceremented. A ll the trajectory calculations performed in this study assumed the particles to be in it ia l ly  located at a fixed Position of some wire rad ii away in the Y-axis. The in it ia l  ^~axis location was rather variable and depended entirely on the choice of particle to be monitored. The real location of the Particle was determined using Pythagoras theorem with available 
\  and Y^  as below.
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The angle of orientation is  obtained by finding the inverse of the tangent formed by the two coordinates. Thus:c
tan -1 I* i (6.9)
The in it ia l  tangential and angular acceleration are determined by solving an approximated version of the governing equations. The resulting equations are given below.
r i ■ ^ (KG - 1) (6 . 10)
0. 4 (1  -  KG) Rf (6. 11)Yhe fin a l specifications needed for the determination of a unique trajectory are the in it ia l  coordinates (X^,Y^) and the four dimensionless parameters, W, K, G, and A.
6*3 Integration Of Governing EquationsThe behaviour of many physical processes, particularly those in systems undergoing time-dependent changes can be defined hy ordinary d iffe re n tia l equations as shown in the model developed in Chapter f iv e . Some of these equations can be solved by well known analytical techniques; but a greater number of them are too complex to be sim ilarly solved, hence their solutions are Usually generated numerically.
Most common numerical algorithms for solving f ir s t  order d iffe re n tia l equations are based on either indirect use of Taylor's expansion of the solution function, or the use of open 0r closed integration formulae. These various procedures can be classified roughly into two groups', the so-called one-step and the multi-step methods [64]. One-step method permits the calculation of the next discrete step given the information atthe previous step only, while the multi-step requires in E d itio n , several previous values usually outside the integration interval under consideration. The main disadvantage of this roethod is that subsequent values which are not known are usually required to start , hence, another se lf-sta rtin g  method is  usually in it ia l ly  applied. Multi-step methods however, require considerably less computation compared with the one-step methods to produce results of comparable accuracy.
6*4 Solution AlgorithmThe coupled non-linear d iffe re n tia l equations governing behaviour of p a rtic les' trajectories in a uniform magnetic Tield have been solved by different numerical techniques. For Sample, Cummings et ~al [62] used Runge-Kutta (single-step) ra®thod Lawson [55] used Adam-Moulton predictor and Hamming corrector methods.For this analysis, the forth-order Adam-Moulton and Modified Euler methods were applied. These comprised selected °Pen and closed formulae with comparable order for local truncation errors. The open formula, the predictor, was used to estimate a particular step based on.information from.the previous
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step, while the closed formula, the corrector, was used to obtain a better approximation. The corrector can be iterated but i t  has teen known to have very l i t t l e  e ffe ct in the fin a l solution.A s e lf starting modified Euler method was used to Predict and correct the in it ia l  four1values of the solution. The two Euler equations used are given in Appendix A.Having obtained the in it ia l  f ir s t  four values of the dependent variables at four given points, the numerical solution Progressed by discrete prediction of approximate particle  Positions over the required range with the Adam-Moulten predictorand corrector; also given in Appendix A.A fortran program was developed using the two solution methods to integrate the governing equations. The program is structured into several parts, each performing a complete task. The f ir s t  part is  concerned with reading in data, in it ia l  X and Y ooordinates and the integration step. I t  must be observed that there is no mechanism for the variation of the step-size duringcalculation and no b u ilt  in check for error monitoring. This is  because the time step was chosen small enough to satisfy  convergence crite ria  and ensure r e a lis t ic  solution in ju st one iteration of the corrector equations, while s t i l l  large enough to minimize round o ff  errors. Although, the mechanism for implimenting changes in step-size is  not straight forward. The d iffic u lty  being that when the step size is  changed, the necessary starting values for the predictor and corrector may not usually be available. Also to be selected at this stage is  the flu id  flow f ie ld , which are described by potential and creeping flow anologies. The in it ia l  tangential and radial acceleration
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are also calculated before the analysis progressed.The next step involves the actual calculation -of the dependent variables. It  entailed calculating the two functions,Predicting the dependent variables with the values of these functions, and using the variables to calculate^the values of thefunctions at the next step. When the p article  has reached the surface of the fiber (checked with the diameter of the wire), a criteria  that checks capture is  used to confirm collection or escape. This was continued u n til the c r it ic a l  capture radius was determined for each of the operating parameters. In certain Cases, calculations were s t i l l  continued after XQ has been determined to obtain a family of tra jecto rie s .The fin a l part of the program plots the trajectories calculated from the above model. The structure of the program °utlined in the form of a flow chart is  given in Appendix B while Appendix C gives a lis t in g  of the program.
6*5 The (C ritica l)  Radius of TrajectoryThe physical system considered in Chapter five  is  characterized by a greater number of quantities than W, K, G, and A« Others include Ms , HQ and X . I f  two sets of these physical quantities have d ifferent values, but give the same numerical Product, then their trajectories and capture distances found from the equations of motion w ill be the same provided the in it ia l  conditions are the same. Thus, the fu l l  mathematical content of the equation of motion can be obtained by varing the values of W,K| and A (G=0.0). As a re su lt , the experimental values of these Parameters were applied to obtain .the equivalent c r it ic a l  capture
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radii for the size range under study. Other authors in the pastestimated these c r it ic a l  capture radii by extrapolating theCUr*ves of Log W versus Log K [55].The f ir s t  exercise carried out for the determination of Xc Was to establish the accuracy of the numerical technique used.th is , the set of W, K, and A values used by Lawson [551 was selected and applied (W = 250.00, K = 0.10, A = 0.88 and G =°.°0 ). a family of such calculated trajectories is  shown in figure 6 .1 . This compared favourably with Lawson’ s family of r^3jectories ( Figure 6 .2), giving confidence in the numerical Method used. The plot shows the trajectories of particles moving ln a gas stream flowing downwards with a variation of the r^ajectories as related to the approach distance Y from they-axis. The approach trajectories are set in multiples of the vd-r® diameter of 1.0-1.8. For constant W, K, and A (with G = 0.0) Values, there exists a trajectory, XQ , that separates those trajectories which intersect from those that miss. It  was found be about 4.3 p article  radii away from the stagnation line (Y- axis) f or this particular group of physical parameters. Thus, in Seneral, the c r it ic a l  cross-section depends on W, K, and A, with
P n and the model used to describe the flow fie ld  is  enough todetermine X .cFigure 6.1 also shows the negligible effect of magnetic field  at a relativ ely  far distance upstream. It  could be seen that a p article  originating from say 3e + 100e passed through
* y2‘ 99ex + 8ey and fin a lly  arrived at 0.00ex + 1.0ey . Such small deviation over a length of 92 radii provided convincing support f°*" believing that Y = 100 was large enough for neglecting the
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F i g , 6 ,1: Fam ily  of tr a je ct o r ie s  assuming a Potential  Flow Model (PFM) for v elo city  flow f ie ld
F i g . 6.2:  A fam ily  of t r a je c t o r ie s  from LawsonsINVESTIGATION
Magnetic f ie ld . The fie ld  i t s e lf  did not change appreciably from Main stream flow u n til it-was within R=5.As already indicated, the flow fie ld  can be described by either a Potential Flow Model (PFM), or Creeping Flow Model (CFM). PFM has been adopted for this investigation £ However, for G°mpleteness, calculations were also performed with CFM and both trajectories compared.The use of PFM gave the results in Figure 6.3* As can be seen the particles follow trajectories which are almost P ^ a lle l to the stagnation lin e (Y-axis) u n til about 5 collection raddi from the wire. At this point, the e ffe ct of magnetic force becomes s ig n ific a n t. The intensity of th is attractive force becomes progressively stronger until about 2 collector radii away when the p article  was snatched away from its  original direction b° effect capture or pushed violently away. Figure 6.4 shows the result of the same system but with CFM applied. The superposition both sets of trajectories (Figure 6.5) exhibits three notable differences. F ir s t , the particle  at X = 4.5 which excaped capture when PFM was used was captured with CFM. This might be due to the in itia l no slip  condition associated with the formulation of CFM which assumes a mass of nearly stagnant flu id  accumulating in r^°nt of the co lle cto r . This makes the flu id  to 'fe e l '  the wire earlie r  than the case for PFM. Secondly, the sligh t displacement CFM trajectories from previous directions indicate earlier effe ct of magnetic force. F in a lly , the presence of cusps associated with PFM capture as a result of inertia was less Pi'onouced. Table 6.1 below contains calculated values of c r it ic a l GaPture rad ii (using PFM) for the particle  range of 0.24-1.80.
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P i g ,. & ,J :  Fam ily  of t r a je c t o r ie s  assuming Po tential  Flow Model (PFM) for v e l o c it y  flow f ie l d
-L -
F i g , 6 .4: Fam ily  of t r a je c t o r ie s  assuming Creepin g  Flow Model (CFii) for v elo cit y  flow f ie l d
P i g . 6,5:  Combination  of PFM and CFM (F i g s , 6 , 3  and 6y4)
This is  the range covered by the p article  spectrometer selected for the entire experimental te s ts . The calculations were carried out only for magnetic fie ld  strength of 0.8 Tesla. The dimensionless parameters A, W, and K were calculated with the expressions derived in Chapter Five. M. for the calculation of A•) Owas read o ff  the magnetization curve of steel wool material [41]. Because K is  a function of the p article  diameter, i t  changes from one particle size to another and therefore is  included in Table 6*1 for a ll  p article  sizes covered. A typical set of calculation for 0.8 Tesla is  given below:
a _ 4tr x 10“7 x 1.22 x 106 n
A -------- 2^ ro.-8-------  “ 0,96And
W = 4ir x 10~7 x 2.41 x 10~4 x 636619 .772 _ 1 57 x i 0-3 2500.0 x 6.6
•^6 Prediction of Collection Efficiency of a Total F ilte rIn this section, the model predicting the performance ° f  magnetic stainless steel wool f i l t e r  is  developed. The model is akin to that of collection efficien cy of a single fiber (n ) ; which is  defined theoretically  as the ratio of cross-sectional area of the flu id  stream from which particles of a given size are collected to the projected area of the fiber in the direction of the flow. Mathematically, th is is  equivalent to
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(6 . 12)Ncn, - °
s " 2 s 1J. v
^ere Nc = number of particles of a given size that are■ collected per unit length pf fiber per unit time.= Number of particles per unit volume of a given size at upstream section.The extension of the single fiber model to that of a total f i l t e r  assumes that:
(i) There are no p a rtic le-to -p a rtic le  or fib e r-to -fib er interferences.(ii)  There is  no magnetic interference in the f i l t e r  u n it.
Mass or number balance for particles of a single size in a total f i lte r  can be constructed in the following form:
Particle Flux In = Particle Flux Out + Particles Collected 
Or mathematically:
N = (N + dN) + P articles collected perunit volume of the f i l t e r
where N = Number of particles per unit volume.Consider a thin section of the f i l t e r  taken Perpendicular to the magnetic fie ld  and the flu id  flow as shown in Figure 6.6. I f  the packing fraction of the stainless steel
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PIG, 6.6;  A MATRIX SHOWING A SECTION OF THICKNESS DX WITH N PARTICLES/Un it  volume in cid en t  on it  with a f lu id  v e l o c it y  V
wire in the f i l t e r  is  F, then the length of the wire in a thickness of the f i l t e r  is  given by : (6.13)
For a capture cross-sectional area o f ’2 Xc a per unit length of wire and two thirds capturing surface, the e ffe ctiv e  area available to the flu id  is  given by :o F die i. t- v dx (6.14)fl _ P e Y r UA ;  I] F X„ ■=---- -Ae - T ^ S A c ? c 3 t  sJ  ir sTherefore the particles captured per unit volume is  given by:
4 X„ F dx NN - c_________0 3 ir s (6.15)Substituting in the mathematical representation above:
4 X- F dx NN = (N + dN) + ---- %---- ------, 3 tr sWith some rearrangement equation (6.16) becomes:
(6.16)
dN = 4 X . F dx N (6.17)3 -tr sMultiplication of equation (6.17) by the flow velocity gives:
V dN 4 Xc F dx N 3 ir s (6.18)where V is  the flu id  velocity and V the velocity of the flu id  in the matrix.Ts s lig h tly  greater than the flow velocity because of the ^educed flow area and i t  can be approximated by :
- 1 0 0 -
(6.19)v _ V a - (1 -yyTherefore equation (6.17) becomes:dN = N oc dx ( 6 . 2 0 )where oc = 4 Xc F 3 ir s
I f  the f i l t e r  in Figure 6.1 is  divided up into dements, the number of p articles extracted in the f ir s t  layer of thickness dx is  dN^  . Given mathematically as:dN^  = N a  dx (6 .2 1 )The number of particles extracted in the second layer is given by the probability of capture in the second layer roultiplied by the probability of passage through the f ir s t  layer. That is  :
dN2 = a dx -  ac2 (dx)2
= ac dx (1 -  a dx) ( 6 . 2 2 )The number of particles captured in the n'th layer is  given by :
dNn = N oc dx (1 -  a dx)n -^
N oc dx ¡1 _ (n-1 ) a dx
+ (n-1)(n-2) a 2 (dx)2 -  . . . i (6.23)Introducing a coordinate such that m = —  . Equation (6.23)dx
- 1 0 1 -
becomes :
*bNn = N a  dx exp (-XoO + 0 (dx)^ (6.24)I f  the f i l t e r  is  of length L, then the total particle  Per unit length extracted Ng is obtained, by integrating equation (6-24). This gives the concentration of particles extracted as:
L
Nc = J*N a  exp(-acX) dx 0
= N a  1 I = - N f e x p ( - a L )  -  exp(O)"] (6.25)i ~a I - 1i— _i
Therefore
Nc = N [| 1 “  exp(- a L)j (6.26)Equation (6.26) represents particles captured ; hence
Ni " N0 = Ni  [j -  exp(-ocL)j (6.27)dividing through with gives the p article  penetration as:
Nn
P = = e x p ( - a L )  (6.28)
Or
N. -  N0— ------  = 1 -  exp(-aL) , (6.29)lEquation (6.29) can be re-written to give:
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(6.30)1 -  exp(-_ L 4 X . F3ir s (1-F)'Where E is  the collection efficien cy  of the f i l t e r .  Equation ^•30) expresses the theoretical collection efficien cy on a
- -i Gnumber bases. An Effectiveness Factor E^ . can be incorporated in R a tio n  (6.30). The value of E^ . is  affected by the assumed mean Wlre sizes, by the v a lid ity  of the assumed geometric orientation the wires, and the assumption of no interference among neighbouring wires. In most cases, a l l  these factors are different with respect to aerodynamic and magnetic phenomena, nesulting in different values for E^ . to correctly mimic the experimental resu lts . This w ill be explored la te r . So in a more general form, equation (6.30) can be re-written as:
E = 1 -  exp T ill  F F" 3ir s TT=FT (6.31)
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Table 6.1 L is t  o f T heoretical Capture Radii
H--------------' Channel11i Numberi
SizeRange Average i Size 1
StokesNumber C ritica l *RadiusC XQ
— .+ 1) i 1i — i! 1 0.24-0.29 ■11 0.265 1 •11 0.120 0.40 11i 2 0.29-0.34 0.315 11 0.170 0.42 111 0.34-0.40 0.370 11 0.234 0.51 11! 4 1 0.40-0.50 1 0.450 11 0.346 0.52 11! 5 1 0.50-0.63 0.565 1 0.546 0.54 11¡ 6 0.63-0.81 0.720 11 0.886 0.49 111 7 1 0.81-1.05 0.930 11 1.479 0.43 t1! 8 1 1.05-1.26 1.155 11 2.280 0.40 1It! 9 1 1.26-1.40 1.330 11 3.024 0.38 1t! 10 1 1.40-1.50 1.450 11 3-594 0.35 I!! 11 ' 1.50-1.56 1.530 11 4.002 0.33 1\
! 12 1.56-1.62 i .  590 11 4.322 0.31 1I 13 1.62-1.68 1.650 1 4.654 0.28 11
' 14 1 1.68-1.74 1.710 11 4.998 0.29 11! 15
H - - - - - - - - - -
1.74-1.80 1.770 11 5.355 0.30 1— +XQ : Values calculated with A = 0.94, W =1.5 7  x 10”  ^ and G
0 .0 .
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CHAPTER SEVEN
EXPERIMENTAL SET UPf CThe experimental rig  comprises a centrifugal fan (F3642, Bryan Donkin Co L td ., Chesterfield), a solenoid magnet, a dust generator, and a dust c la ssifica tio n  train (Figure 7.1)» A fabric bag was also attached at the outlet of the fan to clean the dirty air before i t  is  discharged into the atmosphere.Tappings were made at both sides of the solenoid magnet for flow measurements. Sampling points were located both upstream and downstream of the solenoid and at the entrance to the duct were absolute and pre f i l t e r s  which removed any particles from the incoming a ir . The test rig  is  discussed in detail below under the following sub-headings: Ducting, Dust generator, Particle sampling train , and Compensated solenoid magnet.
7.1 DuctingCopper duct of 98.4 mm (3.872 in s .)  internal diameter and a wall thickness of 1.63 mm (0.064 in s .)  was used in theconstruction of the main experimental r ig . Copper was used because of its  high e le c trica l conductivity which helped toreduce the build up of e le ctrica l charges on the walls of the duct, and because of its  resistance to corrosion. This property eliminated the formation of oxides that might d istort the experimental resu lts .The total length of th e . duct excluding the entrance that housed the p re -filte r  (made of synthetic fibrous medium) and-105-
F i g . 7 .1 : Schematic diagram of HCMF experimental r ig
absolute f i l t e r  was 8490mm. The long length of the duct up to the solenoid magnet zone was necessary to ensure a fu lly  developed flow> and hence an even distribution of p article  p ro file . For turbulent flows, minimum entrance length of about 10 pipe diameters is  usually required. Figure 7.2 (a), shows theexPerimental velocity traverse taken at the upstream measuring zone, while those taken at the downstream of the f i l t e r  zone is  Presented in figure 7.2 (b). As expected, the two profiles are Sl®ilar • but this siezed to be the case when a f i l t e r  was ~ placed ln the pipe as shown in Chapter Four. The presence of the f i l t e r  • a^d the e ffe ct of flattening the flow p ro file s . These changes in b^e flow profiles seem to be related to the packing density of f i l t e r  in that the denser the f i l t e r ,  the fla tte r  the p ro file  (Figure 4 .9 ). This effect was previously used in monitoring the uniformity of wire packing in the f i l t e r  matrix. Matrices withuneven wire packing showed a highly oscillato ry  velocity p ro file ,
/thus signifying large flow channels in the matrix. Two U-tube nanometers were used to monitored the change in the f i l t e r  resistance. To achieve f le x ib i l i t y , a second flow control was introduced in the r ig . For the range of the flow velocity r®quired for the filtr a tio n  te s ts , the number one control remained almost closed while the second remained completely open. Continuous adjustment o f the f ir s t  valve was however necessary throughout the experiment. The upstream measurements were made at between 57*3 and 65.65 pipe diameters from the entrance of theduct. These comprised four sta tic  pressure tappings and two ports at which the total horizontal. and vertical pressures were Neasured. The static and total pressure tubes were
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F i g . 7 .2(a)* •Upstream velocity profile of . main duct
Fi g , 7.2(b): Downstream velocity profile of main duct
connected by a manometer which measured the difference in Pressure. Four access holes each of 20mm diameter were drilled  in this region to enable samples to be taken at different positions tut at the same plane. These samples were passed through to the spectrometer for analysis. Beyond th is 1 region was'the f i l t e r  and solenoid zone which is  discussed la te r . Downstream measurements ° f  the parameters described above were carried out at between 70.33 and 87.65 pipe diameters. A thermometer was also inserted into the duct to measure the air temperature. A non-flexiblecollapsible tube at the end of the duct joined the copper tube to the in let section of the fan. I t  also increased the lateralroovorient of the duct necessary for f i l t e r  replacement. At both ends of the f i l t e r  u n it, were wall tappings to measure the Pressure drop across the f i l t e r .
7.2 Dust GeneratorThe f i l t r a t io n , tests required the introduction ofcompletely de-agglomerated dust into the main test duct. I t  also Required that the size distribution and concentration of theParticles supplied be constant with time. There are a number of ways available for generating dust p articles; these include blowing dust from a tube with a blast of a ir , feeding dust from the bottom of a hopper by a screw or by a vibrating hopper with a sieve at the bottom. But in this application, the dust was generated by a combination of shaking (Vibrating Feeder) and flu id izin g (Fluidized Bed). In the process, a heavier and larger bust (in this case nickel) and the experimental dust (CuO) (PLATE 7.1 ) was allowed to mix before CuO was preferentially elutriated
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and conveyed into the main duct. The vibrating feeder was incorporated because i t  was not possible to ensure that the fixed bed of the fine CuO was in quasi-brownian motion. Attempts to elutriate only the bulk dust resulted in the formation of air channels in the dust bed, which liberated agglomerated dusts. The use of flu id izin g  column helped by the risin g gas bubbles in thefluidized bed. The gas bubbles carried upwards both the fine as well as the coarse particles through the flu id izin g column. Themechanical impaction as well as the turbulent nature of the whole Process (shearing of particles and violent eruption of bubbles) completely separated the particles from each other. Thedescription of the vibrating feeder and the flu id izin g  bed is  given below.
7.2.1 The Vibrating FeederThe major parts of the dust vibrating feeder were a direct current motor (Fracmo, Shunt Winding), capable ofProducing 1/4 Horse Power and a copper receptacle. The motor had a variable speed control which enabled different torques to be Placed on the drive shaft. The shaking action was controlled by either adjusting the motor speed or the position of thehorizontal bracket needed to change the amplitude of the lateral movements. The copper receptacle consists of an air tight chamber with an entraining air flow section, and a bottom chamber with a dust conveying tube to the fluidized bed (Figure 7*1). Inside the shaker were beds of steel b alls  separated by steel meshes. The steel b alls  prevented the dust from fa llin g  rapidly through the
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shaker during operation. They also helped to provide a steady supply of dust when the shaker was saturated with CuO. About thirty percent of the flow of compressed air needed for elutriation was supplied to the fluidized bed through the feeder. The air was supplied to the feeder through 12 equally spaced nozzles of 0.75 mm diameter situated around the circumference ofthe top chamber. The air was f ir s t  passed through a bed of s ilic a  gel before going through pre- and absolute- f i l t e r s  to remove anygel particles that may have been entrained. The rate o f air flow Was regulated from rotameter 'A' on the compressed air flow lin e . There were rubber mountings at the base of the receptacle to absorb fle x ib le  movements of the dust feeder.
7*2.2 The Fluidized BedThe fluidized bed consists of a 100 mm diameter column of copper. The lower part of the column was made of plenum ohamber separated b y 'o ff-se t metal clothes of nominal aperture 67*5 microns (G. Bopp & Co. L td ., London). These prevented the nickel spheres from dropping into the base pot , and also acted as flow straighteners. Inside the column were nickel spheres of density 8910 kg/m  ^ carefully  sieved to give a fixed size range of 90-150 microns in diam eter.“During flu id ization  process, there was a constant mixing and agitation of both the nickel spheres and CuO p a rtic les . At the early part of the process, both dusts were entrained, but because of the larger difference in their sizes, the bigger sized nickel spheres f a l l  back into the bed. The lighter CuO p articles become conveyed into the main duct. The minimum flu id izin g  velocity or the maximum flow rate allowed
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through the column for this e ffe ct is calculated below. Kunii and heverspiel [65] gave the following equations for obtaining the minimum flu id izin g velocity .That:
V m f» 2 *= Pf<P„ - Pf'l7<- A  A l l A O  A K  A33.7 + 0.0408- 0.5 -  33.7 (7.1)
where y = minimum flu idizin g velocityterminal velocity of the p articles also given by [65] are:
Ut = g <Pp -  Pf )b‘Î8"ÿ for Re < 0.4 (7.2)
Ut = ■4 < P p -P f> 2 e2 225 p- p 1/3b for 0 .4< Re < 500 (7.3)
Ut = 3«1 (Pp -  Pf )b 1/2 for 500 < Re < 200,000 (7.4)
where U. is  the terminal velocity of the p a rtic le .For a particle  size of 150 microns in diameter, the minimum Huidizing velocity Vmf is  obtained by applying equation ( 7 .D . That is :
Vmf = ■— ••.I2 - 0- 6- v [j3.772 -  Kj = 0 .065m/s 1.239x150x10“ °where
0.5K = 0.0408x(150x10“ 6) x1. 239x(8910-1. 239)x9.8118.12x10 - 6 ‘
= 45.413Assuming a Reynolds number of between 0.4 and 500 ( i .e  0.4 < Re < 500)t the terminal velocity of the smallest nickel sphere o f 90 microns diameter is  given by equation (7 .3 )s
(89'10-I.239)2x9.812 j1.239x18.12x10"6 i 1/3x90x10“ 6
= 1.085m/sChecking the Reynolds number assumption made above:
/Re = 1-239x1.82197x90x10“6 _ 11>2 18.12x10“ 6
Therefore the assumption made above was c o rr e c t.The minimum air flow rate  required to f lu id iz e  the la r g e s t n ick el spheres Qc was given by the cross se ctio n a l area o f the column m ultiplied by the minimum flu id iz in g  v e lo c ity  o f the column. Hence,
Q 2 OQc = ^xdOOxlO"^) xo.oesxio^ = 30.63 L/min
The term inal v e lo c ity  o f the maximum diameter o f CuO dust (2 microns) is  given by equation (7*2) with an assumption that the flow Re < 0 .4 .
- 1 1 1 -
Therefore:
Ut = 9.81 (2500-1.239)x(2x1Q-6) = 3.o o 6 x K r V s18x18.12x10-6This shows that the column velocity of, 0.065 m/s needed for the largest nickel spheres should elutriate the CuO dust.The size of nickel spheres that has the terminal velocity of 0*065 m/s is  given by equation (7.3)* It  is  calculated below as:b s 0.065i-
i 4 Y (8910-1.239)2 
¡255 1.239x18.12x10 -6 1/3
= 17.045x10“ m^ (17 microns)
17 microns represents the diameter of the nickel spheres that has 
0.065 m/s as their terminal velocity. Since there are no spheresbelow 90 microns inside the column, the nickel spheres can never be elu triated . A sample of the f i l t r a t e  collected on a f i l t e r  Paper (PLATE 7.2) showed no trace of nickel p a rtic les .
7*3 P article  Sampling TechniqueThis embraces y the measurement of the physical Parameters characteristic o f , or particularly important as regards dust, dust distribution and dust co llectio n . Different b a ila b le  method for p article  size and concentration analysis for air-borne aerosol system f a l l  into two general categories. In the f ir s t  group, d irect measurements are made on samples collected from original gas stream to determine their s ize s , concentration, or* in some applications for both; while in the second, stream of
-112-
7.3.1 Sampling In Gaseous FlowsSampling in principle consists of taking a partial flow from a moving medium without disturbing the flow streamlines. The purpose of this being either to make the samples available at a wore convenient location for optical analysis or to be collected on membrane f i l t e r s  for gravimetric analysis. The major errors that arise from this exercise are:
Effects of anisokinetic sampling Shape of the nozzle on the sampling tube Deposition of the p articles on the walls of the sampling tube
BS 893 [66] illu s tra te s  and explains the system of sampling incylindrical ducts. Usually the to ta l pressure of the flow isdetermined by p ilo t tube while the sta tic  pressure is  determinedfrom the tappings on the wall of the tube; thus, the velocity ofthe' main gas flow can be calculated. The values for setting thePartial flow velo city , that is  the velocity in the probe can beobtained either from an o rifice -p la te  measurement or a rotameter.For the p artia l flow to provide representative sample,the gas velocity in the probe must meet certain requirements. Asample corresponds to the actual state in the main gas stream i fthe stream diameter o shown dotted in Figure 7.3a and 7.3b.senters the probe. Extensive research by Noss [67], Dennis [68], Davis et al [ 69] and Ruping [70] postulates that this condition
p a rtic le s  are viewed d ir e c t ly  without any p rio r c o lle c t io n .
(i)(ii)( i i i)
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7 .3 ( a ): I llustration  of I s o k in e t ic  sampling
7 .3 ( b ); I llustration  of An i s o k i n e t i c  sampling
ls fu lf ille d  i f  the velocity of the flu id  in the main duct ise<iual to the velocity of the partial flow, that is  (V^  = V2  ^ ;this is  called Isokinetic Sampling. Other works like Walter [71],however, indicated the requirement V2 > V-j , and this is  calledAnisokinetic Sampling. Both sampling may be correct, as i t  can beV.shown that the required ratio  is  dependent solely on the shape
V2of the profile  or the definition  of the p artial gas flow.I f  i t  is  assumed that the partial gas flow starts at a E ff ic ie n t ly  far distance upstream instead of the in let to the Probe, then the partial gas stream is  correctly defined when there is  no transition of dust particles between i t  and„the main Sas flow at the removal in terface . This is  the case when the removal interface does not exhibit any curvature in the flow direction and leads into the front end of the probe, as shown in Figure 7.2. Under these conditions a ll  the particles remain in the main and partial gas flows respectively. It  is  therefore the shape of the probe which defines the p artial flow cross-section. With the knowledge of the main flow v elo city , the volume of air to be withdrawn via the probe is  calculated. In the arrangement shown in Figure 7.1» this volume of secondary air is  set by the needle valve. Therefore, i t  becomes a question of convenience whether to control sampling via the partial flow volume , or the Partial gas v elo city . On this premise therefore, isokinetic sampling applies to the case of the very sharp-edged tappered Probe (Figure 7.2a) and a p arallel flow arrangement.In the case of Figure 7.2b, V2 must be smaller than E72], I t  must be emphasized that both approaches does not take into account the e ffe ct of molecular and turbulent d iffu sio n ,
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which apply when there is  a concentration gradient running across the direction of flow.One further question arising from sampling of a flowing roedium, is  the number and distribution of the measurement pointsrequired in a duct in order to obtain representative samples. The
K’>large number of possible parameters to monitor, such as v elo city , concentration and p article  size distributions over a given plane compound the problem. However, th is can be resolved on the basis of tests and s ta t is t ic a l analysis of the test data.Figure 7.1 also illu stra te s  the sampling arrangementused for the te s ts . A 6mm sampling probe (Figure 7*4) introducedthrough the upstream and downstream sampling ports allowedParticle sampling. The flow of air in the sampling lin e wasobtained by means of a suction pump. Attached to the probe were alignment indicators which showed the position o f the probe in the duct. The alignment arm was also used to ensure that the Probe arm was perpendicular to the flow direction .
7*3.2 Particle AnalysisThe p article  number count and c la ssifica tio n  (analysis) was achieved by using a Classical Scattering Aerosol Spectrometer (CSA SP-100-HC) which is  capable of detecting particles between 0*2 to 7.0 microns in diameter. The to tal size range of the instrument is  divided into three overlapping ranges. Each being capable of further c la ss ifica tio n  of the particles into 15 channels with every channel recording the number of particles counted within its  size range.
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The operational s p e c ific a tio n  o f the spectrometer is  given below:Laser 80-5T 5 mWDepth-of-Field 0.15 mm § 3 OXBeam Width (Astigmatic) 0.17 mm Length0.067 mm Width)Effective Beam Width 0.026 ê 30X^Sample Area 1.95 x 10”3 “mm^ § 30XPlow Rate (Sample Point) 2 m/s to 10 m/sSampling Volume Sample Area x (1.16 x AvMaximum Concentration >350,000 with correctionPower Requirements 230 VAC
SIZE RANGE INTERVAL
0 1.5  -  6.0 0.3
1 1.5 -  6.0 0.3
2 0.5 -  2.0 0.13 0.3 -  0.9 0.04
(All Dimensions in yim )* (1/2 x Depth of Field x Effective Beam Width)
The information from the spectrometer was fed directly  into the Data Acquisition System (PMS Data Acquisition System LAS-32) . Accumulated data based on the selected sampling timeWere displayed on a small VDU on the front panel of the analyser. Lata from the analyser were fed to the computer through an interface described below. This arrangement made i t  possible to monitor the real time efficien cy  of the f i l t e r  and also to extend
- 1 1 6 -
the length of time over which data can be acquired. The analyser was only capable of accumulating information for a period of hundred seconds. Attached to the computer was a printer and a disc ' drive which provided permanent storage for the accumulated data for future reference. Immediately( beyond the spectrometer can be seen a large a ir -tig h t drum. Its  main function was to dampen the o scilla tio n s in the flow created by the suction pump. It also enabled the condensation of the analysed particles following c la s s ific a tio n . Valves located along the fle x ib le  pipeswere used to regulate the air flow. The rotameter nearest to the drum, gave the air flow rate in the sampling tra in .
7.4 BBC to Spectral Analyser InterfaceThe c irc u it diagram for this interface is  shown in Figure 7.5. Components FF1 to FF5 in the diagram are JK type flip -flo p s , arranged to form a ring counter. The configurationforms a device that pass a lo gic  1 state through the counter in a cyclic fashion with i t  appearing at the Q output duringoperation. The f lip -f lo p  sets the ■ TJ (or the complimentary Q) output to a logic 0 when the Q output is  at lo gic  1. I t  is  this that enables the byte buffers, and allows data to be presented to the computer input port. In the in it ia l  setting of the counter, FF1 has the logic 1 at i t s  Q output while the remaining FFs1 (FF2-FF5) are set to lo gic  0 at their own Q outputs.The 32 b it connector from the output of the spectral analyser is  separated into four groups of 8 b its  (a byte) before being presented as inputs to their respective buffers. The in itiatio n  of the input cycle to the computer is  triggered by the
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CB2 FROH COMPUTER
Fi g . 7.5; BBC to spectral analyser interface
"print" signal from the spectral analyser. This activates the computer software (listed  in Appendix D), which then takes over the control of a c tiv itie s  o f the interface by providing signals for the counter at the appropriate time to store the byte of data in the computer memory. This can then ,be displayed on the Visual Display Unit (VDU) or stored in floppy disks. At the end of each data tran sfer, the software returns the interface to its  in it ia l  state, ready for the next "print" sign al.
7.5 The Compensated Solenoid MagnetOne of the most important c rite r ia  for magnetic filtra tio n  is  the provision of a uniform background of magneticfield  through the entire length of the HGMF f i l t e r .  This can beachieved by either the use of permanent magnets as in most earlyMagnetic separators already discussed, or solenoid magnets asused in this study.A water cooled compensated solenoid was used for the experiment. The solenoid was compensated to improve the fie ld  homogeneity. The solenoid was constructed out of 7.35mm square copper tubes with a wall thickness of 1.63mm. The inside diameter ° f  the solenoid measured 113mm while the outside diameter measured 245.8mm. The overall length of the solenoid, including the compensated co il in the middle, was 315mm. It  contained about 2^4 turns of insulated copper tubes capable of generating upto 0.8147 Tesla. The current necessary to produce this background Magnetic fie ld  was obtained using a welding re c tifie r  ■ with a Maximum continuous rating of 1200 Ampere at 45 Volts. A minimum of approximately 28.5 lit/min of water was required for cooling,
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7.6 Test ProcedureEach test was in itiated  by setting each of the operating parameters. These included the background f ie ld , the flow v e lo city , the sampling velo city , the motor speed and the compressed air pressure. Tests were carried out for increasing field strength to obviate the e ffe ct of hysteresis. The flow Velocity was determined from the total and sta tic  pressure readings from the d ig ita l manometer. Adjustments to the flow were accomplished by using the number one flow control. Isokinetic sampling was achieved by adjusting the needle valve and Monitoring the flow rate on a rotameter. The speed of the motor required to shake the feeder was obtained by adjusting the current supply to i t .  The high pressure air from the compressor was controlled by the valves located beneath rotameter 'A* and
The f i l t e r s  were contained in the detachable filte r in g  zone of the r ig . In the case of cylin d rical wires they were Packed evenly in the matrix and weighed in conjuction with the detachable duct before fin a l placement on the r ig . The woven wire screens used were either stacked together in the duct section andlocked at both sections with a PVC ring, or packed with separators in between them. At the end of each te s t , thedetachable section was removed and weighed again to determine the Mass of the dust co llected .Before each test the monitoring program was loaded into the computer. The program enabled the computer to accept signals
at an in le t  water gauge pressure o f  2.76x10-’ N/ra^  (40 p s i) .
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from the analyser, via the in terface , for a specified time interval and then ignore the information received for another specified period. At the end of each test the solenoid magnet was usually switched o ff  la s t . This was to prevent the re-entrainment ° f  captured particles from the f i l t e r .
,4 C
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Plate 7,1: Cupric Oxide dust on a filter paper
Plate 7,2: Samples of CuO dust collected from the e xp er im e nt al
DUCT SHOWING NO TRACES OF NlCKEL PARTICLES
CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSION OF FILTRATION RESULTS
8.1 Introduction cA comprehensive resu lt obtained from the application of fibrous stainless steel wires as a f i l t e r  in the presence o f a magnetic fie ld  is  presented. Table 8.1 shows the ranges o f each of the important operating parameters used during the te s t . The experimental investigation was divided into two major parts. The f ir s t  deals with randomly packed f i lt e r s  while the second deals with well ordered woven f i l t e r s .  Experimental results shown are those that elucidate trends or those that show sign ifican t differences from expected patterns of behaviour. The e ffe c t of various physical and hydrodynamic factors were investigated. Range three o f the aerosol spectrometer was selected for sampling throughout the te s t . This covered the p article  size in the range ° f  0.267-1.77 microns and was appropriate for the entire experiment.
8.2 L o a d a b ility  Results fo r Random F il t e r sThe lo ad ab ility  o f a f i l t e r  indicates the amount of f i ltr a te  a particular f i l t e r  can hold before i t s  arrestance deteriorates. In industrial use, th is usually gives indication of the length o f operational time of the f i l t e r .  In most cases i t  is  usually given as the ratio  o f mass of p articles collected over the mass of f i l t e r .  '
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The r e s u lts  o f  the lo a d a b ility  te s t s  are presented for c la r ity  in three p lo ts  (a)» ( b ) , and (c) in each o f  Figures 8.1 to 8 .1 5 . The f i r s t  se t o f  curves ( a ) , a p p lie s  to the sm allest size range o f 0.265 to 0.565; the second (b) to the mid-range o f 0 .72-1.45, w hile the la s t  (c) ap p lies to the la r g e s t s iz e  range
cof 1.53 to  1.77 m icrons. The mass o f  dust c o lle c te d  normalized by the mass o f  the m aterial o f .th e  f i l t e r  fo r  each p a rtic u la r  run is  shown beneath the la r g e s t s iz e  range ( c ) .
8*2.1 E ffe c t  o f  Magnetic F ie ld  on L o a d a b ilityFigure 8.1 to  8.4 show the lo a d a b ility  te s ts  carried  out for a constant packing fra c tio n  o f  0.0075 and increasing fie ld  strength from 0.0 to  0 .8  T e sla . For n o -fie ld  in v e s tig a tio n , Figure 8.1 shows the v a ria tio n  o f  f i l t r a t i o n  e f f ic ie n c y  with time. In th is  te s t  the only mode o f p a r t ic le  capture i s  in e r t ia l  deposition and d ir e c t  im paction, which was enhanced by the surface adhesion fo rces o f  both the wires and th at o f  the P a r t ic le . Another p o ssib le  e f fe c t  th at could have been present Was mechanical cap tu re . This i s  mainly the lodging o f  p a r t ic le s  in between the in te r s t ic e s  o f  crossed w ires. The e f fe c t  o f  th is  is  le s s  pronounced and th erefore de-emphasized because o f  the low in te n s ity  o f  f i l t e r  packing. The average i n i t i a l  c o lle c t io n  e f f ic ie n c ie s  were 50%, 75% and 70% for the lo w est, medium, and la rg e st s iz e  ranges r e s p e c tiv e ly . This i n i t i a l  high c o lle c t io n  o f the p a r tic le s  was due to the strong presence o f  surface adhesion forces on the clean w ire. But as the f i l t r a t i o n  progressed , the wire su rfaces become contaminated, thus reducing the c o e ff ic ie n t  ° f  r e s t itu tio n  o f  the w ire. The progressive d eterio ratio n  o f  the
t 1
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Fig, 8,1: Experimental matrix loadability at zero field
matrix can be p a rtly  a ttrib u te d  to th is  e f f e c t .  The capture o f p a rtic le s  th is  time r e ly  more on them being trapped in between already captured p a r t ic le s . This has ben efited  the mid range P a r tic le s  because o f th e ir  average momentum. The c o lle c t io n  o f  the sm allest s ize  range p a r t ic le s  was continuously exacerbated by
Cth eir follow ing the f lu id  stream lin es. The la r g e s t  p a r t ic le s  possessed such a high momentum th at instead o f  being trapped they bounced o f f  the the w ire, and in sane cases sheared o f f  already captured p a r t ic le s .The r e s u lts  in F ig u r e ; 8 .2 , (0.1 T e s la ) , which are s l ig h t ly  b e tte r than the previous one has a superior r e t e n t iv it y . for example, in  the f i r s t  p art (0.265-0.565 microns) the i n i t i a l  re su lts  compared favourably with th at obtained with no f ie ld  but a fte r  about an hour o f  the te s t  time has elap sed , the c o lle c t io n  e ffic ie n c y  was s t i l l  maintained a t almost 5056, u n lik e  th at o f  no­f ie ld  which had dropped by about 3056. The curves for the mid­range p a r t ic le s  (0 .72-1 .45  m icrons), are smoother than those in fig u re  8 .1 , in d ic a tin g  b e tte r  r e t e n t iv ity  as a r e s u lt  o f  magnetic f i e l d .  But the e r r a tic  behaviour in the previous r e s u lt  fo r the la rg e st p a r t ic le s  is  s t i l l  p resen t. This can only mean th at the balance between the magnetic and hydrodynamic fo rces i s  s t i l l  unfavourable.The next t e s t  performed a t 0 .4  T esla (Figure 8.3) Produced the best lo a d a b ility  so f a r . Like the previous two graphs, the sm allest p a r t ic le s  have almost the same i n i t i a l  e f f ic ie n c ie s , but q u ite  u nlike the two graphs, a fte r  about an hour o f  the f i l t r a t i o n  time the c o lle c t io n  e f f ic ie n c y  was minimally reduced. For mid-range p a r t ic le s , the b e n e fits  o f  the
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Fig, 8,2: Experimental matrix loadability at 0,1 Tesla
increased fie ld  is  much more detectable after about th irty  minutes as compared to Figures 8.1 and 8.2 . The most striking distinction is  found in the plot for the largest p a rtic le s , which maintained a collection effic ie n cy  of about 75% throughout the experiment. The e ffe c t  o f p article  bounce o ff  being completely eliminated. Figure 8.4 shows the same te st carried out at twice the former fie ld  strength o f 0.8T. As expected and supported by results already discussed, there is  a substantial increase in the in it ia l  collection e ffic ie n cy  o f a l l  p article  sizes because as CuO is  paramagnetic, i t  never becomes saturated, hence increasing the magnetic fie ld  strength enhances the chances o f more particles being trapped. This high effic ie n cy  is  sustained for particles whose diameter are above 0.37 microns although the rate of deterioration is  much higher for a ll  sizes less than 0.565. A particularly unusual e ffe ct can be seen in the f ir s t  set of results which show that the f i l t e r  has become less  e ffe ctiv e  after th irty  minutes, compared to that obtained for 0.4T over the same length of time. This is  puzzling because besides random error due to wire packing, variation in dust ch aracteristics , fluctuation in the dust feed rate and o f course human errors, there is  no physical, magnetic, or hydrodynamic explanation forthis e ffe c t . One o f the explanations that was supported la ter  by
1 /the ordered woven wire results is  the realignment o f the f i l t e r  wires due to the magnetic f ie ld . This causes some surfaces of the wire to be attracted to each other, thus reducing potential effectiveness. The in it ia l  high performance of the f i l t e r  was due to high receptivity o f the wires because o f the high fie ld  and the CuO dust being equally , highly susceptible. The other
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Fig, 8,3: Experimental matrix loadability at 0,4 Tesla
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p o ssib ility  is  wire-to-wire interference which tends to create zones with zero magnetic tractive forces and low magnetic gradients. Figure 8.4A gives a summary o f the e ffe c t o f increasing the magnetic fie ld  on matrix lo ad ab ility . As expected, increasing the number of the magnetic fie ld  improved the total mass o f dust collected. However, the curve indicates a sign ifica n t gain up to about 0.2T. These results presented so fa r , provides conclusive evidence that HGMF is  beneficial to the f iltr a t io n  of paramagnetic dust, but th is  advantage is  somewhat reduced by the re-alignment of the wire at fie ld  strength of up to 0.8T and the saturation o f the stainless steel at about 0.2T. The re-alignment of the wires manifested in the form o f increased flow channels that allowed the submicron particles to pass through the f i l t e r  at much higher rate than for lower f ie ld s ; while the wire after saturation contributes a l i t t l e  to a better collection as the magnetic fie ld  is  increased. Nevertheless, the mass ratio  (mass of dust collected over the mass of wire used) recorded for the highest fie ld  strength tested was s t i l l  the la rg e st.
8.2.2 E ffect o f Packing Fraction on LoadabilityFigures 8.5 and 8.6 show results obtained from packing fractions of 0.5% and 1.0% respectively; a l l  tested at a fie ld  strength of 0.8T. The improved collection effic ie n cy  is  obvious when the two diagrams are compared. An interesting observation is  made when Figures 8.4 and 8.6 are compared. There is  very l i t t l e  or none o f the improvement in Figure 8.6 which is  expected with higher packing. This indicates that there is  a lim iting ratio  of
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Fig. 8.6: Experimental matrix loadability at 1.0
PACKING FRACTION
mass of wire over volume o f the matrix above which favourable)results are d ra stica lly  affected . Figure 8.6A amplifies th is  point by portraying a gradual reduction in the mass ratio  o f the dust collected with increased packing fractio n . Interpretation o f both the lo ad ab ility  plots and Figure 8.6A together is  necessary for a f i l t e r  designer who has ’ to make a "decision o f either designing for high collection  e fficien cy  with re la tiv e ly  high Packing fraction or for economy. A superposition of Figures 8.4A and 8.6A gave an optimum design point o f about 0 .8 i packing fraction at a fie ld  strength s lig h tly  less than 0.45T (Figure 8.6B). It  can be suggested that both the magnetic’ and flu idinterferences may have combined to reduce the effectiveness ofthe matrix at high loading. There are two components o f themagnetic force, both o f d ifferen t orders o f magnitude. The longrange component, most lik e ly  to interfere with each other (thuscreating areas o f reduced tractive force and magnetic gradients)is  of the order of -L  f (where s is  the wire radius), while thes 3 1shorter range part is  o f the order o f _ L . The hydrodynamic
1 S5interference has an order of magnitude o f -L  and therefore mosts^lik e ly  to be the f ir s t  to a ffe ct the filtr a t io n  process. I f  thef i l t e r  matrix is  modelled as a series o f p arallel square meshesof distance l g apart (Chapter Four), the above interferenceswould only occur when their magnitudes f a l l  in the average ranges l s . This represents the mean distance separating two wires in a f i l t e r  matrix. Another source of interference arises from wires overlapping with each other, thus resulting in in effectiv e  wire lengths. Although not quantified in this work, the increased
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F i g , 8.6A Effect  of packin g  fractio n  on matrix l o a d a b il it y  (v e l o c it y  = 5 ,6  m/s )
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interference e ffe cts  are compensated for by the increased effectiveness o f mechanical capture resulting from higher Packing. Therefore, i t  can be concluded that after a c r it ic a l  value of packing fraction (0.55<F<0.65)> the law o f diminishing return sets in for any extra wire added.
8*2.3 E ffect of Velocity on LoadabilityThe hydrodynamic e ffe c t of flow velocity  is  among the more complicated parameter in HGM filtr a tio n  as i t  depends on a multitude of other physical factors o f the f i l t e r .A ll the previous results already discussed were Performed at a flow velocity  o f 5.6 m/s. Figure 8*7 shows those obtained at a flow velocity  of 7.6 m/s, fie ld  strength of 0.8T, and packing fraction o f 0.75/6* A comparison of th is resu lt with Figure 8 .4 , which was obtained for the same parameters except for different v e lo city , show some subtle differen ces, especially  for Particle sizes o f less than 0.565 microns. While the in it ia l  collection efficien cy  is  higher for the slower flow, the rate of deterioration of the f i l t e r ,  (Figure 8 .4 ), is  larger, resulting in a s ligh t drop in collection e fficien cy  at the end of the experiment. The most remarkable difference between the two (Figure 8.4 and 8.7) can be found in the size range of 0.265-0.565 . I t  shows that smaller particles (less than 0.565 microns) gave a sustained loading unlike that in Figure 8.4 through the course of the te s t . This is  obviously as a result o f increased in e rtia l e ffe c t which has enabled larger (number of) p article  flux to impinge on the wires. Otherwise, these small particles tend to follow the flu id  streamlines. I f  the flow velocity  is
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Fig. 8.7: Experimental matrix loadability at 7.6 m/s
raised further, a point may be reached where i t  becomes detrimental to p article  capture. At th is point, the momentum of the bigger particles become high enough to neutralize the retentive forces on the surfaces of the wires created by the magnetic forces. In such circumstance, those particles already captured may be washed o ff  the surface o f th ew ires. This is  the particle bounce o ff  already discussed above.There is  obviously a larger amount o f dust collected in this case o f higher flow velocity  as shown in Figure 8.7A. Although the plot was performed for only two experimental points, i t  am plifies the already stated advantage of HGMF over various other separation techniques, that very high rate o f throughput can be obtained with well accepted p article  collection  rate for a re la tiv e ly  long time.
8.2.4 E ffect of F ilte r  Length on Matrix LoadabilityMatrices o f diameter 10cm with lengths 20cm (Figure 8.8) and 15cm (Figure 8.8A) were used for this test at a packing fraction of 0 .5 i. The magnetic fie ld  strength applied was 0.4T instead of 0.8T to avoid possible strong wire realignment. The same pattern of results were obtained except that there was an improvement in p article  co lle ctio n . Figure 8.8 shows the advantage of having a re la tiv e ly  longer f i l t e r .  The better performance of th is particular f i l t e r  can be attributed to more wire surfaces being available for p article  capture, low magnetic interference (as a resu lt o f larger volume), and mechanical capture due to wire orientation. The reduced fie ld  strength of 0.4T may have also helped in the high filtr a tio n  e fficien cy
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obtained for the smallest p article  size.range, which in higher fie ld s affected p article  collection process. A visual inspection of the used f i l t e r  revealed that most f ilte r in g  occured at the front o f the f i l t e r ,  while at'th e  back, i t  remained v irtu a lly  clean. This does not mean that the frontal part o f the f i l t e r  was most e ffe c tiv e , but since p article  density is  higher at the front ft  got more loaded. These results therefore suggests that e ffic ie n cie s  above 95i  are possible for magnetic filtr a tio n  of Paramagnetic dust with a re la tiv e ly  long f i l t e r ,  but at an added cost for overcoming i t s  resistance.The question o f cost optimization can also be addressed here. For example, in Figure 8. 8, although a high p article  collection e fficien cy  was achieved, the mass ratio  of dust collected is  lower than the same ratio for 0.0075 packing density at 0.4T (Figure 8.3) or 0.005 packing at 0.8T (Figure 8. 6) . From the values o f these r a tio s , i t  is  clear that to maintain a high Particle collection e fficien cy  (> 95%), i t  would cost more in terms of providing extra mass of wire which only provide a marginally better re su lt .
8.3 Loadability Results for Woven WiresLoadability tests  were carried out with woven wires cut in the form of screens. These were packed in two different patterns; f i r s t  with their faces touching, and with 5mm PVC rings separating them. The main objective for performing a test with the meshes separated was to optimize the f i l t e r  configuration for possible application to binary mixtures.The results obtained from these tests are supposed to
-1 2 9 -
supplement those obtained from randan f i l t e r s .  The most important advantage o f applying woven wire being that the e ffe c t o f matrix- to-matrix variation is  completely eliminated. Figure 8.9 shows the result o f a test performed with 16 screens at the same concentration o f dust as in the random f i l t e r s .  The rapid decline of the f i l t e r  is  apparent. At about' an hour after the starting of the experiment, the collection  of the smallest p article  range has dropped to less than 10%. This rapid drop is  even present in the intermediate and the largest particles which in almost a l l  the previous results were high. The e ffe c t o f bounce o ff  is  also manifested in the scatter of the experimental points.The mass ratio  o f dust collected was 0.92 which is  much smaller than the value obtained for an equivalent test with random wire (Figure 8.4) that yielded a mass ratio  of 1.26. This indicates that for the same dust concentration, that the use of the random wire arrangement is  b etter. In subsequent tests carried out with woven wires, the concentration of the particles filtere d  was reduced to about h a lf of i t s  origin al value. This was to enable the investigation o f the major operating parameters, which tended to be obscured at large dust concentrations.Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show the lo ad ab ility  results obtained from the tests carried out for fie ld  strengths of 0.0 and 0.8 Tesla respectively at a reduced concentration. It  is  apparent by canparing the two sets of Figures that the presence of a magnetic fie ld  gives greater e fficien cy  o f dust co lle ctio n . For a magnetic fie ld  of 0.8T (Figure 8.11)» the collection efficien cy  o f even the smallest p article  exceeded 50% throughout
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the course of the experiment. The e ffic ie n cy  o f collection  of the middle and largest ranges of particles was maintained at about 80%, and the performance showed no noticeable deterioration with time up to the end of the te s t . The mass o f dust collected was 0*47 times the mass o f the wire.In the absence o f the magnetic fie ld  i t  is  clear that the collection  e ffic ie n cy  for any p artic le  size is  always lower than that obtained for a fie ld  of 0.8T. Furthermore, after about f i f t y  minutes the analyser indicated that washing o ff  o f the smallest particles was taking place. This can be seen in Figure8.10(a) as a negative e ffic ie n cy  in the smallest size range. Thetest was however continued to investigate the continued increasein collection e fficien cy  o f the larger p articles due to in e rtia l impaction and p article  interception. The progressive constrictionof the f i l t e r  pores (observed at the end of the te st; PLATE 8.1)by the captured particles further sustained these modes of f i lt r a t io n , especially  after forty minutes had elapsed. I t  must be noted that the maximum collection effic ie n cy  obtained was s t i l l  approximately less than the minimum for 0.8T, thus high­ligh tin g the importance o f magnetic f ie ld . The mass o f dust collected for zero-field  (0.0T) was 2.3g* The spurious pattern portrayed by plot 8.10(c) s ig n ifie s  that bounce o f f  o f larger particles occured. An average high collection can s t i l l  be deciphered irrespective o f the scatter o f the experimental points. The e ffe ct o f increasing the number o f screens can be seen by comparing Figures 8.11 to 8.13 (16, 9, and 21 screens respectively). The in it ia l  collection e ffic ie n cie s  for the
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Fig, 8,12: Experimental matrix loadability with 9 screens
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smallest p articles was about 20% greater when 9 screens were used. The larger gradient of Figure 8.12 compared with Figures 8.11 and 8.13 indicates a higher rate o f deterioration in particle  collection  due to loading when fewer screens are used. The mass ratios o f the dust collected for increasing number of wire screens are shown in Figure 8.13A. I t  shows a progressive benefit with the introduction o f more meshes. This resu lt is  contrary to that obtained from random wires which showed a decreasing mass ratio  for increasing packing fractions (Figure 8.6A). Perhaps, the orientation o f the meshes helped in contributing to th is better p ro file . However, using more screens does gave an average increase in pressure drop o f 4 mm of H2O per mesh. The e f fe c t  o f  performing the lo a d a b ility  te s t  with 16 screens a t the higher v e lo c ity  o f 7.6 m/s is  shown in Figure 8 .14 , (5.6m /s). Comparing th is  r e s u lt  with Figure 8 .1 1 , i t  is  seen th a t during the f i r s t  part o f  the t e s t ,  the e f f ic ie n c y  o f capture o f  the sm allest p a r t ic le s  was greater fo r the higher v e lo c ity  flow . This i s  due to the increased momentum o f  sm aller p a r t ic le s  re su ltin g  in more impinging and s tic k in g  on the clean f i l t e r ,  although th is  advantage disappeared with continued lo a d in g . The reduced c o lle c t io n  e f f ic ie n c y  o f  the bigger p a r tic le s  (Figure 8.14(b) and ( c ) ) ,  i s  p a rtly  due to th e ir  r e la t iv e ly  higher momentum which r e s u lts  in more p a r tic le s  bouncing o f f  or m issing the wires com pletely and some o f  those already captured being re -e n tra in e d . This was further enhanced by the poor su rfaces provided by the captured CuO dust as a re s u lt  o f i t s  low s u s c e p t ib i l i t y . This p a rticu la r  te s t  shows th at an
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increased flow  v e lo c ity  from 5 .6  m/s to 7*6 m/s caused an o v e ra ll decrease in  dust cap tu re .
8.4 L o a d a b ility  o f Woven Wire with PVC SeparatorsAnother optimal lo a d a b ility  te s t  conducted was to examine the e f fe c t  o f  separating the meshes with 5mm PVC r in g s . This produced a very low c o lle c t io n  e f f ic ie n c y  (compared to Figure 8.11) as shown*in Figure 8.15.  The poor r e s u lts  obtainedwere probably due to re -d isp e r sa l o f  dust by the flow wakes behind the screens as opposed to the concentrated channellinge ffe c t s  o f  stacked f i l t e r s  which are in contact with each o th e r . I t  i s  hoped that p r e fe re n tia l separation o f  binary m ixtures can use the above phenomenon, e s p e c ia lly  where a ferrom agnetic m aterial i s  to be separated from a paramagnetic one.
8.4.1 Experimental Capture Radius ( X0 )Experimental capture r a d ii  were ca lcu la te d  from the corresponding values o f  c o lle c t io n  e f f ic ie n c ie s  already determined in the lo a d a b ility  te s ts  fo r various ranges o f  major operating parameters. These were plotted  against equ ivalent p a r tic le s  Stokes number (K) , ca lcu la te d  from the expression given in Chapter F iv e . Before the use o f  the expression over the required range o f  p a r t ic le  s iz e , (0.265-1.77 m icrons), i t  was necessary to check the v a lid it y  o f  the expression over the range o f the p a r tic le  s iz e  under'bdhsideration. In the d eriv atio n  o f  the equation o f  p a r t ic le  motion (equations 5.45 and 5 . 46) ,  p o te n tia l flow was used which required the wire Re to be greater than te n . A lso , as the viscous fo rce  parameter on the p a r t ic le  i s
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Fig, 8,15: Experimental matrix loadability of woven wire
W I T H  5 C M  PVC S E P A R A T O R  R I N G S
based on Stokes law, i t  was imperative for the p article  Re to be less than unity. For a wire o f diameter 50 microns and flow velocity 5.6 m/s, the Re is  given by :
Re s T:239 x 5.6 x50x10—  = i g ^  010.0)18.12x10-6
c■)For a maximum p article  size of 1.77 microns, and maximum flow velocity o f 7.6 m/s , the Re becomes t
Re = .1,-239 *  Z .l 6  _x  1 . 77x10— = 0 . g i  (<1.0)18.12x10"6Thus, the two conditions for using the expression above for K are s a tis fie d . The maximum value o f the ratio  of the magnetic velocity to the flu id  velocity  in this study is  1.5x10"^ .
The expression used for the calculation o f the experimental capture rad ii is  given in Chapter Six (equation 6.31)« A single Ej. value o f 0.35 was used to calculate the whole re s u lts . Figure 8.15A shows the Xg values for increasing fie ld  strength at a fixed packing fraction of 0 .75i. The f ir s t  observation is  the increasing capture radius for increasing fie ld  strength or magnetic force parameter, W, at any given Stokes number, K, up to K=4. The benefit is  most s ign ifican t for the fie ld  of 0.8T. What is  seen here is  the dominance of magnetic force parameter over in e rtia . At k>4, ( ie . low viscous fo rce), the e ffe c t o f p article  inertia started to become sign ifican t because o f the large p article  s ize s . This manifested in the scatter o f the experimental points. In th is  region a lso , the e ffe c t of p article
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F i g . 8.15A l ff e c t  of magnetic f ie l d  on experimental capture ra d iu s  (v = 5.6 m/s )
previously pointed out. For increasing K at constant W and A, there is  a remarkable increase of Xg for small ranged particles with almost no change in medium sized p a rtic le s . This suggests that there is  a range of sizes over which Xg was constant during the filtr a tio n  process. There is  no established pattern for the largest sized p a rtic le s . cThe e ffe c t o f increasing the packing fraction at constant W is  shown in Figure 8.15B. Contrary to what is  expected,the addition o f more wires in the matrix at constant K, is  not necessarily b en eficial as after a c r it ic a l  value (determined in Figure 8.6B), the wires become increasingly useless. Varying K, but keeping F constant, produced similar results as obtained previously; that is  s ign ifican t gain in Xg inthe low p artic le  range, nearly constant Xe for mid range, and nopattern for the largest p a rtic le s . Comparison of Figures 8.15A
1and 8.15B reveal that the change in F ( ie . —  ) is  more sensitive
2to Xe than W at low magnetic fie ld  strength. The low values o f Xg for 1.0 % packing fraction is  attributed to interference e ffe c talready pointed out in lo ad ab illty  discussion.The e ffe c t o f increasing flu id velocity is shown inFigure 8.15C. The lower velocity  of 5.6 m/s gave higher Xevalues, although the mass ratio  o f dust collected for i t waslower than that obtained for 7.6 m/s. This can be interpreted as increased inertia which is  ¡Supposed to give a better result as a ll  values o f Xg less than 1.0, but th is  is  not the case in Figure 8.15C. The discrepancy arose from Figure 8.4 which gave higher in it ia l  e fficien cy  than Figure for an i n i t i a l ' period of
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about 20 minutes.Comparison o f the results obtained for two long f i l t e r s  of 15cm and 20cm at 0.4T show larger Xg for 20 cm f i l t e r  (Figure 8.15D). This is  because more wire surfaces are available for p article  capture which in smaller matrix may be masked. The sharp increase in Xg values observed in the previous results are absent here, instead there is  a progressive increase of Xg for a ll  p a rtic les . Even the high o scilla to ry  behaviour o f the largest set of p articles seem attenuated in th is case. This can be explained by the p article  reduced momentum at the rear end of the f i l t e r .  It  is  possible that by the time the large p articles arrived at the back of the f i l t e r  they would have exhausted their kinetic energy and therefore, have more chance of being held before exiting from the matrix. This explanation particularly  f i t s  the reason for diminished p article  bounce o f f .  Another possible explanation, although less  obvious l ie s  in the flow velocity p ro file , which because o f the length o f the f i l t e r  matrix comes out f la t  (see Chapter Four). This disperse the p articles more, thus enhancing their chances o f coming in contact with larger wire surfaces.The values o f Xg calculated from increasing number of wire screens are shown in Figure 8.15E. The p ro file  o f the curves are d ifferen t to those already discussed. The only sim ilarity  is  with the smallest range of particles which showed a handsome increase in XQ values. For p article  sizes greater than 0.72 microns, their c r it ic a l  radius f e l l  with increasing K in a ll  the cases. Magnetic interference is  believed to be the major reason for th is  unexpected behaviour because of the pattern of
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arrangement o f the meshes in the m atrix. ,Unfortunately, none of the results above were compared with the theoretical capture rad ii published by Lawson [56] because the values o f the magnetic force parameter used in th is  study are much smaller than his range o f values.
8.5 Clean Filter Collection EfficiencyPresented below are results of clean f i l t e r  collection  e ffic ie n cie s  plotted against p article  size range of 0.2650 to 1.7700 microns. These diagrams provide filtr a tio n  information atthe beginning of the experiment when the f i l t e r  was s t i l l  in it s  virgin state and 30 minutes la te r . The e ffe ct o f three mainoperating parameters- packing fractio n , magnetic f ie ld , and flow velo city- are illu s tra te d . Besides providing information on the performance of the f i l t e r ,  i t  also helps in the v e rifica tio n  of the f i l t e r  collection model derived in Chapter Five to predict theoretical collection e ffic ie n c ie s . Some o f these results may have been read from the lo ad ab ility  results from the previous p lo ts , but to avoid any d if f ic u lty  that might arise from following a particular trend, the results are re-plotted in this form. The results obtained from varying the packing fraction over a range o f magnetic fie ld  strength is  shown in Figures 8.16 and 8.17. At 0.4T and flow velocity o f 5.6 m/s (Figure 8 .16), the difference between the curves are minimal, but increased after 30 minutes had elapsed. The f i l t e r  with 0.005 packing density seems to have performed as well as that of 0.0075 packing density at the start o f the te s t . The reason for th is behaviour in this
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particular run may have been due to a more uniform wire loading in the case of 0.005 packing density. A more fam iliar e ffe c t is  observed from the results in Figure 8.17* where the magnetic fie ld  strength had been increased to 0.8T. Here, the application of the f i l t e r s  with 0.0075 and 0.01 packing produced similar resu lts . This tend to support the previous explanation that there is  a c r it ic a l  packing fraction for a given size o f matrix above which additional wire becomes in e ffe ctiv e . There is  also a noticeable drop in collection efficien cy  after 30 minutes. A remarkable sustained filtr a t io n  effic ie n cy  of particles was also maintained. Although not presented, results o f similar tests but with 0.0075 packing fraction at 0.4T and 0.8T are also available. At a much higher flow velocity  o f 7.6 m/s, Figure 8.18 shows a comparison o f the three packing fractions used. When compared with Figure 8.17» the results are sim ilar.A comparison o f the two flow v e lo cities  (5.6 m/s and7.6 m/s) applied are shown in Figure 8.19 at a packing fraction of 0.010. As already pointed out in the discussion of the flow velocity on p article  lo a d a b ility , drawing firm conclusions are d i f f ic u l t .  The results show no difference between the two tests in this case. This supports the fact that at re la tiv e ly  high packing fractio n , the e ffe c t o f velocity  is  not so obvious in these investigations. Results obtained from similar tests at other packing fractions varied within a margin o f less than 10%. ■It  is  also evident from these graphs that except for very low packing fractio n s, (about 0.5%), the in it ia l  collection of a l l  f i l t e r s  tested are comparable. Hence, . i t  may be economically viable to introduce variable power supply in HGMF
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in sta llatio n s during the f i l t e r  loading up period.The results obtained for an increasing number of screens at a magnetic fie ld  strength o f 0.8T is  shown in Figure 8.20. As expected, the results show better performance for an increased number o f screens, although the difference between 16 and 21 screens was very small. This particular result w ill prove
■Juseful in the theoretical predictions o f woven wire collection  e fficien cy  described in the next section.
8.6 Collection E fficiency Based on Total P article  CountGeneral industrial applications of HGMF require a less detailed specification o f equipment. In th is  case, p article  global collection e ffic ie n cy  defined within a known size range is  a more suitable and convenient parameter. For this purpose, some of the lo ad ab ility  results were plotted in the form shown in Figure 8.21 for random wires and Figure 8.22 for woven wires. These Figures compare the f i l t e r  collection e ffic ie n c ie s  obtained from experiments performed at d ifferen t magnetic fie ld s  and packing fraction s. These e ffic ie n cie s  were computed from the to tal p article  count from the spectrometer.I t  must be emphasized that this form of presentation of p article  collection  e fficien cy  can mask information and must be interpreted ca re fu lly . For example, the continual increase in collection e fficien cy  o f particles above 0.45 microns after 40 minutes as seen in Figure 8<10 is  completely hidden in Figure 8.22. The e ffe c t o f sloughing o ff  o f p articles portrayed by the lo ad ab ility  curves is .a ls o  not apparent. Instead, an average collection efficien cy  o f about 22% was maintained throughout as
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8.7 Theoretical Collection EfficiencyThe comparison between the theoretical study and experimental work can be made in two ways. The f ir s t  is  to calculate the experimental rad ii from the test data and compare
- -ithem with theoretical predictions. The second is  to calculate the e ffic ie n c ie s  of p article  collection  based on the theoretical, capture rad ii and compare them with those obtained from experiment. The later was adopted. This is  because i t  o ffers a more practical approach and makes s im ila ritie s  and differences of both procedures more apparent. From these resu lts , explanations can be sought that have obvious practical meaning.Figure 8.23 shows the clean f i l t e r  collection e fficien cy  predicted with the model presented in Chapter S ix . The curves are for a f i l t e r  with 0.0075 packing fraction with a fie ld  strength o f 0.80T and gas velocity  o f 5.6 m/s. The effectiveness fa cto r , Ef  , which was the only undetermined factor in equation (6.31) was the f ir s t  optimized; that is  varied u n til the best f i t  to the experimental data points were obtained. The values applied were 0.20, 0.22, and 1.00. E^ . o f unity predicted a 100.00%collection for almost a ll  p article  ranges under investigation. This is  unrealistic  when compared with experimental results obtained with the same parameters. The reduction o f E^  to 0.22 predicted collection effic ie n cy  nearest to the experimental one. This is  then compared with a similar result obtained from experiment (Figure 8.24). The most apparent difference l ie s  in the larger particles ( ie . 0.720-1.77) which have been under
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predicted by about 40?. The p article  range of 0.265-0.565 agreed with the experimental resu lts . Attempts to l i f t  the collection effic ie n cy  o f the larger particles resulted in the over prediction o f the smaller ones. Some of the discrepancies in these results can be attributed to the assumed average diameter of the wires, the magnitude o f (the wire orientation factor and magnetic interference among neighbouring wires. Also the assumed approximate uniform p article  density and concentration in the vertical layers o f the f i l t e r  may not have been satisfied  in the experiment, therefore rendering the assumption u n re a lis tic . Besides the points enumerated above , another important factorthat may have affected the results in Figure 8.20 is  the0calculated c r it ic a l  rad ii shown in Table 5 .1 . A close look at the trend of X0 values expose the shape o f the collection  curves. They were predicted using the sin gle-w ire-sin gle-particle  model (or the so called isolated wire model), which can only give approximate theoretical e ffic ie n cie s  for highly porous f i l t e r  matrix. The values o f the dimensionless parameters used may have also contributed. For example, the value of the magnetic force parameter, W, was only 1.57x10“  ^ . This figure appears to be small in comparison with values used by other reseachers. (However, i t  must be pointed out that mostly they present results o f conceptualized'systems rather than attempt to simulate a given experimental situ atio n ). It.:;-was not possible to compare the c r it ic a l  rad ii calculated with those predicted by Lawson [65] because the values o f his magnetic parameters were too larg e . On the other hand supérimposing the points on his plot showed them lying outside the plotting area, in the low W zone. Since W is  a
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ratio o f magnetic to inertia force, the explanation can only be that either the magnetic force is  very small. Table 5.1 shows none o f the c r it ic a l  capture rad ii to be u]5 to unity. This means that in the absence o f any adverse flow e ffe c t on any o f these c r it ic a l  p a rtic le s , they would be captured by direct impaction and the function o f magnetic force in th is  (case is  preventing them from sliding o ff  the surface o f the wires. Particles in the shadow of the wire would, i f  small enough, be carried away by. flu id  streamlines unless the viscous forces are very sm all. Magnetic forces also oppose th is forces and enhance capture.Other differences in both results could l ie  in the su scep tib ility  value o f CuO which was 3*41x10“ 3 for the bulk dust. In the model i t  was assumed that this was uniform, but this may have completely broken down in actual p ractice. Another source o f difference may have come from saturation magnetization, Mg .a p p lie d , which was used to calculate the A parameter. The Ms values were not measured but taken from the EPA [41] report on the application o f HGMF to BOF dust.I t  seems that given a ll  these factors which are either approximated or assumed, that the present isolated wire model need several modifications before i t  can sensibly predict the performance o f a complete f i l t e r  u n it.Figure 8.25 shows the prediction of the collection e fficien cy  o f a sim ilar system but with woven wire screens as the- f i l t e r  medium. The same E^ . was used as in Figure 8.24. But for the smallest p article  s ize s , the results compared very well with that of experiment (Figure 8 .26). The large d r ift  present in Figure 8.24 for p articles bigger than 0.37 microns is  reduced,
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thereby making the s im ila ritie s  between the experimental and theoretical results much better in th is  case than those obtained from randan wires. This might be due to a better quantification of the geometrical orientation of the whole f i l t e r  m atrix.
Table 8.1 Range o f Operating Parameters
Magnetic Field (T) 0.0 -  0.8Packing Fraction {%) 0.5 -  1.0Number of Screens 9 - 20Mean Wire Size ( p ) 50Screen Pore Size ( p ) 400Centre-line velocity  (m/s) 5.6 - 7.6
- 1 3 9 ( d ) -

CHAPTER NINE
APPLICATION OF FLUIDIC FLOW DIVERTER TO HGMF PROCESSES
9.1 Introduction > i 0From the preliminary results obtained in the use of cylindrical and woven wires as f i l t e r s , a maximum filtra tio n  efficiency of about 80% was obtained for p article  size range of 0.5-1.77 microns. For particles of diameter 0.225 microns (the smallest detectable by the spectrometer), the filtra tio n  efficiency ranged from 40%-60%. This level of filtra tio n  efficien cy has been achieved by using most favourable operating conditions which included high packing density, relatively  high flow velo city , high background fie ld  and homogeneously packed cylin drical wires to increase magnetic gradients in the f i l t e r  matrix. Therefore to effect a better performance, an ingenious optimization of one or more of these parameters needs to be performed.
9.2 Methods of Achieving High Collection E fficiency
9.2.1 Increasing The Magnetic FieldAs the experimental dust (CuO) is  paramagnetic, i t  . never attains saturation unlike ferromagnetic particles such as Basic Oxygen Furnace dust. This means that increasing the background f ie ld , which in turn enhances the suscep tib ility  of both the paramagnetic dust and the wire, w ill result in a higher retention of particles on the surfaces of the collectin g wires.
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However, there are some lim iting facto rs. The f ir s t  is cost, in that the power requirement w ill be too expensive to maintain. The second is an effect noticed in the preliminary tests carried out. It is  the re-alignment of the randomly packed wires when the magnetic fie ld  was switched on. As a resu lt, potential capture surfaces become attracted to each» other and0 remain attached; thus, reducing available collection surfaces. Another lim iting factor was the saturation magnetization of the wire. The fin a l factor which is  peculiar to this application was that the re c tifie r  that supplied the current had a maximum rating of 200 Amp at a constant voltage output of 45 v o lts , producing a maximum fie ld  of about 0.8 Tesla.
9 .2 .2  Increasing Packing DensityThis e n ta ils  packing more wire in a given volume o f m atrix . There is  a fr a c tio n  over which extra increase becomes u n p ro fitab le . In the stu d ies carried  out by Boucher [733, he concluded that there is  a b e tter matrix lo a d a b ility  for 0.5% than 0.75% for ferromagnetic BOF d u s t. From the te s ts  conducted so fa r  fo r paramagnetic CuO d u s t , b e tter c o lle c t io n  e ffic ie n c y  was obtained with increasing wire mass. However, r e s u lts  obtained for 0.75% and 1% packing were barely  d is c e r n ib le . Therefore the extra resista n ce  involved in using higher packing fra c tio n  can be avoided without any s ig n if ic a n t  reduction in p a r tic le  c o lle c tio n  e f f ic ie n c y . So in e f f e c t ,  a p r o h ib itiv e ly  high pressure drop with decreasing improvement in e ff ic ie n c y  is  the check against increasing packing d e n s ity . Another very important fa cto r  th at lim its  th is  is  the wire in te rfe re n c e , which d r a s t ic a lly  a ffe c ts
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the magnetic tractive forces that compel particles to migrate to wire surfaces.
9.2.3 Change In Flow VelocityThe flow velocity is  an important parameter in particle f iltr a t io n , although its  influence is not well understood. The present studies show that flow up to 7.6m/s in random wire matrix sustained a re la tiv e ly  higher particle  collection in the randomly packed f i l t e r .  Above th is  value, the collection efficien cy curves became spurious and on the average dropped, indicating that the hydrodynamic force is  dominating and may have n u llifie d  theeffect of the magnetic forces. Therefore i f  the flow can bemanipulated to "stagnate” (cane to rest momentarily) in the f i l t e r  volume for a short time, the influence of the magnetictractive forces may be much more e ffe c tiv e . This is  similar tosedimentation process [74], where particles are allowed to settle  under the influence of gravitational forces except that in th is particular case, the gravitational e ffe ct is  replaced by the magnetic tractive force.
One of the acclaimed advantages of HGMS is  the a b ility  to maintain a re la tiv e ly  high filtr a tio n  efficien cy  at a velocity far higher than conventional filtra tio n  methods, hence achieving larger throughput over a shorter period of time. So there is  a need to design a HGMF system which can increase the flow residence time in the v ic in ity  of the f i l t e r ,  whilst maintaining a re la tiv e ly  high superficial velocity . The new type of system involves the use of the Fluidic Flow Diverter.
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9.3 Application of Fluidic Diverter to Dust F iltratio nThe flow diverter is  a type of flu id ic  device that allows a stream of f lu id , gas or liq u id , to be diverted to one or two outlets without the use of obtrusive parts. The absence of hindrance to the flow streamlines is  of particular importance in> t Cthis application since the deposition of particles on such surfaces is much reduced, hence the original p article  profile  in the duct is  very nearly maintained. In certain applications, three or more outlets has been used. Applications are usually in the process and nuclear industries. Some of these include the control of: liquid level in tanks, warm air heating, cement wagon loading and fle x isto r  valve in mine ven tilation . Others include the s e lf  cleaning bistable f i l t e r  and the sorting and classificatio n  of solids and particles in the food industry.
9.3.1 Principles Of OperationThe basis of operation of a bistable flow diverter is the Coanda Effect [75]. Figure 1.3 shows this e ffe ct for a je t of flu id  discharging from, a nozzle into the atmosphere. Due to turbulent mixing, the je t entrains surrounding flu id  and becomes wider and slower, and i t  transports more flu id  as i t  moves further from the nozzle. The two walls tend to re strict the entrainment of the flu id  so that the pressure at the walls is  less than the surroundings. By geometrical design or random disturbance, the je t  migrates closer to one wall than the other. The entrainment of the flow becomes more restricted there so that the pressure fa lls  further; thus creating a pressure difference across the jet which tends to bend it  even further u n til the je t
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attaches and remains on that particular wall (Figure 1.3a). The jet can be made to attach at the opposite wall by the injection of compressed air through the control port on the jet side (Figure 1.3b). The underside of the je t  is  at low pressure, which is required to maintain je t curvature. It  continues to entrain
-  , <5flu id  most of which is  provided by the je t  returned when the je t  strike the w all, the. rest being sucked in through the control port. These inherent features of the flu id ic  diverter is most suitable for its  application to dust f iltr a t io n . The two discharge openings can be connected to outlets containing f ilte r s  (Figure 1.3). F iltra te  can then be supplied to these two f i l t e r  zones alternatingly. The frequency of this operation is dictated by the switching of the main flow ( filtr a te )  with a small sample of compressed a ir .In some applications, this switching of the jet is  maintained by alternating closure and opening of both control ports to the atmosphere. The time required by the flow to completely f lic k  to the opposite side is  called the Switching Time. For optimum performance, this time has to be optimized, f ir s t ly  to allow a suitable time for magnetic force to act and secondly to minimize the bulk of material used as w ill become apparent la te r . To achieve th is , the average minimum distance between adjacent wires would be determined; and also the minimum Time Delay required in the f i l t e r  matrix. Note that time delay here means the time i t  takes a p article  to travel from its  in it ia l  position to the capture surface of the wire.In prin cip le, a bistable flow diverter is capable of
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dividing the main flow equally through the output pipes, but due to d iffic u lt ie s  in achieving symmetry during construction, a diversion of 60% to 40% in the absence of control flow is considered a good design.
9.3.2 Determination of the Farthest .¡Particle LocationThe determination of the average farthest X-axis location of a p article  in an array of randomly packed wires is  achieved by the simple cubic la tt ic e  model described in Chapter Four. The model is based on the assumption that the entire matrix is  made up of cylinders arranged in cubes (Figure 4 .1), with two- thirds of the cylinders perpendicular to the flow. The remaining one-third are p arallel to the flow and therefore considered in e ffectiv e . It  is  also assumed that the packing density of the matrix is  re lativ ely  low to minimize wire-to-wire interference as has been the case in the previous te sts . From Chapter Four, the unit length of the cube was given as:
o- 0.5
ls = (f-) (9.1)To remove the e ffe ct of geometry, equation (9.1) was divided by the wire diameter d. Given that1sd 0.5 1_d (9.2)The diameter of the wire used was 50 microns, and the minimum packing fraction which w ill be employed has been established to be about 0.005. With this figu re, the maximum side length of the cubic la ttic e  l g is  calculated thus:
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1[0.5
S LT• 3x(50x10” 6) x t t |0.005x4 50x10-6
= 21.7 Wire Diameters (22 d)
■ .) «22d represents the average farthest position on X-axis an opposite wire can take. Therefore, the representative averagel s 22distance between any two d irectly  opposite wires is  — = — = 11 . This is  represented in Figure 9.1.The next task is  to determine the time i t  w ill take a particle located a t , say, the centre of the cube defined by the coordinate ( 11, 11 ) to reach the surface of the wire. It  should be noted that this does not necessarily en tail capture , since a p article  at this position requires a large tractive force to be present before i t  can be pulled in and captured as was evident in the theoretical' p article  trajectories presented e a rlie r . So, although a mean particle  position has been determined, the e ffectiv e  X-distance used was the c r it ic a l  radius of capture (XQ) . However i t  is  worth mentioning that i t  is  not expected that a p article  at X = 11 should arrive later than another nearer the wire as both have approximately the same Y-distance to trav e l.
9.3*3 Calculation of the Particle Capture Time:The capture time of the p article  was calculated using the monodisperse ! theoretical model describing the particle trajectory in the presence of Magnetic, Hydrodynamic, Gravitational, and In ertial forces developed in Chapter Five. The procedure involves the application of the values- of independent
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-...... PARTICLE TRAJECTORY
F i g . 9.1:  Location  of th e-farthest pa r ticle
Parameters (W, A, K and G) to obtain the dimensionless particle  position in space. The resulting corresponding dimensionless time T required by the p article  to reach the surface of the wire (for capture) or an equivalent distance ( in the case of particle escape) was also calculated.This was approached by assuming that the flu id  is  stagnant for the period in between switching, and then s lig h tly  modifying equations (5.45) and (5.46) before commencing integration. In th is case, a different set of non­dimen s ion a li  zing parameters were chosen to exclude the flu idv elo city . In the new equations, the non-dimensionalizing time S2 (?nparameter was ------- , instead of — used in the original set.V V tThe resulting set o f governing equations are given below:
l(— ) _  r  (iji)2 j = 2 A W +  c o s  2©j
i dr2 dr | | R3 1 o 1¡R !
_L- i_ -i
r ! § 1  - 0 o o s  9 (9.3)
E ¿ 1 +  2 ( ^ ) C ^ )  dr2 dT dTi_ -  2 A W sin20
+ k|b III * G 3lne1- _! (9.4)The four dimensionless parameters used above are:
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A 2 T MsA =----------  , the relative  magnitude of the inducedHo magnetization in the ferromagnetic wire due to the applied f ie ld , HQ
u * 2 ^P sw = uQX — ------  , dimensionless magnetic force parameteru2 (a ratio of magnetic to inertia force).
K , Stokes number, a dimensionless viscous force parameter (a ratio  of inertia to viscous forces).
G = uI g <?p Pf—— - (1 -  ——) , dimensionless gravitational forcer p parameter.
Hie calculation procedure involves:
(i)  The choice o f independent parameters( ii)  Calculation o f the dimensionless time parameter ( r ) .( i i i )  The use o f r to calculate the real time.
The real time obtained was 0.081 seconds. This is  the minimum time required in the f i l t e r  matrix for the p article  to reach the wire surface. So, for the optimum performance of the flu id ic  diverter, the flow residence time in the f i l t e r  must not be less than 0.081 seconds.
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9.3.4 Design of a Suitable DiverterA bistable flow diverter was designed to suit the configuration of the general test r ig . There are several operational constraints which have to be taken into consideration in the preliminary part of the design work. The most important of these were: '
(i) The nominal size of the two exit ducts must f i t  into the bore of the magnet which was 120mm.( ii)  Total length of the diverter unit must be less than 2m. (This is  because of the limited space available)( i i i )  The minimum switching period must be longer ‘ than 0.081 seconds (that is  time to switch from side to side must be < 0.081 seconds).
The fourth necessity, although less important, was the need to retain the original form of the rig arrangement (Figure 7.1) so that direct comparison to previous results could be made when necessary.For easy description, the diverter has been divided into three d istin ct sections, each comprising a complete unit:
Section 1 :- T h is  comprises of the reducer and the method of joining to the upstream part of the duct.(Figure 9.2)Section 2 : -  This represents the main body of the diverter i t s e l f .  Attached at the upstream part was the reducer; while at downstream was the third section.
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9 8-4 D
IA
F i g . 9,2: Section  of the inlet  reducer to the f l u i d i c  diverter
(Figure 9.3)Section 3 This contains a mixing chamber where flows from both arms of' the diverter were discharged and subsequently a reducer for fin a l connection to the main duct. (Figure 9*4)Section 4 : -  This describes the Variable speed solenoidswitching circu it used in achieving the diversion of the flu id  in the diverter. (Figure 9*5)
9.3*5 Design Of The ReducerThe main pipe diameter was 99.4mm outer diameter. In order' to channel the flow of air into the diverter, this size must be stepped down through a reducer to f i t  the nozzle dimensions. This is  necessary because a sudden change in the duct diameter w ill cause a high loss of pressure. A smooth flow of the suspended particles which otherwise would have been deposited by impaction is  achieved. The co efficien t of pressure drop is  normally given for a sudden change of area as [76].
K1 = ev2/2g = F -( ^ )f vDn (9.5)For minimum velocity head lo ss , the loss c o e ffic ie n t, K^, is  about 0.05. [76]. So adopting this value, equation (9.5) becomes:
K1 pV2/2g 0.05where Pr = pressure drop across the reducer
(9.6)
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F i g . 9.3: Section  of the f l u id ic  diverter
V 
V'
VV
j
F i g , 9 .5  Va r ia ble  speed  so len o id  sw itching  c ir c u it
Lr = Length of reducer = Nozzle diameter F
p = Friction factor
With the knowledge of the flow Reynolds number, the frictio n  factor, F^ . , can be obtained from the Moody-Diagram C76]. Thus, for the minimum and maximum v e lo c itie s , 5.6 and 7.6 m/s respectively, envisaged , their Reynolds numbers become:
Re 1.239x9.6x98.4x10 -3mm 19.12x10-6 = 3.77x10
Re - 1.239x9.6x98.1x10~3 .  ,  ln. ln4 maX 19.12X10"4Giving Ff(mln) and Ff(max) as 0.21. .Substituting these values in equation (9.6) givesL 0.05 r “ 0.21x15 3 .57nmwhich is  impracticable.An alternative arrangement was then adopted where a suitable length that f i t s  into the available space was chosen and then using equation (9.6) the corresponding fr ic tio n  factor Ff  was calculated as:
Ff  = 0.21xf° = 0.656With the value of F^ . , an estimate of the pressure drop across the reducer can be made using equation (9»5):
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F i g . 9 .6 Ch a r a c t e r ist ic  geometry of a f l u id ic  d iverter
112mm 1^0
Pr0.657 = ---- -—.. pV2/2g
p _ 0.656x1.239x522 ** " 2x9.81
9.3*6 Design of the Flow Diverter UnitThe operational requirements of the bistable flow diverter to be constructed with duralumin are:
(i) I t  should deliver not more than o n e -filte r -fu ll  of f i ltr a te  per switching( ii)  I t  should be capable of switching up to 100% of the f i l t r a t e  for optimum performance.( i i i )  The nozzle should be large enough to allow a reasonable flow rate .(iv) The pressure drop should be reasonable.(v) The device should be cheap and adaptable to other applications.
The principal geometrical variable in the design of this bistable flow diverter is the nozzle width, Wn [77]. This was chosen such that both the output ducts f i t  into the bore of the solenoid magnet (120mm in diameter) and also be able to supply not more than a f i l t e r  fu l l  of the f i l t r a t e  per switching. The device size was defined by a relationship linking the nozzle width and velocity to the switching time. The switching time T5is  the time lag between the switching of the flow from one side
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to the other or the time for one f i l t e r  to be f i l le d . It  is  obvious that either doubling the velocity of the je t  or halving the device size reduces the switching time by a factor of two. Therefore the following relationship exists for a diverter.
cc n (9.7)where Wn is the nozzle width and Vn the je t velocity .Equation (9.7) represents the time i t  takes the je t  to travel a distance of one nozzle width known as nozzle transport time T^ . . Thus, removing the proportionality sign results in
W_Tg = S ( j i)  (9.8)3 Vn
= STt (9.9), Dwhere S is  called the switching or transient Strouhal number.This constant (S) is  a d if f ic u lt  parameter to determine and depends on the diverter geometry and how much flow is  forced through the control port to cause the switching. Ignoring geometrical e ffects and taking the la tte r  e ffe ct as the more important one, switching with a control flow in excess of the minimum necessary reduces switching time. [78,79]. Reduction of the switching time to a minimum is necessary as i t  reduces the filtra tio n  volume required to accommodate the flow when i t  is  brought to re st. The ultimate advantage being the shortening of the length of the output pipes required. This necessitates the use of high flow in the control ports to e ffe ct switching. To
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show how th is  a ffe c t s  the f i l t r a t io n  volume, consider thed iv erter in Figure 9*6.
The switching time is given by :
Ts ~ (9 . 10)
= S W A n nY~ T~n n (9.11)
(9 .12)
But as the nozzle flow rate is  constant, i t  follows that i t  is  equal to the flow rate through one arm of the diverter (Q^ .) at at any given switch, ( i .e  0^  = Qf  ) .But: ’ .
Vf Af (9.13)
T^ . being the time i t  takes to f i l l  the matrix volume Vm . Thus, equation (9*12) can be re-written as:
V f (9.14)
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The volume o f one side o f the diverter is  given by :
" V > r Lvm = T  Lf (9.15)Substituting in equation (9.14) results to
T = S 1 W A s n n
Lf ° i
(9 .16)
For rectangular nozzle:
An = V W  = V n (9.17)Therefore equation (9.16) becomes:
Ts = S N„ i  W3 fn V  n . 2Lf Df (9.18)
4 Wn 3° f
■  S ï  (57> éf Tf (9.19)
Re-arranging gives:
S 4_TT w_nD 3 (9 .20)
For best performance, the ratio ^  , must be less than one ( i .e  Ts Tf—  < 1.0) ) , and the more i t  approaches zero the better thè Tfperformance of the diverter and hence the f i l t e r .  Of course the minimum time of 0.081 seconds already established would not be exceeded. The only envisaged restriction  is  the inertia of the je t  or i f  the switching time becomes shorter than the response time of the flow at the largest possible control flow rate. The
- 1 5 5 -
pressure of the compressed air required at the two control ports is  also governed by the specification of the two solenoid valves which can only withstand a gas pressure of up to 8.60 bar.Therefore equation (9.20) can be re-written in the following form.
s iTT D- ( 9 * 21 )
Most of the geometrical dimensions in equation (9.21) can be chosen for maximum e ffic ie n cy . A good estimate of practical switching time for moderate pressure drop in the range of 20% of the supply flow and pressure is  obtained by using S = 0.025. The following values are used for the other parameters.= 16mm = 52mm 'Lf  = 300mm
■** .u
Nn = 2Substituting in equation (9.21) results in : " ^
T - 13f  “ 0.514 (9 . 22)By choosing different values of diverter switching time, a range of f i l l in g  periods can be computed from equation (9.22). These values are given in Table 9.1 for switching time of 0.1 to 1.0 seconds. However, i t  must be emphasized that for optimum performance the following conditions applies: 0.081 < T^ . < 1.0 second. This lim its the switching time to only about 0.5 of a second.
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9.3.7 Design of the Diverter Discharge UnitThe outlet unit from the diverter consists of two parts; a mixing chamber and a reducer (Figure 9 .4 ). This form ofarrangement is  adopted as the combination of the two pipes isbigger than the main duct. The reducer is  required for smooth transition of the flow back into the main duct. The dimensions of the chamber were chosen to f i t  the available space on the r ig . The reducer is  of the same type as the one used upstream but is s lig h tly  smaller. Figure 9.7 (PLATE 9.1) shows a diagram of the complete unit. .
9-3.8 The Solenoid Switching CircuitThe variable solenoid switch c ircu it used for theflu id ic  diverter is  shown in Figure.9.5» It  comprised mainly of solenoid S1 and S2, energized by transistors T1 and T2respectively. The switching signals T1 and T2 were derived from the 555 timer Integrated Circuit (IC), which is  a square wave whose periodic time is  dependent on the resistance R1 and the 10 position wafer switch, WS1. Since the capacitors C1 to C10 are of different values (C1 being the sm allest), the position of SW1 alters the time constant of the resistor capacitor network, hence the periodic time o f the output square wave. The component marked "INV" is  an inverter whose function is  to provide a phase change in the signal being applied to the bases of T1 and T2. This phase change ensures that when S1 is  energized, S2 is  de-energize and vice-versa.Each position of the rotary switch SW1 varies with the square wave timing by 0.10 seconds. In position 1, the periodic
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¿5 1575 150 35
F i g . 9 .7 Sectio n  of the complete f l u id ic  d iverter  unit
timing of the square wave was 0.10 seconds, going up to 1 second in position 10. Therefore the amount of time that either solenoid was energized is PT/2.
9.4 Diverter Development TestsSome in it ia l  development' tests were * performed on the diverter to determine the e ffe cts  of relevant operating parameters that can affect f i l t r a t io n . These are the flow velocity p ro file s , dust p ro file , and the flow rates required at the control ports to e ffect complete switching during filtr a t io n .
9.4.1' Diverter Outlet Velocity P rofilesThis was performed to determine the velocity profile  of the flow in the pipe. This test is  necessary because of an anticipated change in flow pattern resulting from the flow passing through the nozzle before being expanded into the diverter rectangular channels prior to discharge into either of the two output pipes (PLATE 9.2). This equipment consisted mainly a p ito t-sta tic  tube, a stand,.and a d ig ita l manometer. The stand has a calibrated lever on X and Y axis to enable traverses in both directions. Figure 9.8 shows a typical p ro file  obtained when the je t  lapped completely on one side and discharged into the atmosphere.The second outlet velocity p ro file  was taken after the mixing chamber has been attached. In it ia l ly  the measurements were made without the presence of the f i l t e r .  The resulting profile is shown in Figure 9 .9 , while Figure 9.10, shows the results obtained with 16 woven wire screens placed in the filte r in g  zone.
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9.4.2 Particle P rofile  MeasurementSingle iso-kin etic sampling had been adopted throughout this study because of the uniformity of the particles at any given plane in the duct. In this particular case, a preliminary sampling traverse was needed in order to implement such a procedure. Tests carried out with the diverter control ports plugged are shown in Figure 9.11» while those obtained with the ports operational is  in Figure 9.12. These tests were necessary to investigate the e ffe ct of the extra volume of air being injected through the control ports.
9 .4 .3  E ffect of Switching Time on Particle Count •There is  a range of switching time over which the experiment was performed. In order to be certain that change in switching time does not a ffect p article  analysis downstream samples were taken for 0 .1 , 0 .5 , and 1.0 seconds switching time. The resultant particle  profiles obtained are shown in Figure 9-13.
9.-5 F iltratio n  Test ProcedureThe procedure for carrying out a filtr a tio n  test is  the same as that previously discussed in Chapter Seven, except there were certain modifications incorporated in the rig  to accommodate the diverter. For example, the second flow control valve previously near the centrifugal fan was removed and replaced by an adjustable flange, to make more space for the diverter. Another deviation from the previous practice was that samples were no longer taken upstream. This is  expected to n u llify  any
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F i g . 9.11 Pa r t ic l e  pr o f il e  with control ports plugged
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F i g . 9.12 P a r t i c l e  p r o f i L e W1TH d i v e r t e r  s w i t c h i n g
F i g . 9.13 Effect  of sw itching  time on pa r t icle  concentration
inaccuracies in p article  count that may be caused by losses within the diverter i t s e l f .
9.6 Discussion of Diverter ResultsFigure 9-14 shows the loadab ility  results obtained when the flu id  diverter was attached to 'the main experimental r ig . The matrix packing fraction for the test was 0.0075 and the test was carried out with a magnetic f ie ld  strength of 0.8 Tesla. The flu id  velocity was 12.54 m/s. This was s lig h tly  less than twice the value previously applied. The reason for this is that for both results to be compared e ffe c tiv e ly , and the advantage of attaching the diverter isolated , the same throughput must be applied. For reduced pipe size (because of the geometrical constraint), the other variable option was the flu id  velocity; hence the high flu id  velo city . The frequency of the control flow switching was set at 10 Hz. It  should be remembered that the flow
i Jresidence time, (T^ .) f is  such that i t  must not be less than 0.081 second or larger than 1.0 second ( ie .  0.081 < T^ . < 1.0 )There is  a remarkably poor loadab ility  for p article  sizes of 0.265 and 0.315 for the f ir s t  th irty  minutes which recorded a zero collection efficien cy  of these p article  s iz e s . The next three sizes showed a constant performance for about ten minutes before starting to r is e . For the larger sized particles (Figure 9.14(b) and (c )) , the e ffe ct is  s lig h tly  different from that of the early part of the te s t . I t  showed a steady improvement through to the end. A comparison of these results with those in Figure 8.7 performed at a velocity of 7.6 m/s show different trends. While Figure 8.7 show the efficien cy to
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decrease with time, Figure 9.14 showed i t  to increase. This suggests that other modes of particle  capture, lik e  inertia and direct interception, were strong leading to bigger sized wires resulting from p article  build up increasing the p a rtic les ’ chances of being intercepted as filtra tio n  progressed. The continual increase in p article  capture could also be attributed to the stagnation of the f i ltr a te  in the f i l t e r  volume. This allows more time and less drag for the particles migrating to the wire surfaces. Thus, as well as the magnetic forces increasing the particle  reten tivity  on the wire surfaces, i t  also attracts those particles outside the swept volume of the wire. As for the very 'small p a rtic les , their poor removal may be, due to the in it ia l  strong influence of the drag force which compels them to follow the flu id  streamlines at the early part of the filtra tio n  process. The clean f i l t e r  collection efficien cy plots are shown in Figure 9.15. ' Besides the minimal increase in particle collection portrayed after th irty  minutes, they are similar to those already discussed.
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Table 9.1
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Open
Closed
Plate 9,1: The div er te r unit with filtering zone and
OUTPUT CHAMBER (OPEN AND CLOSED)
Plate 9,2: Set up for velocity profile m e a s u r e m e n t on
THE FLUI DI C  DIVERTER
CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Pressure Drop Results
Pressure drop measurements were performed for both randomly packed and woven wire f i l t e r s .  Straight lines were fitte d  to each set of experimental d a ta . . plotted. The gradients and quotient of these lines were calculated and presented. Expressions for predicting mean pressure drop were also prescribed for each group of data. However, they only serve as guides.
Corresponding velocity profiles for a l l  the f i l t e r s  tested were shown. They helped in the understanding .of the results by actually portraying the flow patterns after they have gone through the f i l t e r  matrix. I t  also gave indication of the uniformity of wire packing in the matrix.
Relationships between the flow resistance and coefficient of drag (Cp were derived for both random and woven wire f i l t e r s .  Plots of C^  versus Reynolds number were presented for both f i l t e r s .  The two results compared very well but were found to be s lig h tly  d ifferen t from the C^  of a single wire. The difference might have been due to flow turbulence and wakes present in the f i l t e r .  However, from the presented
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resu lts , an estimate of the f i l t e r  resistance can be made for any given characteristic of a f i l t e r  with known Reynolds number.
10.2 Experimental F iltratio n  Results
The largest size of the experimental dust (CuO) was less than 2.0 microns. This was established with channel three of the analyser which has a p article  size range of 0.265 -  1.770, and confirmed by independent measurements performed with two other different types of analyser.
Loadability tests were performed for two types of f i l t e r s  -  randomly packed stainless steel wool (AISI 430) of 50 microns diameter, and well arranged stainless steel wovenwire f i l t e r s  of 400 microns pore s ize . For easy comparison, the mass: of woven wires applied were such to produce anequivalent pressure drop for random wire f i l t e r .
The test carried out for zero magnetic fie ld  with random wire f i l t e r  showed an in it ia l  p article  collection capacity, but this quickly vanished with time. Other tests performed with magnetic fie ld  present showed increased collection e ffic ie n c ie s . In certain cases lik e  that of 0.1 Tesla, the in it ia l  p article  efficien cy was comparable with that of no fie ld  but as the experiment progressed, the benefit of the presence of magnetic fie ld  became apparent.
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Application of a magnetic fie ld  of 0.4 Tesla produced a very good loadability with a relativ ely  uniform curve maintained through the course of the experiment. An unexpected e ffect took place when 0.8 Tesla was used. This showed a relatively  higher collection efficien cy for a l l  p a rtic le s , but the rate of deterioration was much higher 'especially for particle sizes of 0.265 and 0.310 which f e l l  lower than those of 0.4 Tesla. This cannot be attributed to particle  saturation since CuO is  paramagnetic. The reason must be because of re-alignment of the wires in the f i l t e r  matrix that created flow channels which were larger than those in 0.4T f i l t e r ,  allowing the smallest sized particles to escape.
Obviously, as expected an increased packing fraction gave better f i l t e r  performance. This tended to be untrue for high ratios of mass of wire over the volume of the f i l t e r  because the gain in applying 1.00% instead of say,. 0.75% packing fraction for a given f i l t e r  size was not worth the resistance associated with i t .  In th is study therefore, i t  was reckoned that the c r it ic a l  packing density was between 0.75 and 1.00 percent for a f i l t e r  of 10cm X 10cm.$ ,Better f i l t e r  performance was obtained for an increased gas velocity in the case of random wire. In this case from 5.6 m/s to 7.6 m/s. Very smooth curves were obtained, showing good lo ad ab ility .
A ll the tests above were carried out with matrix length of
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10cm. Increasing the f i l t e r  length gave an improvedco llectio n . This is  almost similar to increasing the matrix packing density in the previous te s t , but has a possible strong distinction of having less interference as a resultof larger volume. Therefore, providing more surface area for
.1 ea better performance. However, the mass ratio o f dust collected was re la tiv e ly  low indicating that a highpercentage of the wire were in e ffectiv e .
Experimental capture radius were computed from the corresponding values o f collection efficien cy  already determined .in  the loadab ility  te s ts , and then plotted against equivalent stokes number. The results were then interpreted interms of main dimensionless parameters.
The varing of major experimental parameters for wire screens
. y ;produced effects similar to those obtained from the random wire f i l t e r s , except that of velocity . In this particular application, an increased flow velocity produced adeleterious e ffe ct opposite to that obtained in the random wire case.
F iltratio n  effic ie n cie s  were determined with screens separated with PVC rings. This was meant to investigate the p o ssib ility  of separating a binary mixtures. An average of about 50% collection efficien cy was obtained for the te s t . This suggests that i f  a ferromagnetic dust (which has nearly 100% collection efficien cy  in HGMF process) is  mixed with
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CuO on a 1:1 r a tio , that i t  is  possible to get a f i l t r a t e  of ratio  0.05:0.5 respectively. This could be useful in separating very strong magnetic minerals from weak ones.
Most of the experimental loadability  results presented showi «some scatter of the data points. In certain cases lik e  the zero fie ld  and 0 .1T resu lts , the scatter may be attributed to the magnitude of the magnetic forces but this explanation may not be appropriate for relatively  higher magnetic fie ld  lik e  0.4T and 0.8T. In such cases, p article  bounce o ff has been explained to be the cause.
A range of results obtained were given for what is  referred here as the clean f i l t e r  collection efficien cy to show how much the arrestance capacity of a f i l t e r  could f a l l  within' 30 minutes. In most cases, the difference between those obtained at zero time and after 30 minutes has elapsed wasnot much as the f i l t e r s  had yet to co lle ct enough mass of dust for them to deteriorate.
The test was performed for both randomly packed cylin drical wires and woven wires. The results were b asically  similar and s e lf  explanatory. Both results were compared with those obtained from theoretical predictions.
Total collection efficien cy  based on the total particle  count presented as an alternative to loadability  and clean f i l t e r  collection efficien cy was considered to be less
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e ffe c tiv e . This is  because the details  of the information obtained from experimental data tend to be lo st when a ll  the sizes of the particles counted are summed. However, this form of presentation of f iltr a t io n  results seems to be favoured by most industrial manufacturers of dust control equipments.
10.3 Theoretical Results
The non-linear second order simultaneous equations governing the behaviour of a p article  in magnetic fie ld  (Monodisperse System) were derived in Chapter Five. Also presented were the same equations modified to predict polydisperse systems, but a ll  predictions were performed with the monodisperse system of equations.
• ;VThe above equations were solved by a combination o f modified Euler and Adam-Moulten methods. System parameters equivalent to those used in the experimental work were used to determine c r it ic a l  capture r a d ii.
The values of a ll  the c r it ic a l  radii obtained was less than unity. This suggests that for these p a rtic le s , in the absence of unfavourable hydrodynamic forces, would be captured by direct interception instead of by the attractive force of the magnetic f ie ld . One of the major functions of the magnetic fie ld  in this case would have been to . supplement the van der Waals forces on the surfaces of the
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wire
Expressions predicting the to tal f i l t e r  e ffic ie n cie s  for randomly packed f i l t e r  and woven wire screens were derived in Chapter S ix . The c r it ic a l  radii calculated were substituted together with other matrix geometrical characteristics to determine the total f i l t e r  e ffic ie n cy . The only undetermined factor was the effectiveness factor which was optimized for the best f i t  to the experimental curves. The value chosen was 0.22.
Large particles (> 0.8 microns) were under predicted. Giving the indication that perhaps the model was not suitable and therefore needed m odifications. However, the predictions for' woven wire f i l t e r  performance were not entirely unsatisfactory as the error margin present in the random predictions' were reduced.
10.4 Fluidic Diverter ResultsThe flu id  v e lo c ity , used in the fluctuating flow (Diverter application) was about 12.54 m/s which was s lig h tly  less than twice the highest velocity applied in the previous te s ts . The reason for applying double the previous velocity was to enable direct comparison with conventional filtr a tio n  which had twice the diameter of the diverter filte r in g  zone.The application of the flu id ic  diverter would only be advantageous i f  i t  gave better filtr a tio n  at an equal throughput.
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The clean fibre e ffic ie n cie s  gave very good collection e ffic ie n cie s  for the larger particles but poor results for the smallest size range. This was attributed to the high drag force acting on these small particles which pulled themalong the flu id  streamline. The bigger ones on the other, , 0hand proceeded to h it the wires as a result of inertia  and direct interception.
A simple comparison can be made between the results obtained from temporarily bringing the flow to rest in the f i l t e r  matrix and conventional f i lt r a t io n , to iso late  the advantage o f the diverter. The diverter produced results that improved as f iltr a tio n  progressed, contrary to what was observed from conventional f i lt r a t io n .
Surprisingly, the noticeable e ffe ct of p article  bounce o ff
■ '.-Oobserved in some of the previous results were absent. This may have been because of the f i l t e r  length which enabled those particles missed or washed o ff  at frontal parts to be captured at the rear of the matrix or increased residence time of the f i l t r a t e  in the matrix.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
Although high co lle ctio n ’ e ffic ie n cie s  were obtained from this investigation on paramagnetic dust, they were not comparable to the existing results for ferromagnetic dusts which were successfully filte re d  at e ffic ie n cie s of above 99%. Only by using very long matrix (25 cm) were e ffic ie n cie s  of 95% obtained. Alternatively an increased packing density with the smaller matrix (used for most ofthe tests) was necessary in order to obtain such good re s u lts .. An alternative approach to achieving a highcollection e fficien cy  for the same sized and packed matrixwould have been to increase the magnetic fie ld  to far above0.8 Tesla, the maximum capacity of the power generating set used. As paramagnetic dusts never in practice get saturated,an increasing fie ld  strength would only serve to enhancetheir chances of being captured.
/The results obtained from these single species investigation- is  encouraging but there s t i l l  remains a problem that may beencountered i f  another dust is  present in the f i l t r a t e(Binary mixture). The results obtained for single speciescannot be d irectly  applicable to this situation. Hence, there needs to be an investigation carried out to determinethe extent of the influence of both dusts on each other. The
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problem in the case of say a paramagnetic and diamagneticmixture lie s  in the diamagnetic particles getting lodged between the in terstices of the wire (Mechanical capture). There is  also the problem of particles getting capturedmechanically at magnetic capture s ite s .
Some tests were performed with woven wire screens separatedwith PVC rin gs. This was additionally intended to be part of a fundamental study in separating paramagnetic andferromagnetic dusts. E fficien cies of removal offerromagnetic particles by HGMF for even low fie ld  strengthand packing fraction is high. The use of the separators in conjunction with wire screens gave .poor collection efficien cy  for CuO dust. So for a mixture of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic dusts the use of separated woven wiremeshes would substantially extract the highly susceptible ferromagnetic dusts, while allowing the paramagnetic ones to pass through. This needs to be vigorously investigated
It  has been shown that batchwise filtr a tio n  ( ie . the application of flu id ic  diverter) is possible in theTechnology of HGMF. Further work to include the variation of major operating parameters needs to be done. This was notpossible during this investigation because of the d iffic u lty  encountered in modifying the experimental r ig .
The flu id ic  diverter application could also be very useful for directing the f i lt r a t e  to a required f i l t e r  matrix in a
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filtr a tio n  network, in order to carry out repairs orcleaning. The dynamic sta b ility  for this particularapplication needs to be investigated. That is  a free running s e lf  o scilla to r  is  preferred to e le c tr ic a lly  driven valves,because moving valves are eliminated. Also, a loaded matrix presents a high resistance to the flow and can cause the je t  to switch away spontaneously without a switching sign al.This phenomena require accomodation in a flu id  diverter design.
The theoretical predictions were quite different from the experimental resu lt; indicating that the isolated wire modelwas not p articularly suitable to mimic the performance of a real f i l t e r .  However, the results obtained for woven wires were quite comparable. This suggests that a major part ofthe discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical results would have come from the simplifying assumption of acubic la ttic e  model and wire-to-wire interference because in a random matrix some wires are actu ally ’ in contact. Athorough investigation needs to be carried out in the.area.
The theoretical capture radii calculated in Chapter Six werea ll  less than unity for the experimental parameters applied. Attempts to locate this on Lawson's Magnetic (W) versusStokes (K) dimensionless numbers fa iled  because they were too small. Another W -  K chart is  needed for very low dimensionless parameters usually comparable to experimental investigations, thus, excluding the errors involved in
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extrapolating the available curves.
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APPENDIX A
The higher order Euler equations used in Chapter Six is given below in a general form for a similar less complex equation lik e
(4>,X,<V) (B. 1 )
with in it ia l  conditions<$(0) = <J>0 and $>* (0) = <|>0Where 6» = .dxRewriting equation (B.1) gives: (B.2) 
(B.3)
dx  ^
§  = F
With Ç(0) = Ç = Ç0 and ♦(O) =modified Euler method gives:Equation CB.2) Vor Equation (B.3)
♦ hÇj - \  * hFi
♦ û l = * i *  ! « i ^ L i >  5 ° + i * V à (2 ■P ) i + rFor similar equation as ( B .l) , the Adam-Moulten predictor and corrector are given respectively as:
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♦?+i = h + I r  (55Fi -  59Fi - i  37Fi - 2 -  » W  
♦ L i = h  * I r  <9FL i -  ,9Fi -  *1 -1  -  FWWhere h represents the step size .
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APPENDIX G
CC: 5 : : PROGRAM TO CALCULATE (CRITICAL) PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES*
PROGRAM ME2 
LOGICAL LFRINT
DIMENSION PARTPC( 2 0 ) ,GAMAC( 2 0 ) ,TETAC(2 0 ) ,OMEGC(20)
DIMENSION FC1C(20), FC2C(20)
CHARACTER*3 FILE1, FILE2,FILE3,FILE4 
CC:: : : PARTICLE AND FLUID DATA
COMMON /VARIA/A,W,G,BK,Z,IFL 
DATA DT,MD/0.0,1000/
OPEN(St FILE='XVA')
GO TO 74 o
WRITE!1t 1)
1 FORMAT ('ENTER X/Y-AXIS & TIME FILENAME')
2 FORMAT(A6)
READ(11 2) FILEI 
0PEN(S,FILE=FILE1)
WRITEiIt 123)
123 FORMAT ('ENTER VELOCITY FILENAME')
READ!1,2) FILE2 
0PEN(3,FILE=FILE2)
WRITE(1, 124)
124 FORMAT ( 'ENTER ACCELERATION FILENAME')
READ(1,2) FILE3 
0PEN(7,FILE=FILE3)
‘ WRITE(1,333)
CC:: : :SPECIFICATICN OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
333 FORMAT!'ENTER YDW,DELTAT,IFL')
READ(1 ,* ) YDW, DELTAT,IFL 
74 WRITE(1,233)
233 FORMAT( 'ENTER YDW')
READ(1 ,* )YDW 
DELTAT=0,005 
IFL=0
IF(IFL,EQ,0 5 THEN 
WRITE(1, 12)
12 FORMAT( ' POTENTIAL FLOW MODEL')
ELSE
WRITEi1,13)
13 FORMAT!'LAMINAR FLOW MODEL')
END IF
L=0
1=0
NPOINT=0 
XDW=50,0
CC:::DETERMINATION OF INITIAL POSITION WITH X- Y- VALUES 
TETAI=ATANi YDW/XDW)
PARTPI=SQRT(XDW+XDW+YDW*YDW)
GAMAI= -1 ,0/PARTPI* ( (EK*G*YDW)+XDW)
OMEGI=l, 0/PARTPI**2*(YDW-(BK*G*XDW))
CALL FUNC121PARTPI, GAMAI, OMEGI, TETAI, F1C,F2C)
33 1=1+1
DT=DT+DELTAT
CC:: : APPLICATION OF MODIFIED EULER METHOD TO CENERATE THE FIRST FOUR 
CC:: : :PARTICLE LOCATIONS
PARTPP=PARTPI+DELTAT*GAMAI 
GAMAP=GAMAI+DELTAT*F1C 
TETAP=TETAI+DELTAT+OMEGI 
OMEGP=OMEGI+DELTAT*F2C .
CALL FUNC12(PARTPP,GAMAP,OMEGP,TETAP,?C11, FC2I)
PARTPC( I ) =PARTPI+DELTAT/2.0 *(GAMAI+GAMAP) 
GAMAC(I)=GAMaI+DELTAT/2.0*(F1C+FC1I)
TETAC( I ) -TETAI+DELTAT/2,0*(OMEGI+OMEGP)
OMEGC( I )=0MEGT+DELTAT/2,0*(F2C+FC2I)
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CALL FUNC12 < PARTPC(I) »GAMAC U ) »OMEGC(litTETAC <I ) »FC 1 ,FC2) 
FC1C( I )=FC1 
FC2C( I ) =FC2 
PARTPI=PARTPC( I )
GAMAI=GAMAC( I )
TETAI=TETAC <I )
OMEGI=OMEGC(1>
F1C=FC1C( I )
F2C=FC2C( Ii
I F ( I # GEt 4) GO TO 3
GO TO 33
CC:: : : APPLICATION OF ADAM - MOULTEN METHOD 
3 L=L+1 „
LPRINT= ( MOD ( L, MD) . EÜ.0)
DT=DT+DELTAT
PATMP=PARTPC(4)+DELTAT/24.0* (3510»GAMAC(4 ; -59,0*GAMAC( 3 > + 
+371 Q*GAMAC{2)-9 *0*GAMAC(1))
GAMMP=GAMAC(4 )+DELTAT/24t0*(55 .0*FC1C(4) -59 t0*FC1C(3)+37.0* 
+FCIC( 2 ) - 9 . Q»FC1C( 1 ) )
TETMP=TETAC(4 i +DELTAT/24.0 * (5 5 .0*0MEGC(4)-59 .0  »OMEGC(3) +
+37,0»OMEGC( 2 ) - 9 , O+OMECC(1))
OMEMP=OMEGC(4 i +DELTAT/24.0 * (5 5 .0*FC2C(4)-59.0  *FC2C(3)+37.0 » 
+FC2C < 2 ) -9 .0  *FC2C(1))
CALL FUNC12(PATMP» GAMMP» OMEMP» TETMP»FCMP1»FCMF2) 
PATMC=PARTPC(4 )+DELTAT/24-0 * ( 9 .0 »GAMMP+19,0 *GAMAC(4)-5.0* 
+GAMAC(3 )+GAMAC(2))
• GAMMC=GAMAC(4 i +DELTAT/24. 0 * ( 9 , 0*FCMP1+19.0*FClC(4)-5.0* 
+FC1C(3)+FC1C(2))
TETMC=TETAC ( 4 i +DELTAT/24. 0*■ ( 9 .0 *OMEMP + 19,0*OMEGC ( 4 ) - 
+5.0*OMEGC( 3 ) +OMEGC(2))
OMEMC=OMEGC(4 )+DELTAT/24,0 * ( 9 . 0*FCMP2+19.0 *FC2C(4 ) -  
+5,0*FC2C(3 )+FC2C(2))
CC:: ï ï PARTICLE LOCATION ON A TWO DIMENTIONAL PLANE 
YAXIS=PATMC*SIN(TETMC)
XAXIS=PATMC*COS(TETMC)
CC:: : îSPECIFICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
IF (XAXIS*LE,-1 .5 0 )GO TO 42
IF (XAXIS,LE.0 ,6 0 ,AND.YAXIS,LE,0.50) GO TO 42 
IF<XAXIS.LE, 0 . 8 0 . AND*YAXIS.LE,-0 ,04)  GO TO 42 
IF (XAXIS,LE,- 4 ,0 0 ,AND.YAXIS, GE,YDW) GO TO 42 
IF(XAXIS.LE,-4 ,0 0 ,AND,YAXIS,LE,-YDW) GO TO 42 
IF(YAXIS»GE»6,0*YDW) GO TO 42 
IF (XAXIS,LT.5,0) MD=50
CALL FUNC12(PATMC,GAMMC,OMEMC,TETMC,FC 11,FC22)
C WRITE«1 ,* )YAXIS» XAXIS,DT
IF(XAXIS,LE,100,0)THEN 
IF (LPRINT)THEN 
NPOINT=NPOINT+l 
WRITEd,*) YAXIS» XAXIS» DT 
WRITE(8»*> YAXIS»XAXIS» DT 
C WRITE(9,*) GAMMC» OMEMC
C WRITE(7» *) FC 11 » FC22 
END IF 
END IF
CC: : : : RESET OF PARAMETERS FOR NEXT STEP OF CALCULATION 
GAMAC(2 )=GAMAC(3)
GAMAC(3 )=GAMAC(4 >
GAMAC( 4 ) =GAMMC 
OMEGC(2 )=OMEGC(3)
OMEGC(3 )=OMEGC(4)
OMEGC(4)=OMEMP.
FC1C(2)=FCiC(3>
FC1C(3 )=FC1C(4) -  •
FC 1C(4)=FC 11 
PARTPC(4 )=PATMC 
TETAC( 4 ) =TETMC
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FC2C(2 )=FC2C i 3)
FC2C(3 )=FC2C < 4 >
FC2C(4 )=FC22 
GO TO 3
42 WRITE(8» *)NPOINT
C CALL PLOT INFO INT)
STOP
END
CC: ; : ; CALCULATION OF MODEL FUNCTIONS
SUBROUTINE FUNC12(PARTPO, GAMMA,OMEGA,TETAR,VALUE 1, VALUE2)
COMMON /VARIA/A,W,G,BK,Z,IFL 
DATA BETAR/0.00/
BETA=BETAR*Z/180,0 
CTE=COS(TETAR)
STE=SIN(TETAR)
CTE2=C0S(2,0+TETAR)
STE2=SIN(2,0*TETAR)
PA1=2,0*W*A/PARTPO**3 
PAA=A/(PARTP0**2)
PAU=l,0/(PARTPu**2)
PA2=2.0*W*A/PARTPO**4 
P0G2=2,O*GAMMA*0MEGA/PARTPO 
REN=0.10
CON=l, O/ALOG( 7 ,4/REN)
IF ( IFL.EQ,0 )THEN
RADV=( 1 . 0 - L♦0/PARTP0**2) *COS(TETAR+BETA)
TANV=(1,0 + 1 ,0 /PARTPO* * 2 )*SIN(TETAR+BETA)
C ' RADV=0,0 
C TANV=0.0
ELSE
RADV=CON*(ALOG(PARTPO) - 0 . 5 * ( 1 , 0 - 1 , 0 / PARTP0**2) ) *COS(TETAR+BETA) 
TANV=CON*(ALOG(FARTPO)- 0 . 5 * ( 1 , 0 - 1 , 0/PARTPO**2))*SIN(TETAR+BETA) 
C RADV=0,0
C TANV=0.0
END IF
VALUE1=PARTP0*0MEGA**2-PA1 * (CTE2+PAA)- 1 , 0/BK*(GAMMA+RADV) - ( C*ST 
VALUE2=-P0G2-PA2*STE2-1, 0 / ( BK*PARTPO) * iPARTFO*OMEGA-TANV)- 
+(G*CTE/PARTPQ)
RETURN
END
CC:: iiPLOTTING OF RESULTS
SUBROUTINE PLOT(NPOINT)
DIMENSION YAXIS(5000), XAXIS(5000) ,DT(5000)
REWIND 8
READ( 8 , * ) ( YAXIS(I) , XAXIS( I ), DT( I ),1 = 1 ,NPOINT)
CALL INKPENt2) ■
CALL PAPER!1)
CALL PSFACE( 0 ,4 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 1 , 0 . 9 )
CALL CSPACE(0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 )
CALL MAP(-2.0 , 2 . 0 , - 2 . 0 , 6 . 0 )
CALL AXESSI(1 .0 ,1 ,0 )
CALL CURVEOtYAXIS,XAXIS,1 ,NPOINT)
CALL PLOTCS(4,0,1 6 . 0 , 'A=0.754 ' ,7)
CALL PLOTCS(4,0,1 4 .0 , 'W=2,01' , 6 )
CALL PL0TCS(4.0 , 1 2 . 0 , 'K=0.5 2 ' , 6 )
CALL PLOTCS(4 .0 ,10 ,0 ,  'W=0.00' ,6)
CALL GREND
RETURN
END
BLOCK DATA
COMMON /VARIA/A,W,G,BK,Z,IFL 
C DATA A,W,G,BK,Z/0.754, 2 ,0 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 .5 3 ,3 .1 4 1 5 9 /
DATA A,W,G,BK,Z/1.54, .000391 ,0 .0 ,0 .695 ,3 .14159 /
C DATA A,W,G,BK,Z/0,0157, 7829294.829,29"17,78, 0.00142, 3. 14159/
C DATA A,W,G,BK,Z/0,0157, 7829294.829,0 ,00,0 ,00142,3 .14159/
END
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APPENDIX DL
10REM
20REM * *  
30REM * *  
40REM **  
SOREM **'' 60REM ** 
70REM * *
sp ec tro m eter  A n a ly s is  
Program
SOREM * * # # # ■ # ■ # # * # # # # # # * # # # # * * # * # # * # # #
90M0DE4 
100*KEY10 OLDIM
110REM ONERROR GOTO 9 4 0  0 ■
120IER=2iFE6E;rec=0:num=0 ' 1
130 r e c $ = “ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ“
1400SB YTE=3(FFF 4
150A7.=3<97:X7.=5<6C:Y7.=?yFE:CALL OSBYTE 
16 0  temp=S« 7 0 :?  tem p =?cO O
170DIM c l0 (1 0 ),c? (1 0 ),c s< 1 0 ),c7 (1 0 ),c4 (1 0 ),c3 a 0 ),c2 (1 0 ),c l(1 0 ),s ize (6 116i 
1S0DIM MX 100 
190F0Ropt% =0 TO 3 STEP 3  
200P7.=M7.
210C
2 2 0 0 P T  opt7.
2 3 0 - in i t  SEI 
240LDA 3(206 
250ST A  ö ld v
260LDA 3(207 ’ "
270STA  oldv+1  
2S0LDA # in t  MOD 2 5 6  
290ST A  3(206 
300LDA # in t  DIV 2 5 6  
310STA 3(207 
320C L I
3 4 0 . in t  LDA 8(FC ^
350PHA - <>
360TXA  
370PHA  
3S0TYA  
390PHA  
400LDA 3(FE6D 
410AND #3(90 
420CMP #3(90 
430BNE e x i t  
440STA  3(FE6D 
450INC 3(70
4 6 0 - e x i t  PLA -
470TAY
480PLA ,
490TAX 7 
500PLA  
510STA 3(FC 
520JM P (oldv)
5 3 0 .o ld v  EQUW 0 
5403
550NEXT opt7.
560REM CALL in i t
5 7 0  REM ? IER=3(90 To e n a b le  I n te r u p t  
580F 0R  opt7.=0 TO 3  STEP 3  
590P7.=3(900
600C -
6100PT opt7.
620LDA #3<FF:STA 3(8D \  No o r  c o u n t  in  d e la y  
630LDA #3<00:STA 3(SF \  S e t  COUNTERS
330R TS
- 1 8 2 -
i
640STA &8£ \  t o  z e r o
650LDA #Si97:LDX #&62:LDY#&00:JSR QSBYTE \  S e t s  p o r t  B to  OUTFU i 
¿ ¿ O .p u lse  LDA #S<97 \  S t a r t  o f  R o u tin e
670LDX #&6C;LDY #&DE:JSR OSBYTE \  CB2 s e t  LOW
6S0JSR d e la y  
690LDX #3t6C
700LDA #&97:LDY #.?<FE:JSR OSBYTE \  S e t  CB2 HIGH 
710JSR d e la y
720LDA #&96:LDX #S<60:JSR OSBYTE \  In p u t D a ta  a t  P o r t  B 
7-30TYA \  T r a n s fe r  D a ta  t o  A Reg
740LDY SfSE:STA &SO,Y \  lo a d  Y Reg w ith  z e r o  p a g e  o f f s e t t  and s t o r e  D a ta
75CINC ?<SE:INC &8F \  in c r e m e n t  o f f s e t  and in c rem en t c o u n t
7 60LDA #&04:CMP &3F \  ch eck  t o  s e e  i f
770BNE p u ls e  \ 4  b y t e s  h a v e  b een  in p u t
7B0LDA #&97:LDX #&6C:LDY #&DE:JSR OSBYTE 0
790JSR  d e la y
SOOLDA #&97:LDX #&6C:LDY #&FE:JSR OSBYTE 
810RTS
S 2 0 .d e la y  LDA #&00 
9 3 0  DEC &SD 
8 4 0  CMP &8D 
85QBNE d e la y  
8 6 0  RTS 
8701
B80NEXT opt'/.
890CLS
'?00PR IN T T A B (5,5)"***********»******-*"*"**********1,'TAB(5),‘* *
* * ,,'TAB(5)"** S p e c tr o m e te r  A n a ly s is  **" -
^lOPRINTT AB(5,8)”*-*
920PRINTT AB(5,10)"** 
**"TAB(5)"**
Program **"'T AB(5)J’* *
W ritten  BY **"'TAB<5)“* * P h illip  K enne t t
930PRINTT AB<5,13)"** 
**‘'T  AB(5)“* *
Mech E n g in ee r in g * * “'TAB(5)"*--* E le c t r o n ic s  W orkshop
9 4 0 P R IN T T A B (5 ,1 6 )" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
950INPUT"'TAB(5)“WHAT IS YOUR SAMPLING POINT ?""TAB(5)"UPSTREAM OR DOWNSTREAM ?  "dis  k$
9 6 0 IF  disk$="U" d isk * = ,,U .p o in t,,;G0T0 9 9 0  
9 7 0 IF  disk$="D" d i s k i ^ ’D.poinfzGOTO 9 9 0  
9 8 0  GOTO 9 5 0
990INPUT"TAB(5)“WHAT IS  YOUR RADIAL SAMPLING,,"TAB(5)”P0SITIQN— 1 TO 9  ?  "S$ 
1 0 0 0 d isk $ = d isk $ + S $
lOlOINPUT'TAB(5)"The R eco rd  Q u a lif ie r  i s  < A >,,"TAB(5),,Do y o u  Wish To C hange I t  Y /  N " num$
1015IF num$="N" THEN GOTO 1040
1020IF nu(u$=“Y" THEN INPUT'TAB(5)"Enter The New Q u a lif ie r  ! "num$ ELSE GOTO 1010 
l030num=ASC<num$>—Sc41 -
1040CLS
1050PRINTTAB(3,5)"Do You R e q u ire  an  I n c r e a s e d ,,'TAB(3),,Sam pling D e la y  Y /  N";PRINT 
1060ques$=G E T $
1070IF q u e s $ = ‘‘Y" THEN INPUTTAB(3,8)"Enter D e la y  Time In Mins " d e la y :d e la y = d e la y * 6 0 :G Q  
70 1100
1080IF q u e s $ = nN" THEN d elay= 0:G 0T 0  1100 
1090G 0T0 1040
1100PRINTTAB(3,ll)"Do You R e q u ire  a  C o n tin u o s ,,'TAB<3),,Sam pling I n t e r v a l  Y /  N" 
1110per$=GET*
U 20IF  per^O ^Y" THEN P7.=0:G0T0 1160
U 30IF  p er i^ 'Y "  THEN P/i=l:INPUTTAB(3,15)"Give Time I n t e r v a l  In Mins " p e r io d :p e r io d = p e r io  
d *60  ELSE P’/.= 0
114QINPUTTAB(3,18)"Enter th e  S p e c tr o m e te r  Sam pling,,'TAB<3)"Time in  s e c o n d s . . .  "tim
1 1 5 0 tim = p er io d /tim
U60CLS
1170INPUTTAB<5,5)"Enter th e  D a te  i e g .  7 . M arch. 8 6  "A*:A=LEN<A$>
1180INPUTTAB(53S),'E n ter  a  t e s t  No i f  r e q u ir e d  "B$:B=LEN(B$)
1190INPUTTAB(5iIl)"Enter Y our Name i f  r e q u ir e d  "C$:C=LEN(C$)
1200CLS
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1210REM VDU2
1220PRINT"Spectrometer T e st No ";B$;SF'C(40—(21+B)) 
l230PRINT"Test Initiated by ";C$;3FCi40-<lS+C»
2^ 40PRINT”Ba t e  !,;A$;SPC<40-(6+A»
1250PRINT ;SPC(40)
1260VDU3
127QPRi|\jTTABi5,20);CHR$136;"Press any k ey  t o  c o n t in u e “
l2aoz=BET  
1290CALL i n i t  
1 1300? IER=8i90 
i 1310CLS
; 1320T=0;F=0:N=0:B7.=0 
1330REPEAT
1340IF P7.=0 THEN P R O C start
1350IF d e la y > 0  AND P‘/.= i AND B%=0 THEN PROCsample 
i 1360IF d e la y = 0  THEN w=0:G0TQ 14 2 0  ■' °
1370PRINTTAB(10,10)"AT DELAY"
} 1380F0R D=1 TO d e la y  
E 1390w=INKEY(100) ‘
r 1400NEXT
' ? 1410PRINTTAB(10,10)"END OF DELAY"
< 1420?& 70=0
[ H 30IF  P'/.=l THEN PROCsample 
! 1440UNTIL w=&20
‘ 1450CLS:PRINTTAB(S,10)"PR0GRAM TERMINATED"
1460END
1 l470D E F F 'R 0C start 
; I4 8 0 fin = 0
1490PRINTTAB<8,12)’‘AT PROC START"
! 1500?8t70=8tOO:IX=0 »
i 1S10REPEAT
; 1520IF ?&70=&01 P R 0C in teru pt:I7 .= I’/.+ l 
1530UNTIL I7.=10
l 154OPR0Cprint:PROCdisk:PR0Cgraph  
r 1550ENDPR0C
ISBODEFPROCinterupt 
? 1570 CALL &900 
[ 1580N=N+1
i 1590??<70=0 . ;
1600c10(N)=?S<80 DIV 16:c9<N)=?3t80 MOD 16:c8(N)=?&81 DIV 16:c7(N)=?Si81 MOD 16:c4(N)=?& 82 DI 
;  ^ 16:c3(N>=?&82 MOD 16:c2<N>=?&83 DIV 16:cl<N>=?&83 MOD 16 
’ 1610IF N=1 AND c l0 (l)O 1 5  THEN N=0:ENDPR0C
! 1620CLS
: 1630IF N=10 THEN N = 0:P R 0C tota l
1640ENDPR0C 
l l650D E F P R 0C print 
I 1660REM VDU2 
f 1670F0R G=1 TO 10
1680PRINT;~c10<G);:PRINT;'vc9(G);:PRINT;~c8(G);:PRINT;’vc7(G);"xx,,;:PRINT;'uc4<G);:PRINT;~c3(G);:PRINT 
5'c2(G);:PRINT;'cl(G);SPC<3); , -
1690F=F+1:IF F=10 THEN PRINT;SPC(27):PRINT SPC<40):F=0:T=0:NEXT:VDU3:ENDPR0C 
17OOT=T+1:IF T=3 THEN PRINT;“ ":T=0 
1710NEXT 
1720VDU3 
1730ENDPR0C 
1740D E F P R 0C tota l 
1750G =3:S=0  
1760F0R  1=1 TO 8
1770size<0,S)=clO (G)*1000+c9<G )*100+c8(G >*10+c7<G )
1780S=S+1
1790size(0,S)=c4<G)*1000+c3<G>-*100+c2<G)*10+cl<G>
1800G=G+1:S=S+1 s
1810NEXT
1820IF  size< 0,0>  > 1000  THEN m ult=0.1
1830PRINT"Total No o f  P a r t i c l e s  = ";size<0,0> ^
1840PRINT':TAB(10)"Breakdown o-f P a r t ic le s "
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